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D.C. Volts : 2.5mV. to I0,000v.-Max. Input Resistance 111.1 MO.
D.C. Current_: 0.25 1,tA to I amp.-I50 mV. drop on all ranges.
A.C. Volts : 0.1v. to 2,500v. R.M.S. up to 1.5 Mc/s. With

external diode probe 0.1v. to 250v. and up to 200 Mcfs.
A.C. Output Power : 5mW. to 5 watts in 6 different load resist-

ances from 5 to 5,000 ohms.
Decibels : -10db. to +20db. Zero level 50mW.
Capacitance : .0001p,F to 501.LF.
Resistance : 0.2 ohms to 10 M
Insulation : 0.1 MO to 1,000

Fully descriptive leaflet available on application.

4x106
This figure represents the ratio of
measurement that can be made on the
principal ranges of this versatile
instrument. These measurements can
be made with the simplicity of an
ordinary multi range test meter,
In addition, the " Avo " Electronic
Test Meter offers you the facilities
of a laboratory valve voltmeter for
use on frequencies from D.C. up to
200 Mc/s.

,PrneXclim
nsf 9 c,,/7/mewls

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
WINDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET  LONDON S .W.I. TELEPHONE: VICtoria 3404-9
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MHE use of horses in place of men is
I not without problems of its own. Who,

for instance, is to feed and groom the
beasts and clean their teeth ? How does
one attach them to the various machines
they are to operate ? Will their neighings
not be mistaken for the tea-break and so
cause dislocation ? And what about Body
Odour or as some say, ' Ponk ' ?
Answers to all these questions will be
found in the employment of Desoutter

Power tools, instead of raw horses (which
are seldom mild). The horses in Desoutter
Tools are all house-trained and docile.
They work like horses and eat next to
nothing.

Industry is used to horsepower for driving large
chunks of machinery. But to many it seems absurd
to use a horse to turn a screwdriver or put on a nut
- until they see our trained Desoutter horses at work
in tiny tools that do the work of ten men at a fraction
of the cost.

Specialists in Lightweight, Pneumatic and Electric Portable Tools. DES() TTER

DESOUTTER BROS. LIMITED. THE HYDE, HENDON, LONDON, N.W.9. 'PHONE: COLINDALE 6346-7-8-9. 'GRAMS: DESPNUCO, HYDE, LONDON
c R.c.176.
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CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS
The charge for these advertisements is twelve words or less 5/- and 4d. for every additional word. Box number 2/- extra, exceptin the case of advertisements in "Situations Wanted" when it is added free of charge. A remittance must accompany theadvertisement. Replies to box numbers should be addressed to : Morgan Bros. (Publishers) Ltd., 28, Essex Street, Strand,London, W.C.2 and marked "Electronic Engineering." Advertisements must be received before the 10th of the month for insertionin the following issue.

OFFICIAL APPOINTMENTS
Tacancies advertised are restricted to persons or employ -
cents excepted from the provisions of the Control of
Engagement Order, 1947.
['HE AIR MINISTRY has vacancies in the Meteor-
dogical Office organisation for a number of civilian
adio (Meteorological) Mechanics to maintain radar

quipment.
applicants must possess a knowledge of the funda-
mental principles of radio and radar and practical
xperience in the maintenance and use of elettrical,
adio and radar instruments including cathode-ray
,scilloscopes.
'reference will be given to former Royal Air Force
.ersonnel and any other ex -Servicemen possessing the
equisite qualifications. Staff selected will he required
o serve at any station at home or abroad and in the
ase of appointments at home units, will generally
e expected to make their own arrangements for
ccommodation. Successful applicants will be engaged
n a non -pensionable basis only, although prospects of
der being placed on the permanent establishment areof ruled out. The commencing weekly wages in the
baited Kingdom are £6 5s. per week (inclusive) forppointees aged 21 and over. Varying allowances are
ayable in addition to the basic wage for service inlost overseas locations.
ipplications should be addressed to Air Ministry
3.5.(h)), Bush House, N.W. Wing, Aldwych, London,
V.C.2.

UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE.
Department of Electrical Engineering.

413.C. invites applications to fill a vacancy in the
esearch Department of the Engineering Division.
he work involves theoretical and practical investi-
itions on aerials, transmitters, and systems of mod-ation. Practical experience of such work is desirable,
pat not essential. Applicants must possess recognised
i.ademic qualifications, including a knowledge of the
beery of wave propagation, and an aptitude for
'sena investigation. The salary is on a grade rising
r annual increments of 425 to a maximum of £580
Vr annum ; good promotion prospects. The successful1ndidate will be based at Oxford, but will later besferred to a permanent base near London. Appli-ions stating age, qualifications and experience

uld reach the Engineering Establishment Officer,
oadcasting House, London, W.r, within 14 days ofa appearance of this advertisement.

plications are invited for the position of Lecturer, Electronics. Applicants must be graduates in
Iher science or engineering, and experience in devel-ment of radar, cathode ray oscillograph, and wide,nd receiving equipment, is desirable.
e salary range will be £600-£75o per annum (Aust.)
:ording to qualifications and experience. The/ointment will be for the period of rehabilitation
ining and in the first instance for three years.her particulars may be obtained from the Sec-ary, Universities Bureau of the British Empire,
Park Street, London, W./. Closing date for the

iript of applications is January 12th, 1948.

(

SITUATIONS VACANT
NTI LIMITED require for Vacuum Physics

oratory Physicists or Engineers, graduates or with(ivalent qualifications, preferably with experience oftronic vacuum work or U.H.F. valves. Application
eas from Personnel Manager, Ferranti Limited,
ay Road Edinburgh, 5.
NIOR ENGINEER required for development of
io components by progressive company in Surbiton
a. Degree or equivalent in electrical engineering
ntial. Box 153, E.E.
gDON APPOINTMENT offered to Assistant
sicist with a leaning to radio and electrical circuits.
licants should have appropriate electrical quali-
jions and not less than two years experience, andhe required to develop the electrical aspects oflies evaluation in a large chemical manufacturing
pang. The work offers prospects for promotion,
Imencing salary range £375-45oo. Box 140. E.E.
ISTANT for light electrical apparatus test roomter National Standard. Experience in insulation

tance and general electrical measurements essential.
1 particulars of training and experience and state
y commensurate therewith. Siemens Brothers &
(Ltd., Ref. 609, Woolwich, S.E.I8. .

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT Assistants of
H.N.C. or Intermediate standard for high vacuum
equipment developments, covering electronic, instru-
ment, physical and light mechanical engineering work.
Progressive superannuated posts with opportunities
for continued study. Salary commensurate with age,
experience and qualifications. Apply with full details
to W. Edwards & Co., (London) Ltd., Kangley Bridge
Road, Lower Sydenham, London, S.E.26.

TEST GEAR MAINTENANCE Engineer requiredby radio manufacturers. Frith district. To takecharge of calibration and standards. Previous exper-ience essential. Apply Box r68, E.E.
RADIO MACHINE SHOP FOREMAN required
to supervise the production of components for radarand radio equipments, Manchester area. Addressparticulars of age, experience, qualifications and salaryrequired to Box 173, E.E.

APPLICATIONS ARR INVITED for position of
chief planning engineer for large radar and electronic
equipment company, north Manchester area. Must
have good engineering background, be fully conversant
with all machine shop, fitting, and assembly operations.Apply giving full details of age, experience, career andsalary required to Box 178, E.E.

SUPERINTENDENT REQUIRED to take chargeof radar and radio assembly department, large elec
tronic equipment company, Manchester area. Must be
capable of controlling male and female labour on trackand bench assembly. Apply giving fullest particulars
of age, experience, qualifications and salary requiredto Box 177, E.E.

MATHEMATICIAN required for design of electronic
test gear by large manufacturer in east London area.
Suitable applicants must have recognised qualificationsin mathematics or pure science. State age, experience
and salary required to Box x66, E.E.

JUNIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEER with experi-
ence of sound recording required by design department
for work in connection with new commercial product.Reply stating qualifications, experience, age and salaryrequired to Box 164, E.E. -

FERRANTI LIMITED have a vacancy for a research
assistant on work connected with the development ofcathode-ray tubes. He should possess an honoursdegree in physics or electronic engineering withindustrial or university research experience involvingknowledge of high vacuum work, thermionic emissionand gas discharges. Direct acquaintance with develop-
ment or manufacture of cathode-ray tubes would be an
advantage. Application to the Staff Manager, FerrantiLimited, Hollinwood, Lancs.

TRANSFORMER DEPARTMENT SUPERIN-
TENDENT required by radar and radio electronicequipment company, Manchester area, to take charge
of modern transformer shop, must be fully conversantwith all operations of coil winding, impregnation,and assembly by male and female labour. Addressreplies giving details of age, experience and salaryrequired to Box 176, E.E.

SENIOR MICROWAVE ENGINEER and physicistrequired for important practical development work ina large industrial organisation in the south. Salaryfully commensurate with qualifications and experienceState full details of experience to Box x65, E.E.
REQUIRED; MACHINE SHOP SUPERINTEN-DENT by radar and radio manufacturers, large factory,Manchester area. Must be capable of controlling maleand female labour engaged on production of compon-ents for assembly lines. Knowledge of machine, pressand fitting operations essential. Apply giving fullparticulars of experience and salary, etc., to Box x75,E.E.

TECHNICIAN required to take complete charge oftesting department for small manufacturer of electro-acoustic instruments. Work involves accuracy andclose measurement. Will be required to assist with
instrumentation and construction of test equipment.Wembley district. Box 17o, E.E.
CONTACT SOUGHT with specialist able to adviseoccasionally on R.F. transmission line problemsBox 172, E.E.

PRODUCTION -MINDED TESTER required totake charge of small sub -section engaged on repetitionwork, electro-acoustic instruments. Wembley district.Box 17r, E.E.

RADIO SENIOR ASSEMBLY FOREMAN re-
quired, Manchester area, must be capable of controlling
male and female labour, experience in assembly beltdlay -out and familiar with A.I.D. requirements. Applystating age, experience and salary required to Box167, E.E.

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS Equipment. Phys-icist or engineer is required for work in this field,preferably with experience in research and develop.
ment in telecommunications and with a good Honoursdegree. Apply by letter only stating age, experience
and qualifications to the Director, Research Labor-atories of the General Electric Co., Ltd., NorthWembley, Middlesex.
PLANNING ENGINEERS required by lightengineering company, north Manch ister area, accus-tomed to radar and radio equipment production.Must have served general engineering apprenticeshipand be capable of developing and planning all machineshop, fitting and assembly operations. Apply stating
age, experience and salary required to Box rfio, E.E.
ENGINEER required for laboratory investigation
and measurements in conjunction with radio andelectronic devices. Experience in electron opticsdesirable, with ability for original design. Applicantsshould have reached accepted standard of educationand carry adequate production -design experience.West Middlesex area. Apply giving age, full details

of education and experience to Box i79, E.E.
REQUIRED, experienced male estimating engineerswith good engineering background and capable ofproducing accurate precalculated factory costs ofradio receivers and similar products. Good salaryfor men with the right qualifications. Apply in writingwith.full details to Works Personnel Officer, MitchamWorks Limited, New Road, Mitcham Junction, Surrey,quoting reference B. 3.
REQUIRED-EXPERIENCED ESTIMATORScapable of producing accurate precalculated factorycosts of transmitting valves and industrial rectifiers,etc. Good salary to men with the right background.Aply in writing, with full details to Works PersonnelOfficer, Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd., New Road,Mitcham Junction, Surrey, quoting reference B. 3.
ST. DUNSTAN'S requires an assistant for researchwork in connexion with sound recording and otherelectronic aids for blind people. Applicants shouldhave an Honours Degree in physics and/or comanuni-cations engineering, preferably with practical experi-ence in this branch of electronics. Initial salaryaccording to qualifications in the region of ,C450 -£55owith superannuation under F.S.S.U. Apply to St.Dunstan's Research Department, 8, Hinde Street,Manchester Square, W.I.
EXPERIENCED DESIGNER of fractional h.p.motors required by large company in the east Londonarea. Applicants must possess qualifications to covercompletely biath practical and technical design Ofuniversal and induction type motors. State full detailsof experience, qualifications, age and salary to Box182, E.E.

SITUATIONS WANTED
EX -SIGNALS OFFICER (Advanced WirelessCourse, Catterick; 4 years overseas experience organ-ising long-range transmitters, receivers) pre-warMaths. undergraduate unable resume this year, seeksopening home or abroad. Communications, recording,television preferred. Sound technical background,12 years amateur radio and television enthusiast.Box 184, E.E.

GENERAL MANAGER, fully experienced to controlworks and sales, electronic, electrical or mechanicalproducts. z5 years with two well-known firms.Hons.B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E. 3o. Free now.Extremely adaptable. Box 181, E.E.

EDUCATIONAL
SPEECH DISABILITY : Mr. H. V. Hemeryconsults at Vigmore Hall Studios, Wigmore Street,W.1.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
SEE PAGE 28

A
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CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS (Cont'd.)

COMPLETE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
covering Amateur and C. and G.I. Examinations,
consisting of 12 lessons. Send for particulars. Every -
man's Correspondence College, 72, St. Stephen's
House, Westminster, S.W.r.

A.M.I.E.E. Examinations. Electrical engineer -
lecturer (B.Sc. Eng: Hons. A.M.I.E.E.) specialises in
private individual tuition. Vacancies for October 1948
exam. Personal or correspondence. Box 147, E.E.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, S.W.7.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

A COURSE OF EIGHT LECTURES
by

DR. J. A. SAXTON,
Radio Division, National Physical Laboratory

on
RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

will be given on
Mondays at 4 p.m., commencing on 19th January,

1948.
The course will cover : ground wave transmission ;
structure of the ionosphere and its effect on propa-
gation ; tropospheric phenomena at very high fre-
quencies.

NOTICE REGARDING FEES AND ADMISSION.
Application for admission should be made to the
Deputy Registrar, City & Guilds College, Exhibition
Road, S.W.7. The fee will be 2s. for the course of
eight lectures. Students of the college and inter-
collegiate students will be admitted free to the lectures,
the latter on production of an inter -collegiate ticket.

FOR SALE
IN STOCK. Rectifiers, Accumulator Chargers,
Rotary Converters, P.A. Amplifiers, Mikes, Mains
Transformers, Speakers of most types, Test Meters, etc.
Special Transformers quoted for.-University Radio,
Ltd., 22, Lisle Street, London, W.C.2. GER. 4447.
EX-R.A.F. LORAN Indicators with 5 in. electro-
static c.r.t. with time base. 26 valves, including
6SN7, 61-16, 6SJ7 and calibrated roo Re. crystal,
suitable for conversion to oscillograph, £2.2. Box
146, E.E.
2' THERMOCOUPLE MOVING COIL MILLI -
AMMETERS. o -35o m/a. New ex -Gov. A bargain
at 5/6 each. £3 per dozen, post tree. S. McMillan,
5 Oakfield Road, Bristol, 8.
FlURZEHILL DIODE VOLTMETER 281B.
Scarcely used. £35. Really fine bargain. FSR.,
87a Upper Richmond Road, S.W.25.
V.H.F. SlUPERBIET RECEIVER ex-A.M., 9 valves
including B.F.O. Covers two new bands 130-520
megacycles, unused with diagram. Power pack needed.
Exchange general coverage communications receiver
or cash. Box 183, E.E.
0-100 MICRO -AMP, moving coil meters, byreput-
able manufacturer. Surplus stock, cheap to clear.
Box 162, E.E.
COPPER WIRES, enamelled, tinned, litz, cotton,
silk covered. All gauges. B.A. screws, nuts, washers,
soldering tags, eyelets. Ebonite and laminated
Bakelite panels, tubes, coil formers. Tufnol rod.
Flexes, permanent detectors, earphones, etc. List
S.A.E. Trade supplied. Post Radio Supplies, 33
Bourne Gardens, London, E.4.
FOR DISPOSAL surplus to requirements -2,50o
Sunvic Thermal type adjustable (25 to 90 seconds)
delay relays model TYE, having single pole, 5 -amp.
23 -volt. Normally open contact and heater wound
for 220/230 volts. Price for quantities upon appli-
cation. Box 260, E.E.
VACUUM TANK CONDENSERS 5opF, 5000 v
7s. 6d., variacs, behind -panel mounting, o-7ov. 7 amps.
35s 238-254 Mc/s Homing Adaptor, four 954 acorns,
circuit supplied, 3os. Carriage extra. Brown, 37 The
Chesils, Coventry.

WANTED
WANTED-D.C. or A.C. /D.C. turntable. State
particulars and price to Gabb, x6, Augusta Road,
Moseley, Birmingham 23.
NEW /2 -inch magnetic cathode-ray tube urgently
required. Any make. E: T. Hall, Ewelme Park,
Henley-on-Thames.
COIL UNITS for Eddystone 358 receiver, ranges S.4.
medium and long. Box 185, E.E.

SERVICE

LOUDSPEAKERS-We carry on. Sinclair Speakers,
22, Pembroke Street, N.1.
LOUDSPEAKER repairs,British, American, any
make, moderate prices.-Sinclair Speakers, 12,
Pembroke Street, N.I.
FACTORY HAS TECHNICAL Staff and capacity
available for manufacturing scientific or other articles
in glass. Box 163, E.E.
LET US DESIGN or make to your needs television
scan coils, blocking oscillator or line output trans-
formers. Enquiries invited. Box 269, E.E.
SMALL FIRM has capacity for manufacturing radio
chassis, metal cabinets and metal fittings. Presswork
a speciality. Individual or quantity orders. Box 174,
E.E.

MISCELLANEOUS

WE WILL BUY at your price used radios, amplifiers,
converters, test meters, motors, pick-ups, speakers,
etc., radio and electrical accessories. Write, phone or
call, University Radio Ltd., 22, Lisle Street, London,
W.C.2. GER. 4447.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BEHR will show your
product at its best. Ask for illustrated list. 44, Temple
Fortune Lane, London, N.W.xi. SPEedwell 4298.

ARE YOU INTERESTED in reproducing sound as
nearly as possible to the original and doing this at a
reasonable cost ? If so, we invite you either to come
to our demonstrations or write for full particulars.
Demonstrations daily 9.30-10.30 a.m., 6-6.3o p.m.
excepting Saturdays. Rogers Developments Co.,
12, Macclesfield Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.I.

SUPPLIERS of high grade radio components includ-
ing television and high fidelity radio equipment. All
types of radio and electronic apparatus built to your
specification. Large stocks of close tolerance resistors.
Rogers Developments Co., 12, Macclesfield Street, W.I.

S.H.E.F.I. MOVING COIL PICK-UP is now
available for both home trade and export. It combines
for the first time high fidelity with high output voltage,
enabling it directly to replace' normal moving iron
pick-ups without any extra amplification. It has an
exceptionally clean response with no undesirable
resonances, thereby reducing needle scratch. Retail
price including transformer 40/- plus 8/11 purchase
tax. Wholesale and retail enquiries invited. Illustra-
tion sent on request. Brooks and Bohm Ltd., 90,
Victoria Street, S.W.I.

WEBB'S Radio Map of the World enables you to
locate any station heard. Size 40 in. by 30 in. 2 -colour
heavy Art Paper, 4/6, post 6d. Limited supply on
Linen, to/6, post 6d.-Webb's Radio, 14, Soho Street,
London, W.I. 'Phone GERrard 208g.

MORSE Practice Equipment for Class -room or
Individual Tuition. Keys Audio Oscillators for both
battery or main operation. Webb's Radio, 14, Soho
Street, London, W.r. 'Phone: GERrard 2089.

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS
Se/Te on gold -alloy, super-
sensitive to light, gas -filled,
permanent, operate a relay by
light, either direct or through
one -valve amplifier, also repro-
duce speech and music, etc.,
perfectly from sound track of
films ; large tube 3} in. from
glass top to valve pin base, I in.
dia., 35/-; same type, 21 in. long,
30/-; small tube, 2 in. from top
to terminal base, in. dia., 28/-;
miniature cell, glass top to cap
base, I in. overall, k in. dia., ,thin
flex leads. 25/-; all cells operate
on 40-100 volts. Wiring diagrams
for relay and film sound amplifier
free.

PRECISION OPTICAL SYSTEM
For sound film, producing very fine line of light from
6 or 12 volt I amp. lamp, for scanning film sound
track direct into photo -cell, metal tube 1.1 in. long,
* in. dia., f in. focus, 52/-. Full directions free.

CEFA INSTRUMENTS, 38a York St;,
TWICKENHAM, Middx. POPesgrove 6597

IP ; I/ 414.'

IP %IN

Have You had Your Copy of
"Engineering Opportunities " ?

Whatever your age or
experience-you must read
this highly informative guide
to the best paid Engineering
posts.

The Handbook contains
particulars of A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E,E.,
A.M.I.M.I., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.
and other important En-
gineering Examinations, and
outlines home -study courses
in all branches of Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical ,
Automobile, Radio and
A eronautical Engineering,
Government Employment

Draughtsmanship, Building
and Plastics Matriculation, etc.

WE GUARANTEE,
""NO PASS-NO FEE"

If you are earning less than £10 a
week you cannot afford to miss

'reading " Engineering Opportuni-
ties." It tells you everything you want to know
to secure your future. Write for your copy
of this enlightening guide to well -paid posts
NOW-FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
337E, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 17, 18,19,

STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.I

THE ROMAC MODEL 126

"Personal " RECEIVER

the Romac Personal Receiver is an
entirely new departure in portable
radio. The shoulder scrap method of
carrying has ingeniously been used to
provide an '' invisible " aerial. This
convenient feature is exclusive to

Romac models.
Price £15 18s. Od. Plus £5 2s. Od. P. Tax.
Complete with I H.T. and 2 L.T. Batteries.

Home and Export Enquiries should be directed to:

ROMAC RADIO CORPN. LTD.
THE HYDE HENDON LONDON, N.W.9

Tel. No.: COLindale 5401 (Three lines).

NEW DUAL TESTOSCOPE

Ideal for NO
and Low Voltage Test

ing;I/30,100/850 A.C.and [LC

Send for interesting leaflet L24 an '

Electrical and Aalio Testing, from all Dealers or direct

RLINBAKEN-MANCHESTEIN
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'WIDE -RANGE TRANSFORMERS
TYPES D-106 & D-139

For Modern Communications Equipment

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
Practically linear from the lower audio frequencies to over 100 kc/s. (See representative curves)

IMPEDANCE RATIOS : Many impedance ratios are available, from 1 : 1 to 500 : 1.
POWER : Types D-139 will handle up to one watt AC power above 40 c/s. TypesD-106 are designed as input and interstage transformers where the power is negligible.
SCREENING: Inner case- nickel -iron. Outer case-cast aluminium.

DIMENSIONS: 2k" X 3j' x 3" high overall. WEIGHT: 2i lb.
Full information is given in Bulletin B -538-B which will gladly be sent on reque '1.

TYPE D-106 A
18000:1800On

TYPE
800 0: 00n.

TYPE
300

D-106
0:3000n

0 0 0
Q

0

FREQUENCY ins

MUIRHEAD

O

Muirhead & Co. Limited, Elmers End, Beckenham, Kent. Tel. Beckenham 0041-2
FOR OVER 60 YEARS DESIGNERS & MAKERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

WINIMMINI114
C.R.C.39r
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But new only in the sense that the pneumatic tyre employed materials
never before used in that particular field! Thus progress is made by those
who experiment and apply existing materials to perform operations more
easily, more economically or more satisfactorily.

For engineers, TUFNOL offers
almost unlimited scope. This
laminated synthetic resin -bonded
material has many valuable physical

properties that can be used with

 TUFNOL .. a comparatively new material. Made in
the forms of sheets, tubes, rods, bars, angles and
channels.
 For quantify production, some components can
be moulded to shape during manufacture.
 Light in wiight, strong, electrical insulator,
resists corrosion, unaffected by water, oil or
petrol. Does not warp. Is not attacked by
rodents or termites.
 Can be machined easily and accurately,

advantage. Indeed, experiment6
with TUFNOL may help you to
solve many a tricky problem. Write
for fuller details or ask for one of
our technical staff to call on you.

rvFNOL
Z'ke

An ELLISON Product made by TUFNOL LTD Perry BarrBirmingham 2 2 B 187
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METALLISED CERAMICS
There's a size for every job
in the S.P. range of
metallised
bushes

IN* Recent additions to the range : 10 x 4 mms. 117 x 25 mms.
For full information and prices please write to :

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS LTD.
Stourport on Severn, Worcs. Telephone : Stourport 111. Telegrams : Steatain, Stourport.

S.P.44
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SELLING -LEE
QUIZ' (No. II)

Answers to some of the questions we are
continually asked by letter and telephone

Question 28 : Is there a reasonably priced co -axial plug
and socket for domestic use, one that is easily loaded without
tricky tools ?

L604 P & S

Answer 28 : Yes.
A new sensible co-
axial plug and socket
has been developed
by Belling -Lee and is
now available. It is
known as L.604, the
price complete is 3/3,

 can be quickly loaded
without. soldering
metal shield of cable,
thereby avoiding
damage to polythene
insulant. Plug and
socket members snap
together. It can take

cables from a in. to in., over shield and central conductor up
to 0.04 in. The plug and socket together has a capacitance of
approx. 3 pF. at 45 Mc/s. This plug is one of a range complying
with the tentative specification of the Radio Component Manu-
facturers' Federation for domestic television aerial connections,
car radio, electronic test equipments, etc. The complete
range includes socket on chassis, continuity of screen behind
chassis and twin junction, etc. Where the piping of T.V. is
being considered we offer a somewhat larger plug, L.619, to
take heavier co -axial cables.

Question 29 : If I decide to have a good aerial either
for broadcast reception or television, who will put it up for me ?
I have already discussed this with my dealer, but he has not the
necessary labour or facilities.

Answer 29 : If you live within 25 miles of Charing Cross
the Belling -Lee installation service will erect the aerial for you at
a flat rate. Your dealer can get the full information on applica-
tion to us. If you live further out, say, within fifty miles, the
installation may still be carried out from London, but will be
subject to a special charge. It would, of course, be of benefit to
everyone if two or more installations can be arranged in the
same district.

Question 30: Why will my dealer not undertake the
erection of a high, efficient aerial ?

Answer 30 : (I) Labour difficulties are very real (it is not a
serviceman's job to clamber on roofs-it is a rigger's job, a man
good at heights). (2) Your dealer may not have the necessary
long ladders, and even if he has ordered them, he may not get
delivery for a very long time owing to their being taken on
building priority. (3) Long ladders need a car with special
ladder racks. Your dealer may be unable to get delivery of such
a car,

To be continued . . .

"SKYROD " (Regd. Trade Mark) vertical aerial with all -wave
"Eliminoise " anti -interference transformers.

"VIEWROD " (Regd. Trade Mark) vertical dipole with or
without reflector for wall, chimney or mast -head fixing.
Inverted " V " type for chimney or attic mounting.

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDX

CONSISTENTLY

Series
20
2"

Dials

Series
35

Dials

Pullin Miniature Instruments are charac-
terised by their robust construction, good
damping, excellent finish and pleasing
appearance. The square types enhance the

appearance of rectangular switchpanels.
A complete series of square flush

type instruments with styled covers
are now available in r, 2l" and 3-r"
dial sizes.

Complete range includes Moving
Coil ; Rectifier ; Thermo -couple,

for all sizes ; and Moving Iron
AC/DC types in the Series 35.

Series
25

We can give early delivery-
Dials write for details.

PULLIN
MINIATURE

INSTRUMENTS

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
Dept. E, Electric Works, Winchester Street, Acton, W.3. Acorn 465114

WIFE All Steel Batteries
 Containers, Terminals

and even the Plates are
made of steel and prac-
tically indestructible.

 Active material totally
enclosed.

 Completely inert on
open circuit and does
not suffer from local
action and standing loss.

No corrosive fumes.

 Alkaline electrolyte
non -corrosive to all cell
parts, including term-
inals.

That's why moRE LIFE,..NIFE
there is

Now available for all purposes except private radio and private cars.

NIFE BATTERIES - REDDITCH - WORCESTERSHIRE'
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THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
R.M.52
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et ®WEB 200 TYPES AVAILABLE

PRODUCED
by the largest manufacturers of electrical

switches, the famous BULGIN range affords you the
choice of over 200 different types of high quality switches,
covering all requirements and suitable for a wide range of
voltage and current ratings.

BULGIN switches, available in nickel, Florentine -bronze and
gun-metal finishes, are made from the finest materials only,
and can be relied upon to give long and trouble -free service.

BULGIN switches give the distinctive touch !

"The Choice BULGIN
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Telephone : RlPpleway 3474 (5 lines)

of Critics"

VALVE RETAINERS
(HART PATENT)

Over 2 Millions Supplied

Fully Approved

Samples and Particulars :

Components Section,

HART CUSHION CO.,
West Craven St., SALFORD, 5

WE ARE NOW
DEMONSTRATING

Our High Fidelity Sound Equipment
Response including loudspeaker (Hartley
215) mounted in our corner cabinet is
sensibly level from 30-15,000 cycles. Treble
is evenly diffused and the degree of realism
achieved is startling on good live broadcasts.
Full particulars on receipt of S.A.E.

Demonstrations : 9.30 a.m. to II a.m.
6 to 6.30 p.m. or by appointment.

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS CO.,
12, Macclesfield Street, Shaftesbury

Avenue, London, W.I.
Tel : GERrard 8256

HILL L CHURCHILL,
Booksellers LTD.

SWANAGE, DORSET

ENGLISH & AMERICAN
BOOKS IN STOCK ON

RADIO AND
TELECOMMUNICATION

41.

Catalogue on Application

WE OFFER
S.T.C. 21 -amp. Rectifiers at 10,6.

3 -Wave Band Coil Packs with
Condenser and Dial, at 42/6.

Lots of other equipment at really
low prices.

Try us first and buy more gear
for less money.

UNIVERSITY RADIO LTD.
22 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.

Tel.: GER 8582.
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A high powluction rate of flaw. free eonapression
mouldings can be asAwed by wing high frequency
equipment to preheat the moulding powifora.
13.1. Callender's High Frequency Pr*. Hosiers
ensure the even and thorough penetration of heat
necessary for a uniformly plaatie condition of the
powder. Leas moulding pressure it respired. tciol
wear is minced and large areas, thick isivtions
intricate shapes can he moulded with equal

certainty. B.1. Callender's high
frequency heaters are availabk
in a range of capacities) from
4 oa. to more than NO or. of
wood flour filled phenolic mould.
ing powder. Electrical filters
prevent radiation from the
supply maim and the equipment
is effectively acreened ire acconl
:anew ir:tb Post Office require.
inertia.

11'rite fret rublirati No.
219 c.n High Frequency
H. 2 Fluipment,
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Suitable for all types of sound measurement ranging
from the volume of noise of a whisper to that of a
factory hooter. Simple to operate ; completely
self-contained ; rugged and portable.

WIDE RANGE -34 to 130 decibels.

NON -DIRECTIONAL SOUND -CELL TYPE MICRO-
PHONE-removable for special applications.

SLOW -FAST METER.

INTERNAL CALIBRATION SYSTEM.

THREE WEIGHTING NETWORKS.

COMPLETE ABSENCE OF INDUCTANCES in con-
struction enables accurate readings in presence
of magnetic fields.

DAWE INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
HARLEQUIN AVE., GT. WEST RD., BRENTFORD, MIDDX. EALING !850

SELENIUM PHOTO

ELECTRIC CELLS

FOR LIGHTMETERS, EXPOSURE METERS, COLOUR
METERS, DENSITOMETERS, REFLECTOMETERS,
LABORATORY AND SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS OF

ALL KINDS.

INVITATION
You are cordially invited to bring us any problem
in connection with Selenium Photo 'Electric Cells
and their application.

MEGATRON LTD. (Laboratories)
Sa, Fonthill Road, LONDON, N.4. ARChway 3739.

35mm. Camera (cover
removed). Used with
standard oscillograph,
in the investigation of
vibration, stresses, dim-
ensional variations and
electrical phenomena.

Design, Development and Manufacture of

Optical Mechanical Electrical Instruments

AVIMO LTD. TAUNTON, ENGLAND. Tel. 3634. Grams. 'Avimo
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1444i1411,

ghe afie 1684 series of escilloscofies are already known. Jhe

new (Model aj retains ge desirable features of this series-lc. shift's,

response flat to video frecluencies, dc. coupled symmetrical gmaers on

both axes, semi-autornatic synchronisation, etc. gt incorporates many new

features in design, both electrical and mechanical. One such irnProvement

is that the grids of the canfigers are brought out at Garth potential

enabling the instrument to be used more easily for lc. measurement.
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Break away! Two -bank, two -pole, eight -positions.

Spaced at .45°, and continuously rotatable, was used in important radar

equipment during the war, and is of value in equipment where eight

circuit positions have to be selected, and it is important that one circuit

is broken before the next is made.

WALTER INSTRUMENTS LTD., GARTH ROAD, LOWER MORDEN, SURREY. TEL.. DERWENT 4421 - 2 - 3

WALTER Type 4

THE SWITCH 0 F OVER 2000 ASSEMBLIES
C.R.C.25
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Ge71-)7.
INS1RI?WENT... but NOT

Laboratory"
The newest addition to the " Advance " range of signal Price !
Generators places an instrument of laboratory class within
the financial scope of every radio service engineer and
experimenter.

The discerning engineer will appreciate its accuracy and stability, its exceptionally
wide range which covers all frequencies required for radio and television receivers
and its accurate attenuating system which enables sensitivity measurements to be made
on highly sensitive receivers up to 60 Mc/s. Send for fully descriptive pamphlet.

Range : 100 Kc/s-60 Mcls
on fundamentals (up tot, 120
Mc/s on Second Harmonic).
Accuracy:

Guaranteed within 1%
Attenuation . Constant im-
pedance system embodying a
matched 75 ohms transmission
line.
Stray Field : Less than 3
microvolts at 60 megacycles.
Illuminated Dial :

Total scale length 30"
Power Supply :

110-210-230-250 volts.
Dimensions :

13' x 10+' x a- deep.
Weight : 15 lbs.

The

ADVANCE COMPONENTS LTD., Back Road, Shernhall Street,
Walthamstow, London, E.17. Telephone : LARkswood 436617

E.H.T.
RECTIFIERS

for
power supply to television
and electronic equipment,
condenser storage devices,
condenser testing, cable
testing, relay operation.

The 16K and I6HT range of rectifiers are suitable ior outputs
of up to 8 mA. at any voltage up to 4,120 volts from a single
unit in a half -wave circuit or 8,220 volts from two units
in a voltage -doubler circuit. An output up to 7,060 volts
at 15 mA. is obtainable from four units in a bridge circuit
with reservoir condenser, or up to 5,490 volts at up to
30 mA. if no condenser is used.

WESTINGHOUSE

ESTALITE
16K L 16HT RECTIFIERS
Write for Data Sheet No. 42 to Dept. E.E.

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD.,
82, York Way, King's Cross, London, N.I

* VOLTAGE RANGES

1

0 -50 0-100 0 - 250

A.C. MAINS
OR BATTERY

BROOKLANDS

THE BA I N

FARMER
ELECTROMETER

FOR RADIOLOGICAL WORK
A unique electronic instrument for research androutine testing in Hospital Radium and X-ray
Therapy Departments.

It has an input resistance of 1o" ohms, and an input
capacity of less than /111F. Developed primarily
for use in Radiological work, where small condensersof the Sievert type are used extensively for the
measurement of gamma and X-ray intensities.

Fully descriptive leaflet supplied on request.

WORKS, PRINCES ROAD, DARTFORD, KENT.
Telephone : Dartford 2989
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Write for
technical data

on these and
other Mullard

valves.

MORE POWER AT LESS COST WITH THEE,

MULLARD MCA TECHNIQUE

A marked saving pei life -hour is
among the major achievements of
the new Mullard Silica technique.
Unremitting attention to the de-
velopment and improvement of this
range of power triodes has already
established them with designers of
industrial electronic apparatus. Here
are some of their other important
features:
NO COSTLY COOLING SYS..
TEMS, either water or forced air. The
pure fused quartz envelope, with its
unique resistance to thermal shock, is
radiation cooled.

`UNIFORM CHARACTERISTICS
between all valves of a given type are
ensured by meticulous inspection and
effective control of grid emission by
special processing.

NO DETERIORATION OF
VACUUM. The valve envelope has a
softening temperature of approximately
1780°C which permits pumping and
degassing at extremely high tempera-
tures. The zirconium coated molyb-
denum anode is a further assurance
against deterioration of vacuum.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT EMITTER.
Complete evacuation permits the use
of thoriated tungsten with the assurance
of constant emission. Its advantages
include low consumption in relation
to power output ; ample reserve of
emission; fixed filament voltage
operation with switching problems
minimised: low working anode
voltages.
ALL SILICA VALVES ARE
REPAIRABLE at a cost of approxi-
mately 6o% of their original price.
There is no practical limit to the number
of times a valve can be repaired, and
the useful working life in each case is
equal to that of a new valve.
Mullard engineers will be
advise on the applications
valves, the range of which
the following types

Valve Type Max. Operating *Power
Frequency Output CW

TYS5 - 2000 See panel below
TYS2 - 250 75 Mcis 750 W
TYS4 - 500 50 ,, 1500 W
TYS5 - 3000 30 10000 W
TX 10 - 4000 20 9700 W

*Measured at 3 Mc/s.

___C="2>

POWER TRIODE
Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Anode Voltage
Output Power - -

Max. Operating Frequency

TYS5 - 2000
14.5 V

26 A
- 5000 V max.

6000 W
30 Mc/s.

Mullard

glad to
of silica
includes

11 THERMIONIC VALVES & ELECTRON TUBES
Imullardl THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., TRANSMITTING & INDUSTRIAL

VALVE DEPT., CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2
MVT 17
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THIS issue commences a new
volume of this Journal-No.

20-and an opportunity has been
taken to make a number of changes,
lone major and several minor, which
lit is hoped will improve its appear-
ance and value.

[ The type face has been altered
throughout to give greater legibility,
while permitting the same amount
f matter to be fitted on the page.

The articles have been separated
'rom the advertising matter as far

fLs convenient - an arrangement
which will receive general approval,
o judge from various comments
vhich have been made from time to
:ime. In making this change, we
we confident that our advertisers
ill not suffer any disadvantage.

the view has always been held that
technical literature the advertise-

nents are read with the same
Interest as the text matter, and it

Lhoped that they will be found
qually informative.
1 The Classified Announcements are
ow at the beginning of the issue
nd not at the end, and for the con-
enience of inquirers an index of
dvertisers is now added on the last
age.
There are other small points which
ill be evident to the assiduous
ader, and although no prize is

)

P

Information
awarded for spotting them, we
would welcome any comments or
criticisms which the alterations
provoke.

Further notes for new readers
are :

Back Copies

Before applying for back copies,
please inquire whether they are
available. This will save the staff
time and trouble in returning
money sent if the copies are not in
stock. If a " want list " is -sent in,
the reader will be notified when
copies become available.

The Circulation Dept. will be
pleased to hear from readers who
have back copies in good condition
for disposal. Please send full details
of year, date, etc.
Monographs

The following monographs are
still available at the prices quoted :

Frequency Modulation
(3rd Edition) 2s. 8d.

Plastics in Radio 2s. 8d.
Photocells in Industry 3s. 3d.
" The Electron Microscope " is at

present reprinting in a second
revised edition, and will be avail-
able shortly, price 4s. 9d. All prices
include postage.

" Televisor " Booklet
The first large printing of this

booklet is now exhausted and a
second printing is in hand. It is
expected that supplies will be avail-
able before the end of this month,
and readers who have sent in orders
are asked to be patient a little
longer. The second printing includes
some amendments and corrections
which have been ,pointed out by
constructors, and a list of these
appears on p. 25 of this issue. Owners
of the early copies are asked to note
these amendments in their texts,
" The Synchrodyne "

This original receiver design was
first described in the March, 1947
issue, and further details appeared in
the August and September issues. Its
success, when exhibited at Radio-
lympia, took us a little by surprise
and there has been a slight delay in
publishing further details, including
those of the construction.

Another article by the designers
will be published in next month's
issue, which will also 'contain a full
circuit diagram of the " senior "
and " junior " models.

A limited number of complete
reprints of the original articles are
still available from the Circulation
Dept., price 2s. 2d. post free.
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A Mobile X -Ray Unit
THE problem of the satisfactory X-ray examination in situ of welded

high pressure pipe lines has been solved by the production of a
fully mobile unit shown in the photographs.

It is housed in a four -ton van, the body of which is divided into com-
partments to accommodate the equipment and provide the necessary
dark room service.

In the dark -room (shown on the right) is a special film -loading bench,
processing unit and wash basin, viewing lantern, and quick -drying
facilities.

The X-ray unit is a Philips Macro 300 inspection unit capable of examin-
ing steel up to 41 in. thick., and is supplied from two generators on
small wheeled trollies. Special cable and hose drums are housed in
compartments below the chassis and a 34 -gall. storage tank is above
the driver's cabin to boost the water pressure.

The equipment was designed by Philips Electrical Ltd., for Stewarts &
Lloyds, one of the largest metal tube manufacturers in the country, and
will be used for routine examination of the pipe lines after laying.
It should be of equal interest to shipbuilders and constructional
engineers whose problems involve examination in situ, as the search
for dark -room accommodation often wastes time and trouble even when
no difficulty is found in making the examination.
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High Vacuum Pumps
Part 1 - Early Types

Their History and
Development

By R. NEUMANN, Dipl. Ing., A.M.I.Mech.E.

THE extensive use of high
vacuum equipment suitable

for pressure reductions to less than,
isay, 10' atmospheres was initiated
by the requirements of the incan-
descent lamp industry and was then

,accentuated by the development of
electronic valves, X-ray tubes,
;rectifiers, photo -cells and the like.
'Only in recent years new applica-
tions have been rapidly developed,
especially under the pressure of war
needs, and mainly in the fields of
chemical and metallurgical engineer-
ing, in the surface treatment of
optical glasses, in the metallising of
mirrors, in the dehydration of food-
stuffs, the separation of vitamins,
the preparation of plasma for blood
ransfusion and the large-scale

manufacture of penicillin. Also in
.he production of the atomic bomb
igh vacuum processes have played
heir part, especially in the separa-
ion of isotopes. For the cyclotron

And other accelerators, so important
n the study of nuclear physics, a
'sigh vacuum is required.

Some general remarks made in a
previITous article" will not be re-
)eated here, although they refer to
acuum pumps as well as to vacuum

Fauges. This is especially the case
egarding the units used in vacuum
echnique, the pressures used in
arious apparatus, the vapour pres-
ures of various substances and-
it least in some of the pumps-the
ii..gnificance of the mean free path
f the molecules. The interested
ader is referred to the previous

rticle.
In dealing with high vacuum
umps we are not only concerned
ith the ultimate pressures obtain-
Me by any kind of pump, but also
ith the special conditions neces-
ry for obtaining these low pres-

ires, e.g., the state from which
umping is started, be it atmos-
'aerie pressure or the pressure of a
eliminary vacuum or fore -vacuum.
e are also interested in the speed

t evacuation, the quantity removed
unit time, this quantity being

sually a function of pressure.
i As was the case with high vacuum
fiuges, also here the quality of the

vapour or gas to be exhausted fre-
quently plays an important part
and so does the size, shape and state
of the inner surface of the vessels
and the connecting tubing, the
purity of the mercury or oil used as
working fluids and so on.

Also here we shall confine our-
selves to the most important types
of pumps and to those applicable to
pressures of 10-i mm. Hg and less.
Besides, we shall generally not deal
with what Andrade' calls " mural "
pumps, i.e., those appliances which
are based on chemical action, sorp-
tion processes, " gettering " and the
like.

Historical
From antiquity to the end of the 17th Century

While the development of accurate
measuring methods and appliances
for vacua did not start before the
middle of the 17th century we have
to go further back when dealing
with vacuum pumps. The question
whether or not empty space exists
at all has played an important part
in philosophical speculation since it
was affirmed by the first " atomists,"
Leucippos of Miletos and his
disciple Democritos in the 5th and
4th century, B.C. Aristotle's view
of the non-existence of empty space,
based on the sentence " non entis
non sunt differentiae " (the non-
existing has no distinguishing
features) led to the long cherished
notion of the " horror vacui "
although the very expression
" horror vacui," was apparently
not used in this form before Galilei
applied it for explaining the fact
that water cannot he lifted higher
than about 30 ft. by a suction
pump. Popular books of quotation
attribute the sentence natura
abhorret vacuum " (nature abhors
empty space) to Rabelais (1483-
1553). In fact, he tells how, when
his hero Gargantua is about to be
horn, the father invites his friends
to a drinking bout in order to con-
sole himself for the pains his wife
has to suffer. He shouts to them
across the table " Fill your glasses
up to the brim. Natura abhorret
vacuum." But it is ouite apparent

that Rabelais quotes from an older
author. This seems to be Albert of
Saxony (1316-1890)," a scholastic
divine and philosopher who, after
lecturing at the University A Paris,
became the first rector 01 Vienna
University and died as bishop of
Halberstadt.

The question why water cannot
fall from a vessel closed at its top
and open at its bottom was much
discussed by the scholastics. Accord-
ing to Thorndike" " writers
before Roger Bacon " (1214-1294)
" explained it by saying that the
fall of the water would produce a
vacuum and that a vacuum cannot
exist in nature. Bacon argues a
vacuum cannot be the reason why
the water does not fall because a
vacuum does not exist. He explains
the phenomenon by the universal
continuity of nature."

The death blow to the notion of
the " horror vacui " was struck by
Pascal' (1623-1662) who, after get-
ting acquainted with Toricelli's
experiments, made his own classical
experiments on the Puits de Dome,
proving that not the "horror vacui"
but the weight of the atmosphere is
the cause of all the phenomena pre-
viously attributed to the former.
His views were lively attacked by
Father Etienne Noel who based his
arguments on the Aristotelian view
of the non-existence of empty space.
Crude as the objections of Father
Noel may be, they certainly contain
a grain of what is to -day believed
to be true. Pascal had expressed
the view that the empty space in
Toricelli's experiments in no way
contains either particles of air
passed through the pores of the tube
or particles of mercury vapour.
Father Noel objected to this view.
As was mentioned in the previous
paper, even with a pressure as low
as 10-1 mm. Hg molecules of the
order of 109 are still left in the cubic
centimetre.

The principal objection raised by
Pascal against the notion of the
horror vacui was that to attri-
bute hum in feelings to nature was
unphilosophical and absurd.
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But we are here less concerned
with philosophical speculations than
with actual methods and means for
producing vacua. And to find . the
first published origins of lnich we
have to go back to antiquity again.
Hero of Alexandria (285-222, B.C.)
describes in his " Spiritalia two
appliances mainly used for surgical
purposes which may be considered
as the ancestors of some of the pneu-
matic machinery used later by
Guericke, Boyle and their succes-
sors up to the present date. He calls
them pyulcus " and " smerisma."
The pyulcus (Fig. 1) may be con-
sidered as the ancestor of the syringe
and the piston pump and the
smerisma as that of the valves,
stopcocks and the like used in con-
nexion with such pumps. But Hero
shows the use of the smerismata,
which, literally translated, mean
ground -in tubes, in combination
with a " cucurbitula," i.e., with a
cupping glass (Fig. 2). The exhaus-
tion of such a cupping glass was
not accomplished by a mechanical
apparatus, but by the human mouth
and tongue, the oldest " piston
pump " and still very profusely
used. The chest may be considered
also as a " vacuum pump," though
not based on the piston principle
but on the bellows principle. In
fact, in the modern " iron lung "
bellows are used which take upon
them the work usually done by the
muscles of chest and diaphragm.

After Hero's time there followed
a long pause in the further develop-
ment during medieval times, when
" philosophers dedicated themselves
to abstract and useless questions
instead of exploring nature by
experiments and observations.""

Galilei, as we saw, still used the
horror vacui as an explanation, yet
" his first thought was that the
horror vacui possessed a measurable
power. He sought, moreover, to
determine directly the weight able
to draw out of a closed pump -barrel
a tightly -fitting piston, resting on
the bottom.'

His disciple, Toricelli, in his
experiments of 1643, replacing the
water column by the more easily
manageable mercury column, laid
the foundation for most of the
further development.

It was Otto von Guericke who,
with full knowledge of Toricelli's
work, added two valves to the
syringe described by Hero. The
first description of his pump
is contained in P. Gaspar Schott's

Fig. I. Hero's syringe
(" Pyulcus ")

Fig. 2. Hero's cupping glass with stop cocks
(" Cucurbitula " and " Smerismata ")

" Mechanica Hydraulico - Pneuma-
tica," published 1657 at Wiirzburg.
Guericke had given his consent to
this publication, while his own
treatise, the " Experimenta nova,"
appeared as late as 1672. Mean-
while, Robert Boyle had started his
experiments based on the know-
ledge of Schott's book. He had in
collaboration with Robert Hooke
improved Guericke's pump. Schott
describes the operation of Guericke's
pump with the words : " Duo vali-
dissimi viri arrepto manubrio, cum
liguculis, agitant antliam extra-
hendo atque intrudendo pistillum "
(" two very strong men operate the
pump, tearing at the handle by
means of ropes and extracting and
intruding the piston)-in the illus-
tration the two very strong men are
replaced by two lovely little
angels. In Boyle's design the
operation is made more convenient
by the use of rack and pinion. The
addition of what we call to -day a
bell jar with base plate was due to
Huyghens and Papin, the latter
assisting Boyle for some time in his
experimental work. Guericke's later
pumps as described in his " Experi-
menta nova " show that he used
Boyle's experiences to some extent.

18th and 19th Century
In the further history of vacuum

pumps till the end of the 19th cen-
tury two lines of development may
be noticed, although a strict line of
demarcation cannot always be
drawn. It became usual to discern
between three kinds of vacua.

(1) The Toricellian or barometric
vacuum, obtaining in the space be-
tween the top of the mercury
column and the end of the closed
tube.

(2) The Guerickian or Boylean
or pneumatic vacuum produced by
a pneumatic machine.

(3) The absolute vacuum or
simply vacuum, i.e., a space sup-
posed to be empty of any matter
or-in the words of Pascal-"empty
of all bodies touching the senses*
It may safely be said that this
latter has so far been experienced.
It is an abstraction similar to the
absolute zero of temperature or the
dimensionless point of the mathe-
matician.

There remain therefore the two
principles, the barometric and the
pneumatic, to be considered in the
further development of the pumps.
In the early experiments of Tori-
eelli and the other Florentine
scientists of the Academia del
Cirnento a deparate recipient was
not used and if it was necessary to
experiment with apparatus, requir-
ing a larger space to be evacuated
as in the first abortive test for in-
vestigating the propagation of
sound in vacuo, they used Boyle's
pneumatic pump " because it may
be too hard a task', if not impos-
sible, to place such instrument (an
organ pipe) in a Vacuum made with
mercury. 's It was as late as 1722
that Swedenborg, the Swedish
divine and philosopher, showed that
a larger recipient may be evacu-
ated by repeatedly lowering and
lifting a separate vessel or tube
connected to the recipient by a flex-
ible leather hose.

The development of this first
" mercurial air pump " to what is
known to -day as the Toepler pumn
will not be dealt with in detail
here as there exists a very valuable
monograph by S. P. Thompson,
based on a paper read before the
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Society of Arts in 1888, which gives
an exhaustive history of this de-
velopment.' Only a few points
can be mentioned. This type of
pump was to a large extent used
by Geissler for the exhaustion of his
discharge tubes and he also im-
proved it by arranging special cocks
reducing the dead space. A further
improvement was proposed by T. R.
Robinson and by Poggendorfr
which did away with the mercury
filled flexible leather or rubber tub-
ing. Using the barometrical pump as
final pump and a pneumatic one as
fore pump, the raising and lowering
of the mercury in the barometrical
pump is effected without the mer-
cury coming into contact with the
flexible tube and thus the bad effect
of aged tubing is avoided. Besides
the necessary length of the baro-
metric tube is considerably reduced.
This arrangement seems also to be
the first use of fore -and fine -pump
which in modern high vacuum
pumping equipment has become
standard practice.

1 The improvement made by Toep-
ler' consisted in the replacement of
the cocks or valves necessary in the
Swedenborg and Geissler designs by

la mercury seal which allows the air
Ito leave the pump and prevents it
from reentering. Its principle is
shown in Fig. 3. The tedious rais-
ing and lowering of the reservoirs
A may be avoided by connecting
the vessels A and B rigidly and
transferring the Hg pneumatically
from A to B.-In a more modern
design due to V. Reden" the trans-
er of the Hg from one vessel to the
)ther is effected by a rocking move-
ment or both vessels may be corn-
med in a rotating system of spirala

tubes (Kaufmann '°). All three de-
signs are now mainly of historical
nterest. But it may be mentioned
`hat Toepler's arrangement is still
Bed to -day for collecting gases
umped out by more modern types
f high vacuum pumps."' The
ressure of the gas thus collected
nay afterwards be raised to atmo-
ppheric pressure and the gas trans -
erred to a burette for being ana-

Sysed. It has been stated that in
piis kind of pump the mercury acts
ike the piston of a barrel pump.
The ultimate pressure obtainable

y a modern Toepler pump with Hg
apour frozen out is 10-5 mm. Hg.

Irlut it takes several hours to reach
uch a low pressure.
I

1 A quicker working was obtained
)y replacing the hydrostatic prin-

flow, carrying with them the gas
from the recipient (Fig. 4). The
falling drops act like little liquid
pistons. The action is more con-
tinuous and automatic than in the
Toepler pump. But the volumetric

ciple used in the Toepler pump by
the hydrodynamic principle as pro-
poed by Sprenger who carried out
his experiments at St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital. A narrow tube is
used down which droplets of Hg

Fig. 3 (above). Toepler's
pump

Fig. 4 (above - right).
Sprengel's pump

Fig. 5. Mechanical pump,
18th century

(Table IV, De nitre, Elements
Physicae, 8th Vol.)
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speed is still very small, only a few
inn'/ sec. with a single fall pump.
Therefore multiple fall pumps were
designed in which several capillaries
were arranged in parallel. In order
to shorten the capillaries the Spren-
gel pump may be operated in com-
bination with a fore -pump of the
mechanical or water jet type and
the fore -vacuum may also be used
for lifting the Hg from the lower to
the upper vessel. Numerous de-
signs have been devised for this
purpose, especially during the last
decades of the 19th and the first de-
cades of this century when Spren-
gel pumps were extensively used for
the evacuation of  incandescent
lamps. But as they may now be
considered as obsolete no further
details shall be given here and the
interested reader will find detailed
descriptions in monographs about
lamp manufacture.'

2 4 6 8 10 12

Strokes

As to the pneumatic machines
based on Guericke's and Boyle's
designs the principal improvements
made in the 18th century consisted
in using double -barrel pumps as
proposed by Hauksbee" and in
actuating the valves positively by
some kind of a lever mechanism.
Such a pump is illustrated in Fig.
5.42 Benjamin Martin describes in
his " Philosophia Britannica,"
Reading, 1747, the double -barrel air
pump and illustrates his own sim-
plified design in which the two bar-
rels and the recipient are arranged
on the same bedplate. Somewhat
boastfully he states : " I take this
to be the last improvement this
machine is capable of as to its form;
for it consists of only such Parts as
are Essential." More valuable than
his design appear to be two tables
derived from a simple logarithmic
calculation, the first one giving the

14 16 113 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38

R = 1 2
Volume of recipient

R -
Volume of cylinder

Fig. 6. Theoretical speed curve of mechanical pump

" rarefaction " obtainable with a
given number of strokes of the pump
if the cylinder volume is equal to
the volume of the recipient, and the
second one a factor with which this
number of strokes must be multi-
plied to obtain a certain rarefaction
if the ratio between volume of reci-
pient and volume of cylinder is
larger than unity. Fig. 6 combines
the values of the two tables and
gives the required number of
strokes for a certain pressure. Of
course, this is only of theoretical
value as it applies only to perma-
nent gases and the effects of
vapours, of leaks and of dead space
are neglected . But it shows that
for\ obtaining absolute vacuum, i.e.,
infinite large rarefaction, an infinite
large number of strokes is required.

In the further development of
vacuum pumps of the piston type
full use could be made of the ex-
periences gained in the development
of the reciprocating steam engine
and up to the present date piston
type pumps are extensively used,
especially for low vacua and large
volumes to be evacuated.

But for high vacua the effects of
vapours, leaks and dead space can-
not be neglected. Vapours can be
condensed in cold traps and this is
done effectively with many kinds of
high vacuum pumps. Leaks must
be rendered harmless by suitable

10 design and special packings where
the piston passes through the cylin-

9 der cover. The dead space which
a causes the same volume of air to bet
7 alternately expanded and com-

pressed with each piston .stroke was
6 found to be most harmful. Here at

last a solution was found by Fleuss"
which solution at the same time also
overcame the difficulty with leaks
through the piston rod packing. In
Fleuss 's design the suction valve is
not arranged as was done before in
the bottom of the cylinder but a
suction inlet is arranged at a dis-
tance from the bottom so that the
piston passes at the down stroke
below the inlet. A quantity of a
liquid, preferably oil, always covers
the piston. A valve arranged in
the piston prevents a vacuum being

3 formed below the piston at the com-
mencement of the upstroke. The
piston at the end of the upstroke
opens the delivery valve arranged
at the top of the cylinder and this
valve is also covered with oil.
Baffle plates arranged above this
valve prevent splashing of the oil
when the pump is at, work (Fig. 7).
The Fleuss pump, better known
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ander the name "Geryk pump," is
still used to -day for schools and
laboratory experimental work, espe-
cially where hand drive is desirable,
the single -stage design being suit-
able for- an ultimate vacuum of
.02 mm. Hg and the double -stage
design for 10-' mm. Hg with a
piston .displacement with different
sizes of about 300-6,000 and 1,500-
7n,000 cu. in. per min. respectively.
But it is also applied to some extent
on actual production circuits when
it is usually motor -driven, although
generally it has been now replaced
by rotary pumps. It should be
stated that Geryk pumps " is a
trade name introduced by the Pul-

1 someter Engineering Co. who were
the first to manufacture the Fleuss
design, and the name is now used
for the whole range of their air
pumps, reciprocating as well as
rotary types.

An important condition for
Fleuss's pump is complete purity of
the oil applied. Even small con-
tents of humidity which combine
with the oil to an oil -water -emulsion
impair the working of the pump.
The water droplets evaporate when
the piston is moved downwards into
the vacuum above the piston and
therefore a vacuum of only about
15 mm., i.e., the vapour pressure of
water at room temperature, is ob-
ainable. The use of phosphorus

pentoxide traps or the like is
indispensable.

The Fleuss pump was also built in
Germany by Arthur Pfeiffer, Wetz-
ar' and in two modified designs
with telescopic piston or with back
flow valve by. Max. Kohl, Chem -

An improved type was proposed
y Gaede96 and used mainly for de-

nonstration purposes in which three
istons are arranged one above the

>ther in a common cylinder. Pistons
nd intermediate fixed walls con-
ain valves. Special means are
rovided for separating the con-
ensed water vapours from the oil
nd the pump is therefore little

iffected by water vapours.

"ransition Period

Before dealing with the modern
evelopment two designs should be
entioned which in the last decade

f the 19th century and the first of
he 20th were a uite extensively
sed. Although the designs have
ow been superseded they may still
e found occasionally in labora-
ories and factories. They work on

Fig. 7. Fleuss's pump (" Geryk " pump)

Fig. 9. Gaede's rotary
mercury pump

a principle characterised by Prof.
Andrade with the words " gas meter
run backwards." They consist of a
drum, usually made of porcelain,
fitted with two or three suitably-
shaped channels. The drum rotates
in a casing filled with mercury in
such a manner that the gas is
sucked from the recipient and
passed into the upper part of the
casing connected to a fore -vacuum
pump. One design proposed by
Barr & Stroud" is shown in Fig. 8.
In another design the rotating drum
with horizontal axle is replaced by
a helical wheel with inclined axle
and conical core.

In Gaede's rotary mercury pump,"
similar to Barr & Stroud's first de-
sign, the difficulty of keeping the
packings air -tight overcome by
passing a fingerishaped tube con-
nected to the recipient through the
glass wall of the casing and letting
it end within the upper part of a
smaller porcelain drum connected
by a porthole to the main drum
(Fig. 9). The vacuum attainable
with this pump is 10' mm. Hg but
it needs a rather large mass of mer-
cury and is not suitable for conden-
sible vapours. Its speed is about
100 cm.' / sec. but this decreases
rapidly at about 10' mm. Hg and
will be only 25 cm.s./ sec. at
10' mm. Hg.

If the rotary mercury pump stops
for any reason a special design may
be applied which allows of connect-
ing the recipient directly with the
fore -pump but in general the pump
may be stopped without deteriora-
tion of the vacuum already attained.
It is usual to admit atmospheric
pressure only slowly on the high-
pressure side if for any reason the
fore -pump stops working. Other-
wise there is the danger that the
porcelain drum is damaged by the
air rushing in. The same danger
exists if a larger leak develops on
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the low-pressure side, e.g., if in
evacuating lamp bulbs one of them
breaks. For this reason, porcelain
-drums were replaced by steel drums
(A. Pfeiffer, Wetzlar), or the
more sturdy helical design men-
tioned above was applied (Hoff-
mann). In this latter design the
helix consisted of a single turn
made of porcelain of such a width
that a hand could be passed through
it and the thickness of the porcelain
prevented the danger of breakage.

(To be continued)
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Apparatus for the Investigation of Inter -Lens Shutters
By K. ONWOOD*

This paper describes three types of apparatus which have been cl6veloped and successfully used for investigation of the operation character-
istics of interlens shutters. The first is no longer used for its original purpose but is included for completeness and the fact that it has
several other uses.

I. Integrating Photometer.
THIS apparatus was made

quickly when no other methods
were available and is run from a 12-
volt battery. The circuit (Fig. 1)
consists of a standard electrometer
valve measuring the charge intro-

+ duced on a capacitor from a vacuum
photo -cell. The amount of charge is

i determined by a calibrated potentio-
1 meter, the accuracy of measurement
i therefore being independent of valve
' characteristics.

This potentiometer, together with
the various valve potentials, is stan-
dardised with the switch S2 in posi-
tion 1. This connects the meter
across a portion of the potential
divided, and the resistance Ri is
varied until a definite deflection is
obtained. When S2 is returned to
position 2, it places the meter in the
anode circuit of the electrometer
valve and is also coupled to a circuit
to provide a backing -off current. A
separate light source is provided at
,a distance of about 10 in. from the
hutter, and therefore the intensity

of illumination over the area of the
shutter opening is constant. When
the shutter is opened, the light
passes through on 'to a diffusing
screen and is then projected on to
he photo -cell. The screen is neces-

isary to prevent ingress of moisture
and to preserve the inFilation.

In use, the shutter is opened on
time exposure " and the light in-

tensity is adjusted until the meter
ives a deflection which is precisely

-ancelled by setting the main poten-
iometer R3 to five divisions. Since
;en divisions on this potentiometer
ire equivalent to one volt, this

eans that i volt has been developed
cross the 2 megohm resistance in

6eries with the photo -cell. This
1,tandardises the charging current to

definite value.
The correct capacitor is selected

y S4 and the switch S3 is pressed,
'which open -circuits the 2 megohm
esistor, and the shutter 'is operated.
he meter is then reset to zero by
leans of the potentiometer- R3, its
eading then indicating directly the
otal effective exposure.
Now the instrument is stan-

) Gambrel' Bros., Ltd.

)

Fig. I. Circuit diagram of integrating photometer

dardised by developing a voltage of
0.5 across 2 megohms. The generated
current is 0.25 I2A. and, provided the
charging current is the same, we
have for unity voltage across the
capacitor which is given on a correct
exposure

Q = it = CV

The total charge LL,

Total open -close time
Care has to be taken over the

accuracy and insulation of the com-
ponents and in particular a Baird
V.A.26 was found to be one of the
only photo -cells with a low enough
dark current to give good results.

The overall accuracy depends on
the standardisation of the main

.25.10-6
dit = 1.0 110a

o.

and therefore T/ 4 = C.
Therefore for an exposure of

1 / 25th of the second we need a
capacity of .01 !if' and 1/100th sec.
of .0025 ILF, etc. If it is wished to
measure the total open -close time,
the iris diaphragm can be closed
down to a small aperture, the light
intensity increased and the test
repeated. The shutter efficiency is
then given by

Total effective exposure
X 100%

potentiometer R3, the two megohm
resistor, the selector capacitor, the
linearity of the cell and the linearity
of the charging current. The first
of these can all be maintained at a
good accuracy. As regards the
charging current, the cell is
energised by a P.D. of 10 volts.
Therefore, at the end of the test, the
charging current is reduced to
9 / 10ths of its original value, due to
the 1 -volt charge across the capa-
citor. This change, if assumed to be
linear with time, which is nearly the
case at the commencement of an
exponential curve, could be com-
pensated for if the calibrating
current was 9.5 /10ths of the com-
mencing charging current. (This
is obtained since 0.5 volts are
developed across the resistor leaving
only 9.5 volts across the cell, during
the calibration). Therefore, when
unity voltage is developed across
the capacitor, the average, charging
current is approximately correct.
If greater accuracy is required a
higher voltage source could be used
across the cell.
Shutter Operation Curve Tracer.

This apparatus was constructed to
produce a trace on a cathode-ray
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tube in which the ordinates were
proportional to shutter opening and
the abscissa to time. Therefore, all
the information as to the speed,
efficiency and operation of the
shutter blades is presented and if
required can be photographed for
later study.

The equipment consists of a light
source which cause a beam of light
to pass through the shutter when
open and impinge on a photo -cell,
which is connected through a D.C.
amplifier to one Y -plate of a double
beam cathode-ray tube. The other
Y -plate is taken to a timing device
consisting of a 250 c/s. tuning fork,
or 50 c/s., according, to the speed
limit being measured. The X -
plates are taken to a single stroke
time base, the frequency of which
can be adjusted to suit the timing
conditions of the shutter under test.
A shift control for the trace is also
provided.

It is necessary to ensure that even
illumination is exposed over the
whole area of the shutter, so that
the light transmitted is always pro-
portional to the area open. This
was done optically and a converging
beam was passed from the shutter
to the photo -cell. As it was
required to operate the instrument
entirely from the mains the lamp
was energised from rectified and
smoothed A.C. A spring loaded
release gear was fitted to ensure that
the time base could be triggered con-
sistently, with the correct amount of
lead to bring the trace central on the
tube. On pressing the release lever,
the striker lever travels downwards,
open -circuiting the time base capa-

ater

o T T

500 v

Lens

Fig. 3. Basic circuit of operation curve tracer

citor which commences a charging
stroke. After a suitable delay, the
striker hits the shutter operating
lever, giving the required exposure.
Final centring of the trace is made
by the shift control, the time base
sweep being several times greater
than the tube width to allow a wide
range of adjustment. Owing to this
limitation, ,speeds below 1/10th
second could not be tested visually,
but checks could be made at lower
speeds by disconnecting the time

Timing
Souirce

X1

Y1 Y2
X2

base and driving the film in the
camera at constant rate to provide
the time axis. The instrument is
now being modified to include an
automatic delay device so that
speeds down to one second may be
investigated visually.

A Cossor double -beam G tube was
used and it was found that the after-
glow was sufficient for reasonable
measurements to be made on the
trace provided the tube was well
shielded from external light. Photo -

Fig. 2. Shutter operation curve tracer Fig. S. Shutter comparator
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Fig. 4. Exposures of 2 -bladed and 3 -bladed shutters. Left:to right: Compur rapid shutter: Exposures nominally 1123, 1/50, 1/200 showing good
timing speeds and efficiencies. Pronto ,,2 -bladed Shutter : Exposures nominally 1/25 and 1/50, showing timing errors and lower efficiencies.

graphs were taken with a Cossor
camera and Ilford BX5GY film
'developed in ID5 solution. Typical
exposures of ,a two -bladed and three -
bladed shutter are given in Fig. 4
which demonstrates the importance
lof efficiencies. The efficiency of a
'shutter is obviously obtained by
taking the ratio of the curve area
Ito that of the rectangle containing
ithe curve. Measurements were
made on magnified projections of
the photographs.

The circuit and general arrange-
ment of the instrument are shown in
Figs. .2 and 3. It was made to adapt
xfr a standard double -beam oscillo-
wope so as to retain the versatility of
the latter instrument. The camera is
ithown in position. The meter was
ised for setting the time base speed's
.o correspond with the related
'hutter speeds.

Timing marks all 4 milliseconds

The instrument as described above
has been in use for about two years
and was exhibited at the Physical
Exhibition in January, 1946. An
instrument Ns orking on the same
principles, and embodying several
refinements has been recently
described by Messrs. Dighton &
Ross.*
Shutter Comparator.

This third instrwnent was de-
veloped for the production testing of
shutters and is -originally calibrated
by means of a " standard shutter "
obtained from tests on the cathode-
ray tube gear. The first has been in
use for over a year and has proved
quite satisfactory, although recent
modifications have given far greater
stability and speed in use.

The circuit and general outline are
given in Figs. 5 and 6 and a brief
* Photo: Journal, p. 86B, 1946

description of the circuit is given
under. A lens is used to concentrate
the light from the lamp to a focus on
the shutter blades at the point of
opening; this beam then diverges
and covers the whole sensitive area
of the photo -cell. Therefore, we
have maximum light transfer and
therefore maximum voltage de-
veloped across the cell for a very
small opening of the shutter blades.
This voltage, which is negative
going, is connected to the grid of
the amplifier valve V1, which in
operation is driven towards cut-off.
It will be seen that this arrange-
ment generates an almost square -
wave voltage at the anode of the
valve, the duration of which is lequal
to the total open time of the blades.
The' anode of this valve is directly
connected to the grid of V2 through

(Continued on p. 16)

/Shutter

' Photo
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V7 02
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0
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Fig. 6. Basic circuit of shutter, comparator
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The.Cathode-Follower-- Linear Theory Part I of a Series
By E. PARKER, M.A. (Oxon) A.M.I.E.E.*

Author's Note : Many articles on the cathode follower with non -reactive load have already appeared in
the literature, but almost all of them have been concerned with some limited aspect or aspects of the
subject. The present series is the result of an attempt by the author to develop the subject in a more
logical and comprehensive way. A number of new and important theorems and constructions were
discovered in the process, and these are published for the first time. It is the author's hope that the

series will prove to be a definitive ' statement of the basic theory of the circuit.
A number of detailed theoretical points not essential to the development of the main argument have been printed in smaller

type and enclosed in angles. These can be omitted at first reading.

I. The Basic Anode Current Equation
of a Triode

1.1 General

THE conventional anode current
characteristics of a typical

triode are shown in Figs. 1
and 2. Fig. 1 shows them as
" Mutual Characteristics " with Vg
as independent variable and V. as
parameter; Fig. 2 shows them as

Anode Characteristics " with V.
as independent variable and Vg as
parameter. The (approximate)
general equation to these charac-
teristics is usually written in the
form

I - (1.1)R.
This equation is approximate, firstly
because it neglects the curved tails
(dotted in Figs. 1 and 2) on the
characteristics, and secondly because
it assumes that the anode charac-
teristic Vg = 0 in Fig. 2 would, if
extended as a straight line, pass
exactly through the origin of the co-
ordinates, which is not usually the
case. But the inaccuracies that Equa-
tion (1.1) introduces into the theory
are very slight and Sections 1 to 9
will be based on it entirely. The
characteristics (the full lines in Figs.
1 and 2) corresponding to this equa-
tion, and any others derived from
them, will be called " idealised "
characteristics.

The first step in the theory is the
substitution of A/ gm for R. in
equation (1.1) which then becomes

= gm(Vg + V. I it) (1.2)
This form is preferred since it
shows more clearly than does (1.1)
that the " slope a// a Vg of the
mutual characteristics is gm. More-
over, the quantity 1 / gm, which
is of fundamental importance in
cathode - follower theory, now
appears in the results explicitly,

* Royal Naval Scientific Service
t MS. first submitted Dec. 1945 and in final form

Dec. 1946.

SYMBOLS USED
i The Valve Current. Also referred to

as the " cathode current " and some-
times as the " output current."
(Except in Appendix V, it is the " anode
current " too.)

Va The Anode Voltage. The D.0
voltage of the anode relative to the
cathode at any time, irrespective of the
external circuit conditions, e.g., whether
there is any cathode (or anode) load
present or not.

Vg The Grid Voltage. The D.C. voltage
of the grid relative to the cathode at any
time, irrespective of the external circuit
conditions. It is, in general, a negative
quantity.
The Amplification Factor of the
Valve. Mathematically, it is 3Va/bVg
(I constant).

Ra The Anode Resistance of the Valve.
Sometimes known as the " dynamic

" or "anode slope resistance."
Mathematically, it is bVa/61 (Vg constant)
The Mutual Conductance of the
Valve. Mathematically, it is b1/61.1g
(Va constant).

Rm The Mutual Resistance of the Valve.
The reciprocal of gm. Mathematically,
it is bVg/b1 (Vg constant).

Rc The External Cathode Resistance.
Vi The Input Voltage. The D.C. voltage

of the grid relative to H.T. negative at
any time. May be either negative or
positive and is equal to Vg when Rc is
zero.

Vo The Output or Cathode Voltage.
The D.C. voltage of the cathode relative
to H.T. negative at any time. Is always
positive or zero.

Vht The H.T. Voltage.
D The Degeneration Factor. The ratio

of the ' effective mutual conductance "
to the mutual conductance in the absence
of degeneration.
" Change in." Not necessarily " small
change in." Is also used to denote A.C.
quantities in general.

N The Ratio of Rc to Rm.

gm

Vm

im

VG13

The Maximum D.C. Output Voltage
available for a given value of Rc without
driving the valve into grid current
(assuming grid current to start at
Vg=0). More precisely, the common
D.C. voltage of the grid and cathode
(relative to H.T. negative) when Vg= -0.
The Maximum D.C. Output Current
available for a given value of Rc under
the same conditions. More precisely,
the D.C. output current when Vg=O.
The " Idealised " Grid Base
corresponding to an H.T. voltage Vht.
Is equal to Vht4c.

IL The Value of I at Vg=O on the mutual
characteristic Va=Vht. Is equal to
Vht/Ra or gm Vcs.

and not in the disguise R.114. For
the sake of completeness, however,
the alternative " R. " forms of the
principal results are given later
(Appendix I).
1.2 The " Mutual Resistance "

The quantity 1 / gm will be written
as Rm and called the " Mutual
Resistance " of the valve. It is of
practical as well as theoretical
importance, since it is of a con
venient magnitude numerically-
usually between a hundred and a
thousand ohms. The relationship

A = .1/./Rm (1.3)
is often useful and should be noted.
2. The Triode with Cathode Degener-
ation
2.1 Nomenclature

When an un-bypissed cathode
resistance R. is introduced (see
Fig. 3) it becomes necessary to dis-
tinguish between the voltages of the
grid and anode relative to H.T.
negative and their voltages relative
to cathode. The former will be
written as V, (the " input volt-
age ") and Vht (the "H.T. voltage ")
respectively; while the latter remain
as Vg (the " grid voltage ") and V.
(the " anode voltage ") respec-
tively. The voltage of the cathode
will be written as V. (the output
voltage ") but may also be referred
to as the " cathode voltage." These
conventions are illustrated in Fig. 3.

The most obvious consequence of
the introduction of the cathode
resistance is that the effect of the
input voltage is lessened, since only
that part of it which appears
between grid and cathode, viz., Vg,
is able to affect directly the current
through the valve. The resistance
R. is said to introduce degenera-
tion, and the resistance itself is
called a degenerative resistance.

If the relationship between the
current I and the two new variables
Vt and Vht, is plotted in the same
way as was the relationship between
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1 I and Vg and V. in .Figs. 1 and 2,
similar curves are obtained. These
will be called the degenerate
characteristics of the triode for that
particular Re. The equation to
them will be found in paragraph 2.2
below. It should be noted that all
the quantities involved continue to
be D.C. quantities as in Section 1.
Confusion will result if this is for-
gotten. For example, it is clear
that V. must be greater than VI
since the gi id would otherwise be
positive with r.spect to the cathode,
but the ineqi; lity is reversed, i.e.,
A V. < A Vt, when incremental
(" signal " or A.c.) voltages are con-
sidered as in paragraph 4.4.
2.2 The Equation to the Degenerate Character-

istics

Equation (1.2) now becomes

/ = gm(Vi - V. + Vht -Vo)

or, re -arranging,

I = gm (Vt + Via I A -11+1

(2.1)
]Rut, from Fig.3,1R0 Sub-

Istitituting this in V(2° =. 1 ) and solving
for I,

I = D.g.(Vi + Vht/ ii) (2.2)

where D - Rm (2.3)
i R. + 14+1 Re

A

This is the fundamental current
equation of the triode with cathode
degeneration. The factor D will be
called the Degeneration Factor. It
is clearly less than unity.

___,
1 2.2.1. The "Effective gm." Comparison!

1

between equations (1.2) and (2.2) shows
that the multiplier of the voltage
V.+ V./µ in the former is gm. whereas
he multiplier of the voltage VI + Vbt/i/

in the latter is D.gm. That is to say, the
i" effective 'mutual conductance " when
;athode degeneration is present is D
times the original mutual conductance.
this result finds practical application
n the use of a variable cathode resis-
,ance as a Gain Control. Equation (2.3)
hows that such a gain control is not
inear since D does not vary linearly
ith Re.

(1

2.2.2. The " Effective R.." Equation
2.2) can be re -written as I = (Vht +

gii/ (R.ID) which shows (c.f. Equation
0..1)) that the " effective anode resis-
tance " when cathode degeneration is
resent is 1/D times the original
node resistance. Written in full, it is,

F-rom equation (2.3), R.+ (14+1)Re The
V effective anode resistance " can
dearly be made many times greater
han R. by use of the appropriate value
f cathode resistance.
2.2.3. The "Effective 11." Inspection
equation (2.2) shows that the co -

V. )

Fig. I. Conventional mutual characteristics
of ordinary triode

Fig. 2. Anode current -grid voltage charac
teristics of ordinary triode

Fig. 3. Triode with cathode resistance,
showing the parameters discussed In the text

efficients of the voltages Vi and Vht,
respectively, in the expression for the
current I, are in the ratio 1.4 :1, i.e., a
change of 1 volt in the input voltage
has µ times the effect on the valve
current that a change of 1 volt in the
H.T. voltage has. This is, of course,
also the case for changes in Vg and V.,

respectively, when the triode is used
normally. Hence the " effective am-
plification factor " when cathode
degeneration is present is the same as
the original amplification factor A.

2.2.4. A practical interpretation of
the " effective gm," the " effective R."
and the " effective " should be noted.
They are the parameters the valve
would appear to have if it and its
cathode resistance were in a sealed box
with the grid and anode leads brought
out and labelled correctly, but with a
lead from the " earthy " end of Re
brought out and falsely labelled
" cathode." Similarly, if the mutual
and anode characteristics of such a
"valve" were measured experimentally,
the results would be the degenerate
characteristics whose equation has been
found above.

2.3 The Form of the Degenerate Character.
Istics

Figs. 4 and 5 show the revised
forms of the two families of charac-
teristics when degeneration is
present, for a particular value of
Re. Fig. 4 shows the degenerate
mutual characteristics with Vt as
independent variable and Vbt as
parameter. They are reduced in
slope by the factor D, but each
intersects the voltage axis as before
at - Vht/ A. (These curves should
be compared with the ordinary
" dynamic " characteristics of a
triode whose anode load is RL. It
will be found that their slopes
correspond exactly if RL= (A +1) Re).
Fig. 5 shows the degenerate anode
characteristics with Vht as indepen-
dent variable and Vt as parameter.
They are reduced in slope by the
factor D, but each intersects the
voltage axis as before at - AV!.
2.4 Some Approximate Results when p>>I

If it>>1, as is almost always the
case, the coefficient (A + 1)/A of the
term Re in the denominator of equa-
tion (2.3) can be taken as unity and
the following approximate expres-
sion for the Degeneration Factor is
obtained:

R.
D (2.4)

able + R.
This is a useful result since, as
was pointed out above, the
" R. ' of a valve is always
of a convenient magnitude
numerically, and if Re is
thought of in terms of R., the
value of D can be calculated
quickly; e.g., if Re equals R.,
D is one-half, if Re is twice R.,
D is one-third, and so on.
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Since in practiceµ is always much
greater than unity, it might seem
unnecessary to consider any equa-
tions other than the approximate
ones, but this is not so. When, later,
the voltage between the grid and
cathode is being considered, for
example, the accurate forms are
required, since to take the small
difference between two relatively
large quantities, one of which was
only , approximate, might give a
totally incorrect result.

I 2.4.1. The "Effective Mutual Conduct- I
ance" (para. 2.2.1 above) now becomes
1 / (Rm + Re) and the "Effective Mutual
Resistance" (Rm + Re), results which
are sometimes useful.

2.4.2. It was shown above that the
expression (2.3) for the degeneration
factor D could be simplified to the form
(2.4) under the condition 1.4>>1. The
simplification consisted in the neglect-
ing of the term Reiff in the denomina-
tor R.+ Re + Re ff. This approxima-
tion is valid if Rcht is small compared
with either of the other two terms, i.e.,
compared with either R. or Re. It was
the second of these alternatives that
was assumed above when the approxi-
mation was made. The other alterna
tive, viz : Re 11<<Rm can be re-
written as Re< <R. from equation
(1.3), and it will be clear from the
results to be obtained in Section 7 that
under this condition the rise in cathode
voltage and hence the fall in anode
voltage must be small. On the other
hand /2>>1 is the condition that the
change in anode voltage (though not
necessarily small) shall have negligible
effect on the valve current. The two
conditions taken together, therefore
ensure simply that changes in the anode
voltage shall be without appreciable
effect, either through being small
(Re<<Re, if unspecified) or because
of the intrinsic design of the valve
(11>>1, Re unspecified).

2.5 The Case Rc>>Rm

If the degeneration is great, i.e.,
if Re> > R., the expression for the
Degeneration Factor can be simpli-
fied still further to D R. I Re. The
" Effective Mutual Conductance "
then becomes 1 I Re, approximately,
and the current equation (2.2)
becomes I "zt (Vi Vht/µ)/Re.
3. The Fundamental Current Equations

of the Cathode -Follower
3.1 The D.C. Current Equations

Equation (2.2) of the last section
was the equation for the anode
current of a triode with a resistance
Re in its cathode, a voltage Vi on its
grid and a voltage Vht on its anode,
both voltages being relative to H.T.
negative. If now the voltage Vht
is supposed fixed and Vi taken as

0 Vi

Same horizontal &vertical scales as Ftgl

Fig. 4. Degenerate mutual characteristics
triode

0 va

the only independent variable, the
same equation clearly expresses the
current in a cathode -follower
(cathode resistance Re and H.T.
voltage Vht) in terms of its input
voltage Vi. Equation (2.2) is there-
fore the Fundamental Current Equa-
tion of the Cathode -Follower. It is
repeated here in its various forms
for reference :

I = D x gm( VI Vht /1.4) ... (3.1)

/ - x g,(Vi+ Vht 1 il)
R. +µ +1

Re

(3.2)
R.

I ":-.= + g.(V +Vhtl ,a) (3.3)
Tim + Re

of 3.2 The Current Characteristics
The above equations are equations

to a straight line on the Vi,/ graph
which passes through the point
- Vat / µ on the voltage axis for all
`clues of Re, but whose slope de-
pends on the value of Re. Such a
straight line will be called a
" Fundamental Current Charac-
teristic " of the Cathode -Follower.
As defined by the above equations,
it is, of course, an ' idealised "
characteristic. Fig. 6 shows several
such characteristics (the full lines)
drawn for a given value of Vat but
for various values of Re. The depar-
ture of the true characteristics from
the idealised ones is indicated in
the same figure by the dotted tails
added to the full lines.

The algebraic " slope " allay, of
the general current characteristic
is, from equation (3.1), equal to
D.gm. When Re = 0, D = i and the

Fig. 5. Degenerate anode characteristics of cathode -follower current charac-
teristic becomes the ordinary
" mutual " characteristic with slope
equal to gm. When Re is very large,
the slope becomes very small, and
the characteristic lies very close to
the voltage axis.

(It will be noted that nothing has
been said concerning the extent of
the characteristics. This will be con-
sidered fully in Section 6.)
3.3 The A.C. Current Equations

The equations (3.1) - (3.3)  given
above were the full D.C. current
equations of the cathode -follower.
If Vi and .1 are replaced by
V, + AV1 and I + respectively,
in equation (3.3) say, and equation
(3.3) itself then substracted from the
result, the following relationship
between Vi and A/ is obtained

triode

A °

Fig. 6. Cathode -follower current character.
istics for various values of Rc

R.AI
+ Rex

g,AV,
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or alternatively,

A/ AVi
(3.4)R. + Re

This is the (approximate) Incre-
mental (or A.C.) Current Equation of
the Cathode -Follower. The corres-
ponding exact relationship can be
written down similarly from equa-
tion (3.2) if required. Vi and AI
are, of course, not necessarily small
changes, but may be as large as the
linearity of the characteristics will
permit.

4. The Fundamental Voltage Equations
of the Cathode -Follower

4.1 The D.C. Voltage Equations

Since 17. = IRe, exact and approxi-
mate expressions for the output
voltage of the cathode -follower are
obtained at once from equations
(3.2) and (3.3). They are, respec-
tively :

V° -
Re (V + Vhtl

R. +
14+1

Re

(4.1)

Re
Ind V. R. + Re (Vi + VIA I g) (4.2)

nese are the Fundamental Voltage
quations of the Cathode -Follower.

I.2 The Voltage Characteristics

The above equations are equations
1,o a straight line on the Vi, V.
graph which passes through the point
'- Vht/i/ on the input voltage axis
For all values of Re, but whose slope
epends on the value of Re. Such a
me is a " Fundamental Voltage
,haracteristic " of the Cathode-
?ollower. As defined by the above
:quations, it is, of course, an

idealised " characteristic. Fig. 7

hows several examples drawn for a
iven value of VIA, but for various
alues of Re. The true charac-
eristics depart from the idealised
nes in the same way as did the
urrent characteristics illustrated in

Pig. 6.

1.3 The Gain of the Cathode -Follower

The algebraic " slope " aVo/ a Vi
f the voltage characteristics is the
' Gain " of the cathode -follower for
cremental or A.C. voltages. From

quation (4.2), it is (approxi-
ately) :

Fig. 7. Cathode -follower voltage character
istics for various values of Rc

Fig. 8. Approximate equivalent D.C. circuit

Fig. 9. Approximate equivalent A.G. circuit

R
Gain -,==

Rm +e Re
(4.3)

This can also be written
Gain N/ (N +1), where N
Re / R., which is sometimes
useful. The gain approaches
zero as Re becomes very small
and approaches unity (approxi-
mately) as Re becomes very
large.

4.3.1. More accurately froth equa-
tion (4.1),

Re
Gain = (4.4)

Rm +
+ 1

Re

which approaches A/ + 1) as Re
becomes very large,

4.4 The A.C. Voltage Equations

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) above
were the full D.C. voltage equations
of the cathode -follower. If Vi and V.
are replaced by Vi + A Vi and
Vo + A V., respectively, in equation
(4.2), say, and equation (4.2) then
subtracted from the result, the
following relationship between Vi
and A V. is obtained :

V.
Re

R. + Re AV (4.5)

This is the (approximate) Incre-
mental (or A.c.) Voltage Equation
of the Cathode -Follower. The corres-
ponding exact relationship can be
written down from (4.1) if required.
As in paragraph ',(3.3), A Vi }and
A V. are not necessarily small
changes, but may be as large as the
linearity of the characteristics will
permit. It will be seen that (4.3)
and (4.5) are alternative ways of
expressing the same result. Equa-
tion (4.5) could also have been
obtained from equation (3.4) of
course.

5. The Approximate Equivalent Cir-
cuits

5.1 Summary

The equations of the two preced-
ing sections enable certain equiva-
lent circuits to be established. Only
the approximate (11>>1) results
will be given here, the exact results
being considered in Appendix II.

5.2 The Equivalent D.C. Circuit

The relevant equations are (3.3)

and (4.2) which can be re -written

I
R.1+ Re(V Vht I g)

and V. Re

R. + Re (Vi + Vhtl it)

But these are the equations giving
the current and the output voltage
in the circuit of Fig. 8. The latter is
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therefore the Approximate Equiva-
lent D.C. Circuit of the Cathode
Follower. It should be noted that
it is more complete than the A.C.
equivalent circuits usually quoted
in' that it includes a " generator "
for the H.T. voltage and gives the
D.C. current through the load.
5.3 " Short -Cut " Proof

The same result can also be
obtained directly from the funda-
mental equation (2.1), without men-
tion either of the cathode load or of
the characteristics. For, making the
approximation µ + 1 It and re-
placing gm by 1 / Rm, equation (2.1)
can be written V. = V, + Vht / -
1Rm, which, by its form, establishes
Fig. 8 immediately.

5.4 The Equivalent A.C.KCircuits

If, in Fig. 8, Vht, VI, Vo and,/ are
replaced by their differentials, Vht
vanishes since Vht is-constant, and
the circuit reduces to the circuit of
Fig. 9, which is therefore the
Approximate Equivalent A.C. Circuit
of the Cathode -Follower.

5.5 " Short -Cut " Proof
The " direct " proof in this

case can be written down from
first principles. For, neglecting
anode voltage changes, the
bake A.C. equation of the triode
is ,6./ gr.A Vg. This becomes,
in the case of the cathode -
follower, A/ gm (E Vi -O V.),
which can be re -arranged as
AV. "ztO Vi - RmA/, and this
equation, by its form, estab-
lishes Fig. 9 at once.

5.6 The Output Impedance

Fig. 9 illustrates the important
fact that :-

The output impedance of the
cathode -follower is approxi-
mately equal to Rm, the mutual
resistance of the valve.

(Compare the exact result given in
Appendix II). The output impe-
dance of the stage as a whole,
including the cathode resistance
Re, is, by Thevenin's Theorem,
1/ (1/Rm + 1/Re).

To be continued.
Part 2 of this series will deal with the grid current
points, maximum input and output, and prediction of
the current characteristics. The Appendices referred
to in the text will be given at the end of the series.

Investigation of Inter -lens Shutters-continued from page I I

the diode D2. Normally, V2 is cut
off by the heavy negative bias
applied to the grid.

As the voltage on the anode of V1
rises, it reaches a point where it is
equal to the grid potential of V2
when D2 conducts and drives the
grid of V2 to a steady potential
determined by the point at which
Dl conducts. This again is deter-
mined by the point to which D1 is
connected on the potential divider.
This " slices " the square -wave in-
put and prevents any interference
being transmitted to the grid of V2
as well as maintaining its potential
at a constant value. The exciter
lamp is a G.E.C. 8 -volt sound pro-
jector lamp with a special filament
producing a very low hum level.
This, together with the limiting
action of the diodes, allows the lamp
to be run from A.C.

Now the square pulse on the anode
of V1 is applied to the grid of V2
with constant amplitude and there-
fore the anode of V2 conducts for a
time determined by the length of
the pulse, the anode current being
dependent only upon the screen
volts. The screen voltage is selected
by a switch from eight pre-set poten-
tiometers located at the back of the
instrument and fed from a regulated
supply.

Ganged with this switch is another
by which suitable capacitors are
selected in the anode circuit to give a
deflection on the voltmeter connected
across them to register speeds of 1,

1 / 5th, 1 / 10th, 1 / 25th, 1 / 50th,
1/100th and 1 / 200th of a second.
This is a 0-300 volt electrostatic
voltmeter and is calibrated in per-
centage error, 200 volts correspond-
ing to zero error. Therefore 150
volts corresponds to 25 per cent. fast
and 250 volts corresponds to 25 per
cent. slow. The scale is very open
over this range and 2 per cent. can
easily be read.

Valve V3 is connected across the
selected capacitor and is biased to
conduct when the latter reaches 300
volts. This protects the meter from
overloads due to the selection of a
wrong range or in the event of the
shutter sticking.

The instrument is calibrated on
each range by a "standard shutter"
by adjusting the relative screen
potentiometer to show the same per-
centage error on the voltmeter as
obtained by the cathode-ray tube
tests. This is done on all the eight
speeds in turn.

In use, the shutter to be tested,
which is assembled on a rectangular
plate, is slipped in the guides, the
main switch set to the speed selected,
and the push-button is pressed
which open -circuits the selector
capacitor and the shutter is operated.
The percentage timing error is then
read directly on the meter. The
push-button is then released, which
discharges the capacitor ready for
the next test.

A safety flag automatically covers
the photo -cell aperture when the
shutter is removed and prevents
direct light from reaching the cell.

It will be seen that this instru-
ment is very quick in use and is
sensibly independent of shutter effi-
ciencies. Therefore, it can be used
to compare the total open -close time
of all types of shutters.

Its stability depends largely on
the screen and filament volts of the
charging valve V2 and the A.C. supply
is therefore fed from a constant
voltage transformer and the screen
volts are also neon stabilised. After
an initial warming -up period, the
overall stability then becomes very
good.

This instrument was exhibited
at the last Physical Society's
exhibition.

Prague Worid Fair, 1947
Over 2,000 stands containing

nearly every kind of manufactured
product were assembled at the
Prague Fair, held in the autumn of
1947. The foreign section was con-
fined to a small building and among
the items shown were valves of
Russian manufacture and cathode-
ray tubes. No information on these
was available on the stand. Philips
displayed a wide range of valves,
with electronic and X-ray equip-
ment.

The radio receivers shown in the
"home" section were comparable in
price with the British counterparts,
but the cabinets seemed more attrac-
tively designed. Although Czecho-
slovakia is far advanced in glass
technique, there was no evidence of
development of glass -metal seals.

Particulars of the receivers made
by " Tesla " are printed in English
for the benefit of visitors. The
"Kongres" superhet is described as
having a "physiological volume con-
trol,' a most useful adjunct for irate
listeners.
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An Automatic Polar Diagram Recorder
With Application to the Testing of Radar Antennae

By A. H. BECK,* B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., and S. A. TIBBS*

THE plotting of aerial polar
diagrams is, at best, a laborious

task, and if the beam angle
his very small the work becomes
very much harder. The present
paper describes a method of auto-
matic plotting, which is very simple
in essence and application although
it has not been described before.
Introduction

The standard method of plot-
ting the polar diagram of deci-
metre and centimetre antennae
has been described. by Clayton,
Houldin et al.' The aerial to
be tested is erected at such a
distance from a suitable transmitter
that the received wavefront may be

,,assumed to be plane. The signal is
(amplified in a linear amplifier and
detector. The aerial is then rotated
and the detector readings are
plotted as a function of the angle
between the axis of the aerial and
/the line directed to the transmitter.

Although this process seems
iimple enough it becomes very diffi-
alit to carry out if the beam is very
narrow and the frequency very
high. The reason for this is two -
old,, one has to construct an

accurate and backlash free gear
(train so as to be able to rotate the
l'eceiver through a small enough
angle to allow sufficient readings to
)e obtained, which makes the speed
of measurement so slow that there
s an appreciable chance of the
transmitted frequency changing
uring a measurement. Various

, ays out of this dilemma suggest
,hemselves. One might use an
rdinary electromagnetic Plan Posi-
ion Indicator with the deflector
oils connected to the receiver out-

put instead of the time base. Such
ii system would draw a polar dia-
!tram which could be photographed
3end analysed at leisure. The speed
bf rotation of radar antennae
sually lies between 1 and 60 r.p.m.
o the frequency should not shift.
owever, it would be very difficult

,o obtain a good accuracy by this
eans for the following reasons.
irst, the angle subtended at the

,entre of the P.P.I. by the deflected
I

Henry Hughes & Sons, Ltd., Ilford .

spot would be of the same order as
the angle of a narrow beam array
and secondly the rotating mechanism
Would have to be considerably
better than normal. Finally, photo-
graphic recording is always a
nuisance even when elaborate
apparatus is available, because of
the time lost in processing.

Another method would be to use
an " A " presentation with a time
base proportional to the angle. The
easiest way of doing this would
probably be to cause the rotation
of the aerial to rotate the arm of a
linear potentiometer which is con-
nected to a battery. Photographic
recording would have to be used if
speed of measurement was desired.
It is clearly possible to elaborate
this method so as to allow any
particular range of angle to be
examined in detail. Our method is
based on this type of presentation
but is arranged so as to overcome
the difficulties and to eliminate the
necessity of photographic recording.
Description of the Apparatus

Our method is based on an
electromagnetic recorder of the type
manufactured by our firm. This is
a centre zero moving coil instru-
ment, the pointer of which carries
a platinum -iridium stylus which is
drawn across " Teledeltos " record-
ing paper. This recording paper

consists of a metallic backing upon
which is deposited a layer of carbon
which has a combustible chemical
film sprayed on the other surface,
leaving a matte grey finish. The
metallic layer is held against an
earthed metal contact plate which is
connected to the negative side a
a D.C. supply with a potential of a
few hundred volts. The other side
of the supply is taken to the stylus.
Current passed through the paper
burns away the top layer, exposing
the carbon below and leaving a thin
black trace of outstandingly good
definition. The paper is gripped
between rollers which are driven by
a motor so' as to draw the paper
past the stylus.

A recorder of this type was modi-
fied to our requirements by remov-
ing the motor and replacing it by a
gear train driven by a selsyn
capable of producing considerable
torque. The selsyn was connected
to a similar selsyn, acting as a
transmitter of angle, which was
geared to the aerial shaft. The
aerial was rotated by a motor, the
supplies to which could be reversed
together with the selsyn connection
so that both directions of rotation
could be used. The aerial was con-
nected to a microwave superhetero-
dyne receiver consisting of a crystal
mixer, 30 M c s. I.F. amplifier,
diode second detector, and a D.C.

TRANSMITTER
SELSYN

RECEIVER
SELSYN

GEARS 1.216
MOTOR

WAD

AERIAL

LOCAL
050.

MIXER
CRYSTAL

I. E AM,PL/FlER

SECOND OETEC

GEARS 5,1

RECORDER

D.C. AMPLIFIER

Fig. I. Block diagram of complete apparatus
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amplifier designed both to work
into the 5,0002 impedance of the
recorder coil, and to allow the
pointer to be biassed fully over to
one side. This was done to make
use of all the available deflection.
A block diagram of the apparatus
is shown in Fig. 1.

The apparatus was developed
primarily to test 3 cm. radar
antennae designed to produce beams
with azimuthal angles of the order
of 1°. In the arrangement we used,
the aerial was geared up to the
transmitter selsyn with a ratio of
216 :1 and the receiving selsyn was
geared down to the roller with a
5.1 ratio. These ratios were deter-
mined only by the availability of
high-grade gears because the paper
displacement corresponding to 1°
rotation is not critical. The dia-
meter of the paper drive rollers
was 2.39 cms., so 1° of aerial rota-
tion corresponded to 0.9 ems. dis-
placement 'of the paper. Fig. 2
shows the arrangement of the
recorder and Fig. 3 the aerial gear
train, selsyn and motor. Fig. 4
shows a cheese aerial under test and
Fig. 5 the general arrangement of
the apparatus at the receiving
station.
Electrical Details

The transmitter used was a high
voltage reflex klystron worked from
carefully stabilised voltage supplies.
Sufficient attenuation was used
between the generator and the
transmitting aerial to ensure that
reflections due to changes in the

environment should not alter the fre-
quency. At  the receiver end a con-
ventional waveguide mixer was
used, togethei with a second care-
fully stabilised reflex tube. The
I.F. amplifier was conventional but
the D.C. amplifier may be worth
describing. The diode second detec-
tor gave a negative going output,
one side of which was earthed and,
as has already been stated, it was
required to bias the stylus fully over
to one side. The amplifier circuit
is shown in Fig. 6. It consisted of
a long tailed pair used with a
saturated pentode as a common
cathode impedance. The valves
used were CV173 connected as
triodes. Owing to the fact that the
grid of the input valve was earthy,
the negative return had to be well
below earth potential. The grids
of the long tailed pair were con-
nected to potentiometers across the
H.T. supply which was set so that V2
took less current than V1 and the
coil was fully deflected. When the
grid of V1 is driven negative the
potential of the anode of V3 rises
and with it the cathode potential of
V2. V2 then takes more current and
the circuit gives a push-pull effect.
The circuit is very linear and stable.
The grid of V2 is earthed through
2 PT condenser to eliminate hum.

The amplifier gave the 10 ma
needed for full-scale deflection (2
ems.) for 4.5 volt input.

Before any measurements were
made the apparatus was carefully
checked to make sure that it was
linear overall. Once this had been
done the signal levels at signal
mixer and second detector were
maintained close to the values at
which a linear response had been
found, so that no non-linearities
were introduced during the tests.
Results

A typical record is shown in Fig. 7,
which only covers a few degrees
round the main lobe. The picture
is slightly distorted due to the fact
that the stylus arm is only 6 ems.
long. The simplest method of
taking measurements from the
record is to use a protractor with a
radius equal to the length of the
stylus arm. This enables one to
measure the deflection and to
identify the point on the base line
corresponding to a point on the
curve in one operation.

A record of the complete polar
diagram of a " Cheese " antenna
could be obtained in 2 seconds. This
means that a large number of
diagrams could be plotted in a few
minutes and mean values obtained

Fig. 3 (left). Aerial Gear Train, Selsyn and
Motor

Fig. 6. Circuit diagram of D.C. amplifier
Fig. 7 (below). A typical record, covering about

8° rotation

0+250y ac.
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for the important quantities which
in our case were the beam width
between quarter power points and
the magnitude of the largest side -
lobe as a percentage of the maxi-
mum field in the main lobe. When
sufficient observations had been
obtained at a given frequency, the
transmitter and local oscillator were
tuned to a new frequency and
further diagrams made. In this
way a permanent record of the per-
formance over a whole frequency
band could be obtained in an after-
noon, whereas older methods would.
have taken a week.

Table 1 illustrates the consistency
of the readings.

Table I
Observation Beam width Side -lobe %

A .90 5.00,
B .95 4.70
C .92 4.65

.92 4.85
E .93 4.85
F .93 4.50

Mean .93 4.75

The measurements on the side -lobe
are naturally less accurate than
those on the main lobe because the
deflection is only of the order of
1 mm. Even so the largest dis-
crepancy is only about 5 per cent.'
Conclusion

A rapid and convenient method of
measuring aerial polar diagrams,
which presents the results in a
permanent form, has been described.
The 'results obtained exhibit 'a very
high degree of consistency. Two
minor disadvantages, the slight

overcome by a new recorder with a

dis-
tortion of the picture, and the rather
small maximum deflection will be

10 cm. stylus arm, giving a total
deflection of about 4 cm. -

This method would seem to have
more general application than that
described; for it is capable of
plotting an independent variable,
against any dependent variable

' which can be converted into a
rotation.
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Fig. 4. " Cheese aerial under test
Fig. S. General arrangement of the apparatus at the receiving station

Fig. 2. Arrangement of the modified Recorder used in the experiments
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The
Skiatron

or Dark Trace Tube
and its

Applications

By G. Wikkenhauser*
DR. A. H. ROSENTHAL, of the
Scophonk Laboratories, sug-

gested in 1938,1 the use of a new
kind of cathode-ray tube for tele-
vision reception, or in general for
short duration recording of electrical
signals. In, this tube the ordinary
fluorescent screen is replaced by a
screen consisting of alkali -halide
crystals, which become darkened
under electron bombardment.'

The effect of thi., tube is based on
electron opacity and it was dis-
covered in the early days of cathode-
ray research, i.e., in 1894 by E.
Goldstein,' that various alkali -halide
crystals, if subjected to cathode
rays, become intensely coloured.

R. W. Pohl' investigated the effect
further and recently Mott and
Gurney' also made a detailed study
of the behaviour of alkali -halides too
under electron bombardment.

The reader is referred to these
references for detailed information
on this effect; here the author is
only attempting to convey a simple
picture of what might be taking
place.

If a thin layer of alkali -halide
crystals is bombarded with elec-
trons, some electrons are displaced
from the halides and secondaries
are produced. These free electrons
take up position in the faults of the
crystal lattice and they vibrate at
frequencies corresponding to certain
wavelengths of the visible light
spectrum. This vibration, of course,
causes absorption of this wave-
length, the result of which is a dark
trace on the originally semi -trans-
parent crystal layer. The colour
of this is the complementary colour
of the absorption.

The wavelength of absorption de-
pends on the material used, the most
common being potassium chloride.
The absorption of this is in the
green region of the visible spectrum,
therefore the dark trace appears as
a magenta colour; in other materials
such as potassium bromide the

Scophony, Ltd.

t
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Fig. 6. British dark trace

absorption occurs more in the
bluish range of the spectrum, and
the trace is brownish. In sodium
chloride the trace is of a more
orange colour.

If the screen on which this trace is
formed is irradiated intensely with

-T I M

AVERAGE CONTRAST LEVEL
4

FRAME TIME

Fig. I. Fading characteristics of trace during
television frame time

-TIME-' -
Fig. 2. Ideal fading characteristics

tube with trace on screen

light or heat rays or both, due to the
absorption of further energy by the
electrons, they leave the holes "
and tend to revert to their original
position, forming again the alkali-
halide with the full number of elec-
trons, therefore the dark trace dis-
appears.

Before the 1War, Dr. Rosenthal
succeeded in showing a television
image received on a " Skiatron "
tube, of the standard 405 -line inter-
laced television transmission of the
B.B.C,, although the picture was not
quite satisfactory. It was recognised
at that time that much work would
be required to achieve the necessary
perfection. Unfortunately work on
this application had to be inter-
rupted due to the War intervening,
since at the commencement of
hostilities television transmissions
in England ceased. The images
received were not satisfactory
mainly because of insufficient con-
trast. This was due to the fact that
the trace remained on the screen
too long, and disappeared only
gradually. The time of disappearance
of the trace is a function of the
amount of the original discoloura-
tion, darker traces requiring a
longer time, and to prevent blur-
ring of successive pictures .(which
were transmitted, at the rate of 25
pictures per second) it was neces-
sary to limit the darkening to very
faint traces.

Further, the contrast is weak in
the picture because the dark dis-
colouration dies away according to
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approximately an exponential func-
tion and, of course, the human eye
during one picture frame sees the
integrated effect over the frame
scanning time. Due to the fact that
a dark trace is produced which fades
away gradually, the contrast in the
received picture is very low (see
Fig. 1).

However, this initial experiment
proved that tubes of this description
using extraneous illumination should
be capable of providing sufficient
screen illumination even for large
projection.

The question then remained to find
ways and means of producing the
required contrast for television
work. At the same time it was also
recognised that the method showed
great promise for applications where
it would not be necessary for the
trace to disappear at a quick rate
as in television, say in 1 / 25 or
1 / 50 second. Indeed, it was often
a great advantage for the trace to
remain on the screen for a consider-
able time in applications where
single indications were required.

Fig. 4. Screen of the plan position indicator with dark trace tube

The ideal shape of the time curve of
the discolouration would be a square
shape curve as illustrated in Fig. 2,
in which case the trace could remain
on the screen with full' contrast for
the desired length of time, and then
it would be erased quickly after
the required time. Due to the fact
that, as mentioned above, heat and
light are essential for the erasure,
a certain amount of time must
elapse to bring it about. In some
cases it is necessary for the screen
to reach a temperature, say, of a
few hundred degrees centigrade.

During the War in England, and
in other countries as well, this tube
was used exclusively for P.P.I. work
and small and large screen direct
view and projected type P.P.I. in-
struments have been designed and
constructed for indicating reflected
radar signals from ships, aircraft or
any objects reflecting the radar
impulses.

It was found that for this purpose it
was a great advantage that the sig-
nals remained on the screen for a
considerable length of time. The
obvious advantages of the tube in
this application are, of course, that
the display can be seen on the tube
directly in bright ambient illumina-
tion. Further, it was possible to
produce large screen projected
Fig. 3. Large screen plan "position indicator
with "Skiatron" tube, as used by the Admiralty
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Fig. 5. Dark trace tube developed in Germany

images of the P.P.I. display where
many observers, were able to watch
the display simultaneously. These
advantages, apart from the fact that
the trace remains for a considerable
time on the screen, are of great
importance.

Figs. 3 and show the equipment
developed and used by the Admiralty
for this purpose, these tubes being
irradiated with heat and light for
cancellation of the trace.' Parallel
developments have taken place on
the same idea in Germany where
tubes of similar description were
used in various radar equipments

The tubes developed and made in
Germany approached to a greater
degree, the ideal shape of the time
curve of the discoloration because
heat was directly applied to the
halide screen to cancel the trace. The
method was as follows : On a thin
sheet of mica a thin layer of tung-
sten film was deposited, thin enough
to be transparent to visible light,
but at the same time electrically
conductive. The tube was not
heated normally during the record-
ing, but only when it was desired
to cancel the trace was a current
passed through the tungsten film
which heated up quickly, thereby
producing a temperature rise in the
alkali halide. According to the
German specification it was possible
to achieve erasure, even of a very
dark trace, between 5 and 10 seconds.

Fig. 5 shows a tube of this nature
made in Germany by Telefunken.
The metal caps on the sides of the
tube provide connexion to the tung-
sten film.

Possible Applications for " Skiatron "
Most of the possible applications

of the dark trace tube are self-
evident, but generally they fall into
two categories. For research and
engineering applications the tube
can be used as an oscilloscope to
provide short time recording of
transient non -recurring electrical
phenomena. This is shown in Fig. 6
which illustrates the British tube
made during the War for radar
applications with a trace of a
damped 25 -cycle wave.

The tube provides immediately a
visible record which can be kept on
the screen until erased and examined
in detail 'at leisure. This record can,
of course, be traced on paper or
photographed with a simple camera.
In transient recording equipment
with fluorescent screen great care
has to be taken to synchronise the
camera shutter to the electrical
phenomena. High speed lenses and
films are required, therefore the
advantages of the use of the
" Skiatron " electron -opacity tube
for transient recording are obvious.
For most of the applications it was
found that direct observations were
sufficient.

The " Skiatron " large screen
P.P.I. used during the War for air-
craft tracking purposes, appears to
have found its way into post-war
civil aviation and according to the
All -Weather Flying Centre at Wil-
mington, Ohio, a large screen
" Skiatron " will be an essential
part of the equipment of an aero-
drome control installation. The
track of every aircraft within a
radius of 50 miles round the aero-
drome will be recorded by a search
" Skiatron " projector indicating
the track of the -aircraft to the con-
trollers.

There are other applications
which are, of course, essentially
the same as those for transient
recording, which come into the field
of facsimile transmission and recep-
tion, or instantaneous recording of
a single frame television image.

The speed of operation not being
limited in any way by the inertia of
the facsimile scanning mechanism,
provided a sufficient bandwidth is
available for the transmission, high
definition images can be transmitted
and received considerably quicker
than with the present-day methods.

For television applications, although
the electron opacity is very attrac-
tive, insofar that practically un-
limited screen illumination can be
achieved, the length of time required
to erase the picture and the lack
of contrast due to the exponential
decay of the dark trace, excludes
the use of this method at present.
Further research is necessary to
ascertain whether a method of
erasure quick enough for television
is possible, or alternatively if the
contrast can be increased by other
methods. Work is going on in both
directions.

The author would like to express
his thanks to the Admiralty for the
photographs showing the large
screen P.P.I. as used during the
War.
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Vibrator Beam Switching
A Method of Recording Simultaneously Two Related Biological Phenomena of Low Frequency

Using a Single Beam Cathode -Ray Oscilloscope

By E. S. McCALLISTER

INPUT
FROM

1.1U CLE

PRE -AMPLIFIER F -

ATTENUATOR 33M

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CHANNEL

PRE -AMPLIFIER CHANNEL

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of apparatus for double trace recording

IN the course of an investigation
of the properties of intestinal

smooth muscle, which is reported in
the Journal of Physiology,f the need
arose for a convenient method of

' recording simultaneously (a) the
action potentials, possessing ampli-
tudes of the order of 201LV to 1 mV,
with a recurrence frequency of
approximately one every three to
five seconds, and (b) the_mechanical
contractions occurring rhythmically
in that muscle. The method herein
described was developed for that
purpose, and is applicable to small
muscles, exerting very slight pulls.

As a basis for the construction of
this apparatus a Mullard Cathode -
Ray Oscillograph Type E.800 was
chosen. This instrument was sub-
sequently modified to provide two
separate channels of amplification,

lone for each phenomena. Particular
care being taken to ensure that the
inter -valve coupling time -constants
(C x R) are large compared with

!the duration of the phenomena under
It est, and that the H.T. supply
(300 V) is obtained from a low impe-

1

* Electro-Medical Section, Philips Electrical Ltd.
) t Author : N. Arahrache : Manuscript in Press.

dance source. This minimises the
effect of extraneous coupling between
stages. Each amplifier channel, in
conjunction with the cathode-ray
tube, provides a, sensitivity of
1 mV / cm. with an overall sinusoidal
frequency response which is flat
within 3 db. between the limits of
0.2 c/s. and 40 Kc/s.
Mechanical Switching to Combine the

Two Phenomena

The outputs from the two ampli-
fiers are fed into a mechanical
vibrator (Wright & Weaire Type
ACD / 6) which is essentially a vibrat-
ing reed forming the moving contact
of a single -pole double -throw
switch, the vibrating- reed being
actuated by means of a solenoid
placed close to it and supplied from
a 6 -volt 50 c/ s. source. This con-
nects the vertical deflector plates of
the cathode-ray tube alternately
to each amplifier at a frequency of
100 c/s.

Owing to this " chopping ". fre-
quency being high compared with
the frequency of the phenomena
being recorded, a faithful reproduc-
tion of the relationship between each

O

phenomenon appears on the screen
of the cathode-ray tube.

Separation of the Base -Lines

In order that each phenomenon
should appear as a separate func-
tion on an individual base -line, pro-
vision is made whereby auxiliary
bias is applied to the output of one
amplifier relative to the other, so
that when contact is made to the
biased channel the mean position of
the luminous -spot is deflected in the
vertical plane by virtue of the
steady D.c. potential. The two
base -lines are separated by an
amount which is dependent upon the
value of the bias applied. For con-
venience this bias voltage is made
variable in order to cope with the
various amplitudes of waveform to
be examined.

Phase distortion between the two
channels was tested ,by applying a
rectangular pulse of similar recur-
rence frequency as the biological
phenomena, simultaneously to both
inputs and photographing the
response on the cathode-ray tube.
This measurement showed that
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inter- channel
not exist.
Recording the Action Potentials

As the amplitude of action poten-
tials to be measured are sometimes
of the low order of 20 AV, an addi-
tional battery operated head ampli-
fier has been added to one of the
two channels. This takes the form
of a conventional resistance -capa-
city coupled H.F. pentode (VI,
Mullard Type E.F. 37) the addition
of this valve giving an increase in
gain of some 50 times, thereby rais-
ing the overall sensitivity to
approximately 20 AV / cm. The
valve V2 acts as a stabilising agent
and serves to minimise the effect of
base -line fluctuations.

The input to the amplifier is
single -ended, all stray pick-up being
overcome by housing the head
amplifier, gut and auxiliary appara-
tus in a heavily screened box. Fig. 1

phase distortion did

Light

Fig. 2 (left). Set-up of appar-
atus for converting muscle
movement into electrical

variations

Fig. 3 (below). Typical double -
wave trace obtained

^14-NAI"Nietv\r"\erNarkl

(0.)

(1")

shows the basic circuit arrangement.
The attachment of the electrodes

to the muscle in a layer of paraffin
is described in the aforementioned
biological paper.
Photoelectric Recording of Contraction

The physical movements of the
intestine are converted into elec-
trical energy photo - electrically,
Fig. 2. A beam of light from a
small flashlight bulb in a collimator
fitted with an iris diaphragm, is
directed onto the light sensitive elec-
trode of a photo -electric cell (Osram
Type CMG.25). Interposed between
the light source and the cell is a
parallel -sided glass bath containing

the preparation in physiological
saline. The gut is tied to a very
light ivorine shutter (inside the
bath), the movements of which in
the beam of light cut off a propor-
tionate amount of the light reaching
the cell. The ultimate result is a
voltage -variation which is subse-
quently amplified by the second
amplifier in the E.800 and appears
on the alternate base -line of the
cathode-ray tube.

The two phenomena can either be
viewed simultaneously on the screen
of the cathode-ray tube, using a
slow horizontal traverse, provided by
time -base circuitory in the E.800, or
they can be photographed at close
quarters on a transversely moving
35 mm. film such as Kodak R.55 or
" Fluorodak."

Calibration

The time axis is calibrated by
interrupting the light beam at fixed
intervals, by means of a Palmer
time -clock, which is inserted in
series between the collimator and its
accumulator.

Amplitude calibration is accom-
plished by momentarily applying a
known D.C. potential from a cali-
brated attenuatgr. The film being
in a stationary position during
action, the voltage change produced
appears as a vertical line, the peak
to peak value being equal to the
voltage applied.

This work was carried out in the
Department of Pathology, Guy's
Hospital Medical School.

Electronics in the
Farmyard

ANEW use for the war -time
mine locator has been found in

veterinary surgery, and the photo-
graph shows a cow being sounded for
barbed wire which it has swallowed.
The "Cintel " Metal Detector shown
operates on the same principle as
the Mark IV Mine Locator described
in ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING ' for
February, 1946, but is considerably
lighter. The amplifier, which
weighs only 6i lb., is slung over the
shoulder from a strap. In addi-
tion, the detector will locate the run
of 6 -in. pipes to with a few inches
at depths up to 2 ft. 9 in. below the
ground, and will also indicate the
presence of both metallic and non-
magnetic bodies in timber up to a
depth of 9 in.

-Photo by courtesy'of Cinema Television Ltd.
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The Televisor
For an announcement regarding .copies of
booklet : "A Modern Home Built Televisor",

1 p. I of this issue.
I

C OME queries not listed below
L., will be found on p. 352 of the
November issue. The majority of
readers have noted the coil winding

1 data which was given on that page,
but it is reproduced here for the
benefit of later purchasers of the
booklet.
Coil Data

L.1 -.L.7 and L.9 - L.14 are
wound with 32 or 34 g. D.S.C.
copper. Turns are held in place.
with Certofix. The tuned windings
are nearest the moulded flange.

In addition : The coils are close
wound; the formers are approxi-
mately 1 in. outside diameter and
5/16 in. inside.
Choke L.8

The fact that this has been wound
on a 1 meg. resistor as a former has
puzzled several constructors, and
this should have been explained
more fully. The resistor is not
marked in the circuit as it has no°
useful function; in fact, a length of
paxolin tube of the same size would
serve equally well.

The coil is disposed centrally in
a hole in the screen through which
it passes. This screen is the right-
angled one in the photograph of
Fig. 5.
Valves

The following have been tested
and approved as substitutes:

For Mazda T.41, Mullard EN.41
For Mazda Pen. 45, Osram KT.41
For Mazda Pen. 46, Osram KT.45
For Mazda UU.8, Cossor 45.IU
For Mullard EL.33, Osram KT.61
For Mullard EBC.33,

Mullard TDD.4*
With separate heater choke from

4 V supply.
Circuit Corrections

Some lines were omitted from the
circuit diagram, or are ambiguous.
The following corrections should be
made :
Fig. 6. V.8 can be connected as

shown, or as in the photograph of
Fig. 10, i.e., with suppressor and
screen joined to earth. The valve
is intended to act as a high -mu
triode.
ig. 17. The suppressor of V.12
should go to earth, as in Fig. 18.
ig. 23(a). The resistance chain
R.81 - R.86 is better connected
on the rectifier side of R.80, i.e.,

the
see

Further Notes
and Queries

directly across the rectifier. The
other connexions are unchanged.

Fig. 23(b). The screen of V.20
should be connected to the H.T.
line, i.e., to the junction of T.4
and 11.92.

Resistor Values
R.53 on p. 43 should be 10K.
11.57 on p. 43 should be 56K.
R.54 on p. 43 should be 0.22M.
11.25 on p. 24 is 3.3K as

specified.
Power Consumption

Sound. Unit 40 mA.
Vision Unit 56 mA.
Time Base, etc., 140 mA.
Focus Coil 15 mA.

Smoothing Circuit
The components of the smooth-

ing circuit in order from left to
right at the bottom of the chassis
in Fig. 25 .are: C.65, Ch.9, C.66,
Ch.10, C.67.
Leads

A common lead for the cathode
and heater is not recommended
owing to the risk of hum from the
voltage drop in the lead.

The modulation lead from V.8 can
be run close to the supply leads if
desired.

The leads to the gain control in
Fig. 9 are taken from the feed -
through capacitor C.2, which is
shown at the top of the photograph
of Fig. 5.
Chassis Diagram, Fig 21

The slot shown at the lower edge
of the chassis drawing in Fig. 21
should start 31 in. from the edge, of
the chassis and not 3 in. as shown.
Interference Suppression

The circuit given in Fig. 7 on
p. 327 of the October issue may be
connected across the grid feed of the
cathode ray tube to provide vision
interference suppression.

The diode shown in the diagram
(D.1) should be fed from the "B"
heater supply.

Suppression on sound is best
obtained by putting a separate
double diode (Fig. 5, p. 326) for
rectification and suppression and
feeding the output to the grid of
V.11. C.30 should be connected
direct to the detector anode and
R.47 taken to earth. The output
from the limiter anode will then be
taken direct to the grid of V.11.

E.H.T. Supplies for

Cathode Ray Tubes

E.H.T. supplies for cathode ray
tubes are required to provide a
smoothed output of several thousand
volts, and there is a trend particu-
larly in post-war American design
to derive the E.H.T. from a high -

frequency source. The source may
be the scanning generator causing
line deflection, or it may be a
separate oscillator specially arranged
for the purpose.

In either event the design avoids
the expense of the copper and iron
of a mains frequency transformer.
It also greatly simplifies the ques-
tion of smoothing, since the smooth-
ing condensers can be of much
smaller capacity. With, however,
the use of a scanning generator the
E.H.T. is dependent on the scan-
ning amplitude and consequently
any alteration in the scanning
amplitude must be followed by a
readjustment of the beam focus. If
a separate oscillator is used to avoid
this difficulty, another difficulty may
arise in the interference of the
oscillator with a local oscillator that
may be associated with the receiver
for mixing purposes, so that disturb-
ing beats are superimposed upon
reception.

Where this difficulty arises it is
proposed not to employ the two
oscillators in the receiver but to
derive the mixing oscillations, either
as the fundamental or another
selected harmonic, from the oscil-
lator arranged to supply the E.H.T.
for the cathode ray tube. Alterna-
tively both oscillators may be
employed but the oscillator supply-
ing E.H.T. is run at a sub -harmonic
of the local oscillator. In this way
shifting patterns which may appear
on the screen of the cathode ray
tube and distract vision are avoided,
although the simplicity and other
advantages attendant with a high -
frequency source of E.H.T. are
retained. The principle may be used
not only where the television
receiver incorporates a superhetero-
dyne oscillator, but where such an
oscillator is present in an associated
radio broadcast receiver.

Communication from, Electrical
and Musical Industries, Ltd.
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A Sensitive Circuit Breaker for Instrument Protection

PROTECTION against overload of
D.C. instruments has been left

almost entirely to the conventional
electromagnet circuit breaker or the
fuse.

Neither of these methods is appli-
cable when instruments of 50 or 100
inicroamps. are to be protected.

Faced with the problem of a high
breakage on this range of instru-
ment at a period during the early
part of the war, when new instru-
ments and repairs were alike hard
to get, it was decided to investigate
the possibility of keeping the
instruments in commission by an
effective protective device.

For this device to be a practical
proposition size and cost had to be
kept to a minimum.

Experiments with a very sensitive
home-made electromagnetic relay
showed that contact problems and
mechanical instability were limiting
factors, and that a new approach to
the problem had to be made.

It was decided to try a device using
a gas triode as a sensitive element,
and it was the successful develop-
ment of this idea which provided a
satisfactory answer to the problem.

Va

Arc drop
of

GT.I.0

Vgc
Vg (A.e) vg

By A. BOA UP

Theory of Gas Triode Circuit
In order to meet the requirements

of small size and low cost it was
appreciated that a wholly A.C.
energised device was desirable as
rectifying components could be
eliminated and the problem of auto-
matically resetting the circuit would
be eased considerably.

The theoretical circuit diagram
is shown in Fig. 1.

V is a gas triode which has an
alternating anode voltage Va applied
through the operating coil of the
electromagnetic circuit breaker C.B.
An alternating voltage V0, 180° out
of phase with V,, is applied to the
grid through a resistance R.

If is sufficient to maintain the
grid more negative than the critical
grid voltage Vge no current will flow
in the anode circuit.

If a current I flows in R making
the grid end of R positive enough
to bring the net voltage at the grid
more positive than Vgc, the valve
will ionise during positive half -cycles
of V. and current will flow in the
coil of C.B. The opening of the cir-
cuit breaker contacts will then inter-
rupt the current I. If now the

Superimposed DC. Voltage
(if?)

-
(at 50N)

CB Fig. I. (left) Theoretical
circuit diagram

Fig. 2 (right). Graphical
construction to find the
critical value of Vg

Fig. 3 (above). Diagram to
illustrate principle of cir-
cuit operation

03
120 100

source of I is removed, or the value
reduced so that IR is too small to
trigger the valve, the circuit breaker
can be reset.

It was found experimentally that
V. = 80 V R.M.S. was sufficient to
operate the particular circuit
breaker used with a reasonable
safety margin.

Reference to the control curve for
the valve used showed that at
V. = 801/2 or 113 V' the critical grid
voltage was -5.5 V corresponding to
3.9 V R.M.S. But experiment showed
that a value greater than 6 V was
necessary to hold off the gas triode.
The reason for this discrepancy is a
simple one; the assumption which is
made, that Vg, is proportional -to
Va is not true, and would only be
true if the projection of the straight
portion of the control characteristic
passed through the point V. = 0,
Vg = 0. In fact, the curve is dis-
placed appreciably from this position
by the effect of contact potential.
A graphical explanation of the fore-
going is given in Fig. 2 and a simple
method of determining the dis-
crepancy or the critical value of T7,
is shown.

Another graphical construction,
Fig. 3, shows the essentials of opera-
tion of the circuit. The shaded
portions of the positive half -cycles
of V. show the voltage available for
operating the circuit breaker and for
supplying the transformer voltage
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drop. The Vg curve is plotted in
relation to it and a suitable value of
Vg is shown. The dotted line shows
the voltage applied to the grid when
current is flowing in R.

The sensitivity of the circuit
breaker can be seen to be a matter
of some importance if rapid opera-
tion is desired. If it requires appre-
ciably more than the total energ-
available during one positive half -
cycle the operation becomes depen-
dent on integration of energy over
more than one cycle. The minimum
operating time in these circum-
stances cannot be less than 20 milli-
seconds. On the other hand, if the
energy required is small compared
with that available during one posi-
tive half -cycle sensitivity is largely
wasted because though the minimum
operating time is reduced the maxi-
mum time is largely determined by
i he time during which the gas triode
cannot be ionised-an interval of
some 11 milliseconds. If the cost of
electromagnetic circuit breakers
varies directly with the sensitivity
an optimum value should be found
between these two extremes.
Practice

Fig. 4 shows a practical circuit
diagram of the device.

It will be noted that a resistor of
10,000 ohms is inserted in the grid
circuit of the GT1C. This is to prevent
excessive current flowing in the valve

30 mA C.B.

Fig. 4.

in the event of excessive voltages
being generated across R or in case
of accidental open circuit of R.

The electromagnet circuit breaker
used has a coil resistance of approx.
800 ohms, nominally 30 mA rating
and has separate coil and contact
connexions. The coil resistance is
sufficient to limit the peak anode
current to a safe value. The heater
is tied to cathode to prevent erratic
behaviour due to electrostatic effects.

) The transformer used has provi-
oion for varying the grid voltage
 from 4.5 to 8 V in 0.5 volt steps. It
is a small component, taking
little more space than the valve.

The device lends itself to the pro-

J
tection of multi -range instruments

as well as single range. Fig. 5
shows the connexions for a three
range milliameter. R is split into
three sections, that part of the resis-
tance included by the switch S

Fig. 5.

satisfying the sensitivity
for each range.
Sensitivity

The minimum operating voltage
drop in R, consistent with reason-
able freedom from outside dis-
turbances is adjusted at 0.375 V.
This gives a working voltage drop
at full scale of the instrument being
protected of 0.25 V, allowing 50 per
cent. overload before the circuit
operates.

The value of R is then given by
the equation R = 250 //, where R is
in ohms and I is the full-scale
current in milliamps, of the instru-
ment to be protected.
Response

Using the standard 30 mA circuit
breaker set to trip at about 25 mA,
and with the armature travel
restricted, a number of readings of
operating time were taken. The
values were between 7 and 21 milli-
seconds.
Stability

About two minutes elapse from
switching on before the circuit
reaches its final sensitivity. This
initial instability is common to most
electronic apparatus and is con-
sidered to be important.

Variation of sensitivity with mains
voltage changes is more important,
and is such that the percentage
change of operating voltage is -4
times the percentage change of
mains voltage. With mains varia-
tion of ± 6 per cent. operating volt-
age will vary by ± 24 per cent.,
giving the same variation in current
sensitivity. This comparatively
poor stability has not been trouble-
some in this particular application
of the circuit.

Changes of sensitivity can occur
through changes in valve par a -

equation

meters. Variation of control ratio
and contact potential, particularly
the latter, could affect the sensi-
tivity, and of course, loss of
emission could render the circuit
inoperative. It is satilsfatory to
report that valve failure or drift has
been of very infrequent occurrence.

There' are ',..now about 30 of these
devices installed, the ranges of the
instruments protected ranging from
30 microamps. to 5 A, a great
many of them being. of the multi -
range type. Little trouble has been
experienced and most of this has
been traced to loose connexions and
poor contacts. In a few cases the
original valve is still in use after
five years.
Improvements

There is one direction in which
improvements can be made with
little additional cost.

The change in sensitivity with
variation of mains input is practi-
cally linear over a reasonable range
of mains voltage. It follows that
conpensation should be possible if a
D.C. volt age derived from the mains
voltage is applied in the right sense.

Fig. 6 shows how stability is
achieved. V2 is a Mazda Di, chosen
for its small size, .172 is 100 K2 and R3
is 1.2 K2, C is 0.5 tiF. The A.C. grid

CB

Ea
Fig. 6.

voltage has to be reduced to
back the sensitivity to the
value.

Compensation is so good that the
sensitivity change for ± 6 per cent.
mains variation is reduced from
± .24 per cent. to rather less than

1 per cent. Over or under com-
pensation can be obtained by alter-
ing the value of R3.

This modification has not been
applied to the sensitive circuit
breaker in practice as it was con-
sidered an unnecessary complica-
tion which could not be justified,
but the basic circuit can be used for
other purposes for which a higher
degree of stability is sometimes
required.

bring
right
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A New Technique in Bridge Measurements
By R. CALVERT*

WFERN Oliver Heaviside sug-
gested that by increasing the

inductance of telephone lines their
distortion characteristics could be
greatly improved, he was thought
to have taken leave of his senses;
for inductance was then generally
supposed to be the primary cause of
distortion. It was not until seven
years later that Pupin, an Ameri-
can, put Heaviside's theory to prac-
tical test and proved the fallacy of
the previous supposition. This
reluctance to question " known
facts " is often the cause of delaying
scientific and engineering progress,
but when such beliefs are challenged,
the results can be surprising. There
has been a recent example of this
in connexion with the measurement
of impedance at high frequencies.

By common consent a bridge is
the most versatile instrument for
the measurement of impedance, but
bridges have been unsatisfactory at
high frequencies owing to the
limitations imposed by unavoidable
capacities. At the beginning of the
war, C. G. Mayo of the B.B.C.
Research Department in order to
avoid the tedium and labour of
making a series of high frequency
impedance measurements m the
* Wayne Kerr Laboratories.

accepted manner, decided to re-
examine the possibility of produc-
ing a suitable bridge. By " sub-
stituting a transformer for orthodox
ratio arms, he was able to take
advantage of the fact that the impe-
dance ratio is proportional to the
square of the turns and found it
possible to produce low impedance
arms capable of accepting heavy
capacitative loads with virtually no
effect upon their voltage ratio, so
long as the leakage inductance of the
winding could be reduced to insigni-
ficant proportions. The problem of
leakage inductance was solved by
using a very few turns of con-
centrically wound copper tape and
achieving the necessary self-induc-
tance by winding on a high perme-
ability toroidal core. Using this
arrangement, a large capacity across
the standard side of the bridge can
be effectively cancelled by a suitable
trimming capacity across the un-
known side, providing only that the
unknown is treated as an admittance.

As a result was evolved the first
multi -ratio direct reading high fre-
quency bridge, covering a wide range
of impedance between 15 Kc/ s. and
2 Mc/ s. and it proved to be as
flexible as an audio -frequency instru-
ment. Further development along

the same lines provided an admit-
tance bridge covering the ranges
required for aerial, H.F. cable and
transmission line work, over the fre-
quencies 1-50 Me/ s.-again a direct
reading instrument, accurate, docile
and simple to use. The technique
shows promise of considerable exten-
sion; a prototype instrument already
covers the frequency range up to
100 Mc/ s., and is now in commercial
development, while experiments in-
dicate that useful results will be
obtained up to at least 200 Mc / s.
These bridges should prove invalu-
able for such work as the design of
wide band F.M. aerials, and routine
alignment of V.H.F. aerials and
feeders. At the other end of the fre-
quency spectrum, an audio -frequency
bridge, based on similar principles,
will make direct measurements of
capacities as low as 0.0001 pF at
the end of flexible leads, and of any
one of three elements connected in
mesh, ignoring the presence of the
other two. This opens up new
possibilities of in situ measurement,
and greatly simplifies the determina-
tion of circuit strays.

The bridge illustrated is a new
medium -wave model covering fre-
quencies between 15 Kc / s. and
5 Me/ s. The basic circuit arrange-
ment is shown in Fig. 1. It com-
prises two transformers, T1 and T2,
a standard, Z., and the unknown,
Zu. T1 can be regarded as a voltage
transformer and T2 as a current
transformer.

Assuming ideal transformers with
zero leakage inductance and zero
resistance, and neglecting the induc-
tance and resistance of the con-
nexions let the unknown winding
W. of T2" have N. turns and the stan-
dard winding W. have Ns turns. At
balance there is zero voltage across
the detector winding WD of T., and
therefore the core fluxes set up by
the currents in W. and' W. must
cancel. With zero leakage flux, the
currents in the windings must be in
inverse ratio to the turns, thus
Is N.
I«

--7,7 It also follows from the
zu

assumption of no leakage or core
flux at balance that the voltages
across W. and W. must be zero.
That is to say, the terminals a and b
are at the same potential as the
neutral line. Since both Z. and Z.
are fed on one side from a common
potential point " C " on T1, and
since they are brought to the poten-
tial of neutral at balance, if the
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Fig. I.

voltage supplied by T. is " E," then
by Ohm's Law :--
Current through standard is /. =

and Current through unknown is
7
.tu

Zu

lu Nu Zu Nubut since -/u =
N. ' then ,

N.N.

p-, Nuor Z. = z,.----
N.

that is to say, the unknown impe-
dance is equal to the standard
impedance multiplied by the turns
ratio of W. to W. of the current
transformer.

Consider now the stray capacities
that prove so intractable in a classi-
cal bridge circuit at high frequencies.
Some are shown in Fig. 2, others in
Fig. 3. From Fig. 2 it is obvious

, that the shunt capacities C1, C2 and
C. can cause no measurement error;
C. because it merely produces a reac-
tive voltage drop through the driving
impedance, which is common to both
unknown and standard, C2 and. C.
because at balance the potential
across them is nil.

C. represents the capacity across
the unknown terminals and its effect

) is cancelled by the trimming con-
denser Cr, on the standard side :
this is adjusted by disconnecting the
standard and balancing the bridge.

The effects of the stray capacities
' to earth (shown in Fig. 3) depend to
some extent upon the manner in

' which the bridge is used. If the
neutral terminal is earthed, the
capacities to earth virtually dis-
appear, since the capacity of the
neutral to earth, C., is short cir-
cuited, and the capacity of the
common point to earth, C., appears
only as an additional shunt load
across T1, where it does no more than
slightly reduce the volts available
across the bridge. In addition, C.
and Cb are effectively short-circuited
at balance, since a and b are brought
to neutral potential, which is earth.

Ill, on the other hand, one side of the
/unknown is at earth potential as, for
) example, in the measurement of an
unbalanced impedance, earthing of
the neutral has the effect of short-

circuiting the unknown. In this
case, therefore, the common terminal

C " is earthed and the result is as
follows : C. is short-circuited and C.
is in shunt with the source, but C.
is brought in shunt with the standard
and Cb in shunt with the unknown
impedance. Their respective effects
must therefore be cancelled. From
Fig. 2 it is seen that C. merely aug-
ments Cr, while Cb augments C.. If
a preliminary balance is made by
adjusting Cr before the standard and
unknown are connected, errors due to
these stray capacities are removed.

In the case of an unknown impe-
dance, balanced with its centre point
earthed, neither the neutral nor the
common terminal may be earthed.
One side of the unknown is connected
to " C " and at balance, since there
is zero voltage across W., the other
side of the unknown is effectively
connected to, the neutral terminal,
" N." The centre point of the
secondary winding T. must therefore
be brought to earth potential in
order to avoid unbalancing the un-
known. This is achieved by equalis-
ing C. and C. of Fig. 3 by adding a
trimming condenser to whichever
side shows the lowest capacity to
earth; this is shown dotted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

It is now necessary to examine the
effect of leakage inductance in the
transformers. Fig. 4 is a simplified
diagram showing the leakage induc-
tances as L., L. and L.. L. and
L., the leakage inductances of the
standard and unknown windings of
T2, are shown returned to neutral as
they would be in effect when the
bridge is at balance. It is clear that
the assumption that the current sides
of the standard and unknown are at
neutral potential at balance, is not

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

strictly true, owing to the reactive
voltage . drop on the leakage ind
tance. Neither is it true that C. awl
C3 carry no current at balance, and
so can be ignored. L. can, however,
be ignored as it merely causes a reac-
tive voltage drop that is common to
both standard and unknown. The
effect of L. and L. is two -fold and
Can be explained as follows : Assume
Cl and C. removed, and the bridge
balanced. Let E be the voltage
between the common terminal and
neutral, and L and I. the currents
through standard and unknown

respectively, then I. = Z. + 34,
and Iu = -EZ. +

Having removed the effect of the
capacities, the whole of the current
goes through the transformers,
therefore :

Z. + jcoL, Nu
Z. + koL. N.

N.and, Z. = (Z. + jiAL.) -1-v-. -- j01..

Nu Nu
j=Z. ---7 + 6) (L. - L.. '

The second term on the R.H.S.
represents a direct error in measure-
ment, which can be removed only
by making L.N. = L.N.. The effect
of the shunt capacities C. and C3is to drain away a fraction of the
current from the transformer wind-
ings so that the bridge no longer
necessarily balances when I.N. =
I.Nu. Normally, however, the error
due to this is of a second order since
the reactance of the shunt capacity
will, in practice, be several hundred
times greater than the leakage
reactance.

It should be noted that the series
inductance in the circuit connexions
can have an equally serious effect,
especially on the unknown side
where the impedance may be as low
as 10 ohms. For this reason it is
essential that leads carrying a

go "' current should be positioned
adjacent to leads carrying the
corresponding " return " currents in
order to minimise inductive loops.
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Aerial Matching Unit for H.F. Reception
By T. E. BRAY, J. C. EATON, M.A., and J. W. WHITEHEAD, B.Sc.t

A description is given of the construction of a simple transformer for matching a balanced 100 -ohm circuit to a
balanced 600 -ohm circuit, or vice versa. The unit is for reception purposes over the band 2 to 20 Mc/s.

TN this transformer a toroidal con-
struction is adopted using a ring

made * in. mu -metal tape, the ring
having respective internal and
external diameters of 1 and if in.
It is bound with a layer of oiled
cloth tape.

The innermost winding is the high
impedance side of the transformer
and is wound with= 21 turns of .30 -
strand Litz wire spaced evenly
around the whole of the ring. The
100 -ohm winding, spaced a in. from
the 600 -ohm winding by oiled cloth
tape, is made of 9 turns of 30 -strand
Litz wire equally distributed around
the ring. The terminations of the
windings are arranged to be dia-
metrically opposite on the ring.
The complete assembly is then
housed in a steel box. The 600 -ohm
winding is connected to terminals
on opposite sides of the box, while
the 100 -ohm winding is brought out
to a pair of terminals, or a cable
connexion, on one of the remaining
sides. The illustrations of two such
matching units which are shown in
Figs. 1 (left) and 2 (right) demon-
strate the construction clearly.
Electrical Characteristics

The variation with frequency of
the resistive and reactive com-

t Central High School, Leeds

ponents of each winding are shown
in the table below :

Frequency
(Mc/s)

Resistive and
Reactive Com-
ponents of High
Impedance Side

(Ohms)
(Low impedance
side shunted

with 100 ohms)

Resistive and
Reactive Com-
ponents of Low
Impedance Side

(Ohms)
(High impedance

side shunted
with 600 ohms)

2 430+1125 75+120
4 480+j 89 76+119.5
6 520+1100 80+118.5
8 530+j 40 81+118.8

10 545+j 4 80+120
12 550-j 12 80+121
14 540-j 60 83+121
16 570-1130 78+124
18 560-j180 76+125

20 540-1147 75+j30

Measurements are next given of
the R.F. resistances and reactance
of the 600- and 100 -ohm carbon
resistors employed to terminate the
circuits during the above test.

Fre
quency
(Mc/s)

100 Ohm

Resist-
ance

(ohms)

Resstor 600 Ohm Resistor

React-
ance

(ohms)

Resist-
ance

(ohms)

React-
ance

(ohms)

3 10 0 660 - 23
6 12 2.7+1 645 - 34
9 10 5.0±1 630 - 78

12 07 9.6±2 605 -100
15 10 7.7+1 570 -117
18 15 7.5+1 540 -167

Consideration of these tables

impedance transformation ratios :
(a) Looking into the high impe-

dance side with the low impedance
winding connected across the
100 -ohm load.

Frequency
(Mc/s)

Impedance Transformation
Ratio

6
12

18

4.64
5.14
4.87

(b) Looking into the low impe-
dance side with the high impedance
winding shunted with the 600 -ohm
load.

Frequency
(Mc/s)

Impedance Transformation
Ratio

6
12
18

8.05
7.30
7.10

From these results it is clear that
the transformer is quite suitable for
matching 100- and 600 -ohm balanced
lines for reception purposes through-
out the band 2 to 20 Mc /.s.
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Future Possibilities of Navigational Radar
Mr. R. F. Hans ford's Paper at the Institute of Navigation

PEAKING at the Royal Geo-
graphical Society in November

ast on the development of ship -
borne navigational radar, Mr. R. F.
Hansford (late A.S.E.) suggested
that navigational radar would
develop along four main lines : (1)
The existing P.P.I. is insufficiently
bright to allow it to be used on the
bridge in daylight, and some form
,of improved screen material is
required.

Alternatively, the trace could be
reproduced by television technique
at a much higher speed of scan,
iving a continuous bright picture

which will eliminate the "flash and
decay " effect. (2) The develop-

nient of improved chart comparison
units. An existing patent provides
For the projection of the chart out-
line on the back surface of the
P.P.I. tube by optical means, thus
leaving the front surface un-
abstructed and causing no reduction
in the intensity of the image.

If a dark trace tube or a tele-
vision display were employed, it
would be possible to project the
tube trace on the chart with the
.orrespon ding advantage of an
.nlarged picture.

An outstanding problem with all
Corms of chart comparison display

is that of moving the chart to keep
pace with the vessel's movements.
It would seem that, at any rate in
larger ships, there may be a require-
ment to control the movement of
the chart (or the P.P.I.) automati-
cally from the ship's auto -log. An
eventual development may be to
have the position of the chart auto-
matically controlled by the data
from radio position -fixing system.

A special display for ship-hand-
ling.-A normal P.P.I. with its map -
like presentation is from many
points of view the ideal presentation
for navigation. It is, however,
arguable that the P.P.I. is not the
best display for use in avoiding
action or for general ship -handling.
Under visual conditions most note
is taken of the change in relative
bearing of objects ahead; small
changes in relative bearing are not
always readily appreciable on a
P.P.I. particularly at the crucial
period when the echo is very near
the centre of the P.P.I.

This difficulty might be lessened
by providing on the bridge a special
additional display showing a region
ahead of the ship for, say, some
5,000 ft. with some form of presenta-
tion which increases the bearing
accuracy at close ranges. This could
be done either by using a consider-

ably opened centre P.P.I. type dis-
play or by using a " B scope
(range -azimuth display), or by using
a P.P.I. type with logarithmic
range scale.

A very short range radar.-In
pilotage many of the problems are
short range range problems, as for
example when it is desired to pass
close to a buoy. Also, in pilotage
problems the existing form of radar
does not present its information in
the most convenient form. It is
conceivable that there is a need for -
auxiliary radar which could take
over from the main radar at ranges
of below one mile and which would
present its information in a form to
which a Watchkeeping Officer was
more accustomed.

A method which is theoretically
possible would make use of con-
tinuous radiation on a wavelength
of a few millimetres. A beamwidth
of a small fraction of a degree could
then be achieved with an aerial
which could scan in bearing and in
elevation; a cathode-ray tube scan-
ning in synchronism could then pro-
vide a bearing and elevation picture
which would be in the same form as
the view normally seen visually and
capable of showing objects down to
a distance of a few feet.

An Efficient Television
r T is known that the power ampli-
L fier in the line scan system of a
-elevision receiver circuit consumes a
large fraction of the total power
upplied by the high-tension system.
ny means for increasing the effi-

iency of the scanning amplifiers,
Ind in particular of the line scan
unplifier, is therefore of interest,
'because good performance is then
btainable with reduced H.T. current

_onsumption. The following circuit
rovides an improved line scan cir-
uit whose improved efficiency is due

the fact that energy that is nor -
ally lost in the deflection coil cir-

,uit is regained and supplied, as a
.iobst to the }LT. to the anode cir-
,uit of the deflection amplifier.

The power amplifier 1 has its grid
nd screen operating potentials sup
lied in a conventional manner,

vhile the grid is driven by the usual
awtooth voltage at line scan fre-

Scanning

quency with negative -going pulses
between the sawtooth waveforms.
Deflecting currents of sawtooth form
appear in the line deflecting coils
4 and 5, while the difference of
potential across the coils con-
sists of a steady positive voltage
with negative -going gaps as in-
dicated in the diagram. The damper
diodes 2 and 3 operate in a conven-
tional manner to prevent the flow

Circuit
of oscillatory currents at the self=
resonant frequency of the deflecting
coil circuit, while the variable series
resistors 8 and 9 are deflection
linearity controls.

In operation, the damper diode
currents charge the storage con-
densers 6 and 7 which then discharge
slightly during the scanning period.
There are thus developed rectified
voltages across the condensers 6 and
7 which are added to the conven-
tional H.T. supply in order to boost
it before it is applied to the power
amplifier anode circuit. In practice,
a boost of the order of 30 per cent.
is readib,7 obtained, and in a circuit
set-up according to the diagram a
line scan supply voltage of 485 volts
was, obtained from a receiver H.T.
supply of only 385 volts.

Where deflection coils 4 and 5 are
in series, one diode only is needed.

-Communication from R.C.A.
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NOTES FROM THE INDUSTRY
20th Century Electronics

Mr. E. E. Shelton has recently
joined Mr. Gilbert A. R. Tomes as a
partner in 20th Century Electronics,
whose activities are chiefly the develop-
ment and manufacture of Geiger -Muller
Counter Tubes, Photo -electric Cells and
specialised vacuum devices. The G.M.
Tubes are at present marketed by
Messrs. Alltools, Ltd., Brentford,
Middlesex.

20th Century Electronics have pur-
chased the assets of Dr. F. J. G. van
den Bosch, formerly trading as Vacuum
Physical Laboratories, and are now
operating from Dunbar Works, Dunbar
Street, West Norwood, S.E.27. Tele-
phone No. Gipsy Hill. 3351.

Soldering Tags and Rivets

Many small manufacturers and experi-
mental laboratories require soldering
tags, eyelets, or rivets in quantities of
a few hundred for assembly work, but
feel that orders for such quantities
would hardly be welcomed by bulk
manufacturers, such as the Tucker
Eyelet Co.

We are informed that Messrs. W. J.
Cons and Co., of 281 Green Lanes, N.4,
who specialise in punching and eyelet-
ing machines, are able to supply rivets
and eyelets in quantities from a gross
upwards.

The following Tucker tags are in
stock at the time of printing :
W. 3 = Tucker No. G.709 single -ended

tag for riveting.
W. 2 = Tucker No. G.602 single-er ded

short and long.
W.21a= G.866a double -ended U-shaped

tag.
W.22 = G.603 double -ended flat tag.
W.43 = G.856.
W.50 = S.76 double -ended flat tag with

square rivet and slotted holes.
W.51 = G.860 double -ended flat tag

with larger rivet and slotted
holes.
S.88 double -ended soldering
tag. No rivet.
G.717 one long, one short end
riveting tag.
G.363 single soldering tags, 2
and 6 B.A.
G.410 single soldering tag,
4 B.A.

Eyelets for riveting :
Card No.157 = G.601 7/32 in. and 5/32

in. eyelets. Various lengths.
Card No. 59 = G.594 4 in. and 7/32 in.

eyelets. -Various lengths.
Card No. 8 = G.169 small brass eye-

lets.
All these are 2s. per gross plus postage

and C.O.D. charges, or cash with order.
Handsets to set tags are available in

a wide range at approximately 9s. 6d.
per set plus C.O.D. charges.

W.52 =

W.44 =

W.46 =

W.45 =

Cinema -Television Ltd.-Exhibition
From January 20 to 31 a trade ex-

hibition of " Cintel " Electronic Instru-
ments is to be held at Brettenham
House, Lancaster Place, London,
W.C.2. (9.30 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily
except Sunday). Admission is by
ticket, obtainable from Cinema -Tele-
vision, Ltd., Worsley Bridge Road,
Lower Sydenham, London, S.E.26.

School Broadcasting
In a report issued by the School

Broadcasting Council for the United
Kingdom, 55 Portland Place, London,
W.1, it is stated that, with the co-
operation of the Education Authority,
a school at Tottenham has been
equipped with a demonstration instal-
lation to show the best current prac-
tice. This installation may, by arrange-
ment with the Secretary of the School
Broadcasting Council, be visited by
members of Education Committees,
Directors of Education and others con-
cerned.

Radio Noise
An Important Survey of Information

The study of noise level and the
limitation which it imposes on signal
reception has received far less attention
that the study of radio wave propaga-
tion, and lack of knowledge of the
subject is retarding progress in many
communication problems. The publica-
tion of a survey of the state of know-
ledge on the subject of radio noise is
consequently of some importance. It
is " Radio Research Special Report
No. 15-a Survey of existing informa-
tion and data on Radio Noise over the
Frequency Range 1-30 Mc /

The report contains a survey of all
existing knowledge on the subject of
radio noise. It has been prepared in
the Radio Division of the National
Physical Laboratory, D.S.I.R., where
some 180 published papers on the sub-
ject were examined and also data and
measurements made available by certain
commercial and government organisa-
tions, operating radio services in Great
Britain.

It deals also with the measurement of
the strength of noise and its direction
of arrival, and it is in these fields that
active research is now in progress with
a view both to obtaining a better under-
standing of the origin and nature of
radio noise of all types. and also to
developing techniques of limiting or
mitigating the effects of these distur-
bances to radio communication. Such
investigations are now being started in
various parts of the world, and this
report provides a good foundation as
a comprehensive presentation of exist-
ing knowledge.

* Published for the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research by H.M. Stationery Office,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2. (price 3/-, post free 3/4)

Publications Received
Gardners Radio, Ltd., Somerford,

Christchurch, Hants. - Leaflet No.
LMT4 on " Somerford " Mains Trans-
formers, the standard range of which
contains 59 different types.

Goodmans Industies, Ltd., Lancelot
Road, Wembley, Middx.-Public ad-
dress Cabinet Loudspeaker type AL /5
incorporating the Goodmans 12 in.
PM type T2 /1205 /15 are covered in
their latest pamphlet which also deals
with their heavy duty line transformer
type H5.

Holliday and Hemerdinger, Ltd.,
74-78 Hardman Street, Manchester 3.-
Pric list of available radio components.

Steatite and Porcelain Products, Ltd.,
Stourport, Worcs.-Four leaflets deal-
ing with coil formers and inductors
(No. 29), Stand-off and Aerial Insula-
tors (No. 30),Metallised Brushes (No.
31) and Insulating Beads (No. 32).

London. Midland and Scottish Rail-
way.-Publication No. E.R.O.53574 is a
24 page illustrated booklet on the
Scientific Research Department of the
L.M.S. covering the activities of the
Engineering, Metallurgical, Paint,
Physics, Textile and Chemical Sections.

Mullard Technical Report No.
2/1947 on the EL37 25 watt output
pentode. This 38 page report gives
comprehensive figures and curves on
the valve as a single pentode, push-pull
pentode or push-pull triode. The issue
is strictly limited and has already been
allocated; it is not available for general
distribution.

British Standard Specification
Electronic -Valve Bases, Caps and Holders
Under this title the British Stan-

dards Institution have issued B.S.
448: 1947 (net price 7s. 6d.). It forms
an extension of previous issues to
include other types of valve and
cathode ray tube bases introduced
subsequently.

While the 1936 edition of this British
Standard dealt purely with the
dimensional requirements, in this
edition a clause dealing with effective
electrical connexion has been added to
the paragraphs relating to holders.
The connexions between valve base -pins
and internal electrodes are no longer
covered in the Standard.

Bartered Bits
A Greek firm of Athens wishes to

establish a connexion with a Belgian
exporter of electrical and electronic
material in exchange for Greek wines
(Samos).

Write to : United Radio Laboratories,
Canning's Square Building George 6,
Athens.-Advt. in La Radio, Revue,
Aug. '47.
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JANUARY MEETINGS
Institution of Electrical Engineers

Radio Section

Date : January 14. Time : 5.30 p.m.
Lecture : " Reference -Crystal -Control-

, led V.A.F. Equipments."
By : D. M. Heller and L. C. Stenning.
Date : January 20. Time : 5.30 p.m.
Discussion : " To what extent does Dis-

tortion really matter in the Trans-
mission of Speech and Music ?"

I Opened by : P. P. Eckersley.
Informal meeting

Date : January 26. Time : 5.30 p.m.
Discussion : The British Patent

System and Procedure."
Opened by : C. S. Parsons, B.Sc.

Measurements Section

Date : January 30. Time : 5.30 p.m.
Discussion : " Principles of Instrument

Design."
Opened by : D. C. Gall et al.
Note : This is a joint meeting with the

London and Home Counties Branch
of the Institute of Physics.

The Secretary: I.E.E., Savoy Place,
W.C.2.

Sheffield Sub -Centre

Date : January 28. Time : 6.15 p.m.
Held at : The Royal Victoria Station

Hotel, Sheffield.
Lecture : " Developments on Magnetic

and Acoustic Mines at the Admiralty
Mining Establishment."

By : A. J. Baggott and C. H. Fawcett.
Hon. Secretary: E. W. Connor., 18

Marsh House Road, Sheffield 11.

North-Western Centre
Date : January 21. Time : 6.30 p.m.
Held at : The Engineers Club, Albert

Square, Manchester.
Lecture : " Triodes for very Short

Waves."
1By : J. Bell, B.Sc. et al.
Asst. Secretary: A. L. Green, 244

Brantingham Road, Chorlton-cum-
Hardy, Manchester 21.

North-East Scotland Sub -Centre
Date : January 7. Time : 7.30 p.m.
{Held at : The Caledonian Hotel, Aber-
, deen.
Lecture : " The Design of a High

Fidelity Disk Recording Equipment."
y : H. Davies, M.Eng,
ate : January 8. Time : 7 p.m.
eld at : The Royal Hotel, Union
Street, Dundee.

ecture : As above.
Hon. Secretary : P. Philip, c/o Elec-

tricity Supply Dept., Dudhope
Crescent Road, Dundee.

Cambridge and District Group
ate : January 13. Time : 6 p.m.

'Held at : The Cambridgeshire Technical
College (Room 301).

iRadio Section Chairman's Address.
y : C. E. Strong, B.A.I., M.I.E.E.
on. Secretary: J. E. Curran, Univer-
sity Engineering Laboratory, Trum-
pington Street, Cambridge...

Institute of Physics
Scottish Branch

Date : January 13. Time : 7 p.m.
Held at : Natural Philosophy Depart-

ment, The University, Glasgow.
Lecture : " The X-ray Study of Coal

Structure."
By : Professor H. L. Riley.
Secretary: J. M. A. Lenihan, The Uni-

versity, Glasgow, W.2.
Manchester and District Branch

Date : January 16. Time : 7 p.m.
Held at : The New Physics Theatre,

University of Manchester.
Lecture : The Cloud Chamber."
By: J. C. Wilson, M.A., Ph.D.,

F.Inst.P.
Note: This is a joint meeting with the

Electronics Group.
Secretary: Dr. F. A. Vick, Physics

Department, The University, Man-
chester 13.

South Wales Branch

Date : January 21. Time :
Held at : The Physics Department,

Univesity College, Cardiff.
Lecture : " Colour Vision."
By : Dr. W. D. Wright.
Secretary: Dr. T. V. I. Starkie, Mon-

mouth Mining and Technical College,
Crumlin, Mon.

London and Home Counties Branch

Date : January 30. Time : 5.30 p.m.
Joint meeting with the Measurements

Section of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers (see col. 1).

Institution of Post Office Electrical
Engineers

All meetings will be held at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Savoy Place, London, W.C.2.
Date : January 6. Time : 5 p.m.
Lecture : " The Location of Faults in

Lines and Cables."
By: Capt. A. C. Timms, B.Sc., M.I.E.E.
Local Secretary : W. H. Fox, Engineer -

in -Chief's Office (T.P. Branch) Alder
House, E.C.1.

South -East London Technical
Institute

Electrical Engineering Department
A course of ten weekly lectures

will commence on Wednesday,
February 18, 1948, from 7 to 9 p.m.
entitled " X-ray Crystallography
with special reference to Metal-
lography." Further details may be
obtained from The Registrar, L.C.C.
South -East London Technical Insti-
tute, Lewisham Way, London, S.E.4.

British Kinematograph Society
Newcastle -on -Tyne Section

Date : January 6. Time : 10.30 a.m.
Held at : Neville Hall, Neville Street,

Newcastle.
Lecture : " The Cathode Ray Tube."
By : G. Parr, M.I.E.E.
Hon. Secretary: E. Turner, 30 Ettrick

Grove, Sunderland, Co. Durham.

Radio Society of Great Britain
All meetings are held at tha Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers, Savoy
Place, London, W.C.2.
Date : January 9. Time : 6.30 p.m.
Lecture : " The Design and Construc-

tion of Amateur Transmitters."
By : J. N. Walker.
General Secretary, New Ruskin House,

Little Russell Street, London, W.C.1.

British Sound Recording Association
All meetings are held at the Royal

Society of Arts, John Adam Street,
London, W.C.2.
Date : January 23. Time : 7 p.m.
Lecture : " The Significance of the

Amplifier in High Fidelity Recording
and Reproduction."

By : H. J. Leak.
Hon. Secretary: R. W. Lowden,

Napoleon Avenue, Farnborough,
Hants.

The Television Society
ordinary Meeting

At the Institution of Electrical En-
gineers, Savoy Place, W.C.2.
Date : January 28. Time : , 5.30 p.m.
Lecture : " Large Screen Home Tele-

vision."
By : E. G. 0. Anderson (J. L. Baird,

Ltd.)
Lecture Secretary: T. M. C. Lance, 35

Albemarle Road, Beckenham, Kent.
Constructors' Group

Date : January 9. Time : 7 p.m.
Held at : The E.L.M.A. Lecture

Theatre, 2 Savoy Place.
Lecture : " The Pye Television Re-

ceiver."
By : D. Swaine (Pye Radio Ltd.)
Group Secretary: A. E. Sarson, 22

Union Road, Bromley, Kent.

 Programme Group

The inaugural meeting of the Pro-
gramme Group will be held at the
Gaumont-British Theatre, Wardour
Street, W.1, on January 16 at 6 p.m.,
to which ladies are specially invited.

The chair will be taken by Sir Robert
Renwick, Bart., President of the
Society.

Tickets of invitation can be obtained
from the Lecture Secretary at the
address given above.
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M I DERN RADIO
TECHNIQUE

A new series of technical monographs
edited by J. A. RATCLIFFE. The first
three titles are given below ; others
are in preparation. Full particulars
may be had from the publishers.

Wave Guides
L. G. H. HUXLEY

Based on wartime courses given at
T.R.E. 21s. net

Radio Aids to
Navigation

R. A. SMITH
Published by permission of the
Ministry of Supply. 9s. net

Principles of Radar
DENIS TAYLOR

and C. H. WESTCOTT
Ready shortly. About 15s. net

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

THESE ARE IN STOCK
RADIO ENGINEERING, volume I, by

E. K. Sandeman, 45s. Postige 8d.

MODERN RADIO SERVICING, by
A. A. Ghirardi, 37s. 6d. Postage 10d.

REFERENCE DATA FOR RADIO ENGI-
NEERS, 5s. Postage 4d.

ELECTROMAGNETISM, by Slater and
Frank, 17s. 6d. Postage 7d.

PRINCIPLES OF TELEVISION ENGI-
NEERING, by D. G. Fink, 27s. 6d.
Postage 8d.

ELECTRON OPTICS IN TELEVISION,
by Maloff and Epstein, 20s. Postage 6d.

PRINCIPLES OF RADAR, by The Radar
School of the M.I.T., 25s. P2stage 9d.

ELECTRONICS FOR INDUSTRY, by
W. I. Bendz, 30s. Postage 8d.

TIME BASES, by O. S. Puckle, 16s. Postage
5d.

RADIO VALVE EQUIVALENTS
MANUAL, by B. B. Babani, 2s. 6d.
Postage 2d.

RADAR ENGINEERING, by D. G. Fink,
37s. 6d. Postage 8d.

We have the finest stock of British and
American radio books. Complete list

on application.

THE MODERN BOOK COMPANY
(Dept. E.I1)

19-23, Praed Street, LONDON, W.2.

Radio Engineering
E. K. Sandeman, Ph.D., M.1.E.E., Chapman &
Hall. XXIV and 775 pages. Price 45s.

A demerit of the title of this book
is its identity to that of a universally
known American publication and that it
gives little indication of the contents.
A title more illustrative of the field
covered would be " Broadcast En-
gineering," for the greater part of it
is devoted to an analysis of problems
concerned with broadcast transmitters.
Its 775 pages represent an enormous
expenditure of effort on the part of
the author, who freely acknowledges
the assistance he has received from
many members of the B.B.C. technical
staff.

The author states that he has tried
to produce a book suitable for beginner
and professional engineer alike.
Beginners may well quail before the
mass of information and are certain
to find the latter half of the book heavy
going. Professional broadcast en-
gineers will be irritated by the first
300 pages, most of which will be of
little use to them. The author would
have been well advised to divide his
work into two separate and distinct
books. Neither price nor style are
likely to appeal to the beginner.

Turning to a detailed examination of
the book, there are 16 chapters in this
first volume, a very complete list of
contents, and a 22 page index covering
this and the Volume 2 yet to be
published. The first chapter briefly
describes the technical problems associ-
ated with broadcasting, and the second
is concerned with electrical units,
definitions, conversion tables and the
like. Chapters 3 and 4 deal with
elementary trigonometry and problems
involving D.C. voltages and currents.
Relations between A.C. voltages and
currents are the subject of chapter. 5,
and here the Reciprocity and Thevenin's
Theorems precede Kirchhoff's laws.
Chapter 6 covers resonant circuits from
the transmitter engineer's angle.
Power in A.C. circuits is the title of the
next chapter which includes a discussion
on a. wide range of topics -such as
decibel notation, programme -to -noise
ratio, reflection and transition loss,
KVA to KW ratio in transmitters -of
general interest to the broadcast en-
gineer. Harmonic Analysis and Distor-
tion are reviewed in chapter 8, which is
followed by a generally disappointing
chapter on Valves. So little has been
written on transmitting valves that a
discussion on these essential items
should have occupied more than
a fifth of a comparatively short
chapter. From this point onwards
(page 300) the book assumes its real
value to the broadcast engineer. It

BOOK
begins with a chapter on amplifiers;
Class A, B and C. operation is examined
in considerable detail and practical
examples are used to illustrate methods
of calculating efficiency and estimating
peak currents. Neutralisation and the
inverted amplifiers are also included.
Chapters 11 and 12 on Oscillators and
Drive Equipment respectively call for
little comment; the section on Drive
Equipment will interest more particu-
larly those who are not members of the
B.B.C. staff and the same remark
applies to chapter 15 on Operation and
Maintenance of Transmitters. Modula-
tors and Modulation, and Transmitter
Types are the subject of chapters 13
a,nd 14, in which' much useful informa-
tion will be found. The last chapter
is specifically directed to the aerial
maintenance engineer at large trans-
mitting stations, and it Covers very
adequately feeders, aerial couplling cir-
cuits and aerials themselves, including
the purely mechanical problems of ice,
windage, etc.

There are a larger number of mis-
prints -not all of which can be ascribed
to the printer -than should occur in
a book of this standard, and the word
" evidently " is employed far too often
and in a most unusual sense. The
method of presentation is not always
lucid, and particularly is this so with
the description of the Chireix system
of modulation in chapter 14. Some
strange and illogical sequences are also
to be found. For example : work.
energy, power, mass, etc., are defined
at a later stage than permeability,
inductance and skin effect; the prin-
ciples of modulation occur at the end
of a chapter on modulation. It is odd
to find a section on how to proceed
after ' a transmitter flashover has
occurred in a chapter devoted to elec-
trical units.

The book will be of considerable
interest and value to all those engaged
on the design and/or maintenance of
broadcast transmitters, and the full list
of contents will be of great help when
only particular items are required. To
beginners and operators of broadcast
transmission equipment, the bbok will
be less valuable.

K. R. STURLEY

Second Year Radio Technology
W. H. Date. 214 pp. 154 figs. (Long -
mans Green & Co. 7s. 6d. net).
This book has been written particu-

larly for second -year radio students and
therefore omits the preliminary elec-
trical and magnetic theory. It is
suitable for C. & G. Grade I examina-
tion and the National Diploma, courses,
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REVIEWS
and repro-duces test questions taken
from the C. & G. papers.

The chapter headings are: Capaci-
tance, Inductance, Resonant Circuits,
Thermionic Valves (diodes, triodes,

, etc.) and their circuits, D.F.; super-
hets., and finally R.F. instruments and
measurements.

Mr. Date's reputation as a teacher
at the Polytechnic is well known, and
this book will no doubt be acceptable
as a class -book by many teachers
engaged on the same work.

The A.B.C. of Electronics
E. B. Watton, 133 pp. 118 figs. (Percival
Marshall & Co. 7s, 6d. net).

The writing of simple introductory
books is always a difficult task, however
well the writer is equipped to do it.

He is faced with the alternative of
being really simple and not introducing
any technical term without explaining
it beforehand-which means that he
never gets to the real subject-or slurr-
ing over the technical preliminaries
and going on to the hard parts in the
hope that the reader will follow him.

The author of this book has chosen
the second course, after excusing him-
self in the preface for being brief
his descriptions, and  has pursued it
very well on the whole. The general
criticism that might be levelled at the
book is that it attemps to cover too
much. After all, an A.B.C. need not
claim to cover more than the principles
of electronics and its applications, with
one or two typical examples, but in
this book there are magnetrons, disk
seal tubes, infra -red viewers, Eniacs,
and talking clocks. It would have been
better to have called it " What elec-
tronics can do."

In the introduction to television, the
author says: " In an ordinary broad -
east receiver, sound waves impinging
upon a microphone diaphragm causes
(sic) low frequency oscillations in the

'associated circuits which modify the
carrier generated by the oscillator.
The resulting modulated wave, when
received, suitably amplified and recti-
fied or detected, causes similar low
1Jfrequency oscillations in the receiver
circuit, which when applied to the
loudspeaker diaphragm, reproduce the
original speech frequencies," and then
`adds : " Sorry to be so elementary but
we must get the principles firmly fixed."
The reviewer is still wondering whether
this is ironical or not.

There is no doubt that the subject
s covered very widely with a wealth of

illustrations-some of them excellent.
he book is written in an easy style,

and to a reader who knows the
vocabulary, it will be interesting and
profitable- reading.

G.- PARR

A Catalogue
of Scientific Apparatus

HERE is something about a cata-
logue, ,particularly a fiat one. It

can be picked up and put down at
random, imaginary shopping lists can
be made ad lib. from it, it revives
memories in parts, and above all, it
gives ideas. As a source of entertain-
ment and relaxation it can have few
equals in the book world.

The American Army authorities knew
this when they ordered quantities of
Sears Roebuck catalogues to be sent
from America to the units in Europe-
it had the universal appeal.

The attraction of a scientific catalogue
to scientific people is no less. Though
they may never have used half the
apparatus listed, it is good to look at
it. No one can turn the pages and
not find something which stimulates a
train of thought.

As reading matter, a scientific cata-
logue is no mere list of component
pieces and laboratory appliances-it
gives notes, explanations, and some-
times enough material to warrant being
classified as a text -book.

The catalogue which has brought out
this eulogy on its class is the Griffin
and Tatlook Catalogue of Scientific
Apparatus, first post-war edition. Hera
is all the laboratory apparatus of
student days, as sound and as funda-
mental as ever, but with modern com-
panions. The esistance Coil " in brass
case with ebonite top " is now close to
Strain Gauges (from 3s.).

Five hundred odd pages list all the
equipment (and some more) that modern
-teaching may be expected to require.
The index occupies 12 pages of close
print and itself provides material for
speculation that can only be satisfied
by reference to the items.

What is Roget's Jumping Spiral ?
Did he play with it in the intervals of
writing his Thesaurus? Who was
Knipp, and what was the Tube that he
designed ? How many dead and gone
physicists have left their names only in
the index of Griffin's Catalogue.!

Modern physics is not neglected and
there are 12 pages given to Atomic
Physics. The salts of Uranium (but not
the metal) are listed in the Chemicals.
Electronics, oddly enough, appears as
an adjunct to atomic physics, and one
looks for Valves, radio, in vain!

It is unfair, however, to point out
any shortcomings in such a production
when so much that is new and well -
made is available, and at marked
prices.

This ends on a sad note : the cata-
logue is, alas! not for sale. But if you
are a sufficiently Important Scientist
you may be privileged to have one sent
to you. G.P.

BOOKS Telephone:
EUSTON 4282

A GOOD SELECTION. OF
BOOKS

on all branches of

RADIO and ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
always available

Publications reviewed or men-
tioned in this Journal can be
supplied. If not in stock they
will be obtained from the

publishers when available.

CONTINENTAL and AMERICAN
(except German) Books unobtainable
in this country can be secured under

Board of Trade Licence

H. K. LEWIS & Co. Ltd.
LONDON: 135 GOWER ST., W.C.I

IMPORTANT BOOKS

RADIO
ENGINEERING

VOLUME ONE

By E. K. SANDEMAN, Ph.D., B.Sc.,
A.C.G.I., M.I.E.E.

Ministry of Supply, late of
Engineering Division, &B.C.

Demy 8vo. 775 pages profusely illustrated.
45s. net.

TIME BASES
(SCANNING GENERATORS)

Their design & development, with
Notes on the Cathode Ray Tube.

By 0. S. PUCKLE,
M.B.E., M.1.E.E.

Demy 8vo. 204 pages. 124 figures. 16s. net.

Postage extra,

CHAPMAN & HALL, LTD,
37-39 Essex Street, London, W.C.2,
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ABSTRACTS OF
ELECTRONIC LITERATURE

THERMIONIC DEVICES
Note on the Ionisation Time of an

Argon -filled Relay
(E. W. Webster)

Details are given of some experiments
in which the voltage collapse across an
Osram GT1C argon -filled relay when
triggered by a steep -fronted rectangu-
lar impulse voltage on the grid, was
recorded on a high-speed cathode ray
oscillograph. Curves showing the varia-
tion of ionisation time with grid over
voltages up to 50 V and with anode
voltages up to 240 V are given, and
typical oscillograms showing the marked
effect of the amplitude of the grid
impulses are reproduced. Ionisation
times ranging from 0.16 to 2.2 psec.
were measured. A brief discussion of
the oscillograms with reference to
previous studies is included.

-Jour. Sci. Inst., November, 1947,
p. 299.

The Diode as an A.C. Voltmeter
(C. S. Bull)

The sources of error in existing
methods of using the diode as an A.C.
voltmeter are discussed. It is shown
that, using a calibrated D.C. voltineter
and a sensitive current meter the cali-
bration curve can be expressed in the
form y = lo(BV.), where B is deter-
mined experimentally and V. is the
peak A.C. voltage. This curve can be
used to measure voltage in the range
up to 0.4 V and in a greater range with-
out accurate knowledge of the sen-
sitivity of the meter, and the accuracy
can be checked.

Using a knowledge of the sensitivity
of the current meter as well, the power
w absorbed from the A.C. source can be
calculated from w = iEV.L(BV.),
where iE is the current through the
valve when V. = 0.

The method has been ,found to give
reliable results , at frequencies up to
100 x c / s.

-Jour. Sci. Inst., October, 1947,
p. 254.

MEASUREMENT

A Remarkable Property of Technical
Solid Dielectrics

(M. Gevers and F. K. du Pre)
Measurements on solid dielectrics

carried out in the Philips laboratory to
determine the loss angle and the tem-
perature coefficient of the dielectric
constants have revealed a relationship
between these two quantities. This
relationship is that, apart from a few
exceptions, the substances which have
a high temperature coefficient have at

the same time a large loss angle, and
the ratio between the two quantities is
practically constant. Numerical data
on these properties is given, and ex-
pressions ark'derived for the loss angle
and the temperature coefficient; it is
shown that the calculated values of
this .proportion correspond with those
obtained experimentally.

-Philips Tech. Rev., No. 3, 1947,
p. 91.*

New Meters for Germicidal Energy
(A. H. Taylor and H. Haynes)

Exposures to ultra -violet energy
necessary to destroy many types of
micro-organisms are being studied by
investigators at the G.E. Company,
U.S.A. Three new germicidal energy
meters have been developed recently;
their functions are to determine (a)
the reflexion of germicidal energy by
walls; (b) the intensity of energy at
various points in the room; and (c) the
total output from an ultra -violet lamp.
The three meters are described briefly,
and mention is made of their range of
sensitivity.

-Gen. Elec. Rev., October, 1947,
p. 27.*

Recorder and Timer for Short Intervals
(W. H. Bliss)

Designed to meet the needs of
nucleonic research, this interval timer
measures and records intervals up to
16 microseconds with an accuracy of
0.25 microsecond. Intervals to be
measured may occur at random and be
widely separated..

-Electronics, November, 1947, p. 126.

Measurement of Electron Microscopy
(E. F. Fullam)

The accuracy of measurements made
with the electron microscope is depen-
dent on the accuracy of magnification
calibration, for which a number of
methods are available. Measurements
are made by methods very similar to
those employed with the optical micro-
scope except that electron micrographs
are used instead of employing the
microscope directly. An advantage of
the electron microscope for measure-
ment purposes lies in the high -image
resolution and contrast for the
measurement of structures down to
colloidal and molecular dimensions. An
added advantage of the electron micro-
scope is the great depth of field, permit-
ting stereoscopic pictures to be made.

-Gen. Elec. Rev., October, 1947,
p.18.*

*Abstracts supplied by the courtesy of Metropolitan -
Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd. Trafford Park, Manchester

INDUSTRY

The One Million -volt Accelerating
Equipment of the Cavendish Laboratory

Cambridge
(W. E. Burcham)

This appiratus provides a magneti-
cally resolved beam of protons or
deuterons of 70 = 100,ELA. The maxi-
mum design voltage is 1,250 KV but
this value cannot be used owing to the
proximity of the laboratory walls.
With a pressure in the accelerating tube
of less than 0.0003 mm. Hg steady
operation at 950 KV is achieved.
About 3 cc. of hydrogen are consumed
per minute. A short description of the
applications of the equipment is given,
including work on transmutation. The
H.T. generator is of Philips construc-
tion.

-Nature, September 6, 1947, p. 316.

A 70 MeV Synchrotron
(F. R. Elder, A. M. Gurewitsch, R. V. Langmuir

and H. C. Pollock)
A synchrotron for the production of

70 MeV X-rays has been built and
tested. The magnet which weighs 8
tons, is similar to that of a Betatron ;
the pole pieces are of laminar construc-
tion, thoroughly insulated against eddy
current loss. Approximately 35,000
ampere turns r.m.s. are needed for
70 MeV operation. The apparent power
is furnished at 22,900 volts r.m.s. from
a capacitor bank through a high volt-
age cable to the coils which are in
series. The orbit location is shown to
be of importance only while the mag-
netic field is low; the orbit has been
shifted over a wide region with little
change on the X-rays output. The
power circuit and operation of the
apparatus are described.

-J. App. Phys., September, 1947,
p. 810.*

Electronic Computor for X -Ray Crystal
Structure

(R. Bepinsky)

An electronic synthesiser is described
for determination of atomic, positions in
crystals. It sums the two-dimensional
Fourier series representing planar,
centro-symmetric projections of electron
densities in a crystal unit cell; the pro-
jection is presented by a television scan
on the screen of a cathode ray oscillo-
scope. The specific advantage of the
device is the immediate observability
of effects on the projection of alterations
in signs of one or any number of
Fourier coefficients.

-J. App. Phys, July, 1947, p. 601.*
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PLOTTING THE COURSE

IN TOMORROW'S WORLD
In the world of tomorrow, as in the world of

yesterday and today, Marconi's will carry forward

the tradition of meticulous workmanship in wireless

communications apparatus.

New problems have been met as they have arisen

by a team of experts with all the Ocperience of a
pioneer organisation behind them. Still newer problems

are now arising in a post-war world. These too will

be handled with the same resourceful skill. Whatever

the demands of a new age - you know where you are

with Marconi.

Marconi THE GREATEST NAME IN WIRELESS

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LTD THE MARCONI INTERNATIONAL MARINE COMMUNICATION
COMPANY LTD MARCONI HOUSE, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

instrument

TAYLOR
WANE., MEgft

MODEL SSA.

The

UNIVERSAL TAYLORMETER
MODEL 85A

L19 . 19 . 0
Subject to trade

discount

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY,

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL
Telephone : Slough 21381

INSTRUMENTS LTD.,

unequalled sensitivity
The extreme sensitivity of the Model 85A is but one
of the many features which make it a reliable standard
reference instrument for, the Laboratory, Research
Department or Test Room.

Specification

Sensitivity 20,000 ohms per volt on D.C. and A.C.
Instantaneous Meter Overload Protection on all ranges

D.C. Volts : ImV to 5,000 Volts.
D.C. Current : litA to I 0 Amps.
A.C. Volts : 0.1 Volts to 5,000 Volts.
A.C. Current : IAA to 10 Amps.
Resistance : 0.1 Ohms to 20 Megohms with internal

battery and ,up to 2,000 Megohms with external
battery.

Continuity Test : By built-in Buzzer and battery.
Capacity : .0002 to 100 mfd. with external adaptor.
Inductance : 0.2 to 1,000 Henries with external adaptor.
Decibels : -34 to +69.

External Adaptors : For Low
 Resistance, High Voltage, A.C.
Millivolts, etc.

4 1 9 / 4 2 4 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS
Grams and Cables : " Taylins " Slough'
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Ft

BRITISH ROLA LTD - 8 UPPER GROSVENOR STREET - LONDON, W.I

N.:radio receiver is judged by the quality
of its reproduction more than by any other
single factor. That is why the speaker is such
a vital part of any set. No wonder so many
Planning Engineers decide on Rola speakers
for all their models. They know they can fit
Rola and relax !
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STYRAtalL.  
the new dielectric for condenser manufacture . . . impervious to damp, acids and
alkalis . . . dimensionally stable over a wide temperature field and is easily wound.
Used in coil -type condensers (as above), a simple assembly technique has been
evolved. The condenser is wound slightly below the desired capacitance figure
and subjected to heat. Protruding edges of dielectric foil shrink slightly; the
edges weld together completely sealing the metal ribbon within. Write today
for further information about Styrafoil.

THE PRINCIPAL PROPERTIES

OF STYRAFOIL

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

.003" thickness 3,000 volts/mil.

POWER FACTOR (tan 8)

60 to 109 cycles 0002-0004

SURFACE RESISTIVITY

1016 ohms/cm'

VOLUME RESISTIVITY

1017 -10,9 ohms!cm3

B X PLASTICS LTD. HEAD SALES OFFICE: HIGHAM STATION AVENUE  LONDON, E.4
Telephone : LARkswood 4491 AREA SALES OFFICES:
King Street Buildings ' 1 Ridgefield ' Manchester 2 ' Tel. Manchester Blockfriors 0258. 42 Wellington Street Sheffield Tel. Sheffield 25517.Empire House 159 Gt. Charles Street Birmingham 3 Tel. Birmingham Central 2365. Works: LONDON MANNINGTREE  DUNDEE

TAYLOR lain
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LI X/
RADIO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS
are used by all leading set manufacturers

I A

Easy insertion of valve. Firmly retained. Easy with-
drawal. Standard fixing centre U-". Hole diameter r.

Clix-type B 8 A Valveholders
BVA Standard Dimensions

Designed to meet the requirements of the new all -
glass type B8A valves. Moulded body . . Plated saddle
. . Screen . . and Sockets, ensuring extremely low
contact resistance. A valve -retaining latch specially
suitable to these new all -glass valves. A feature
exclusive to Clix B8A Valveholders.

Clix Valveholders are adequately protected by British and Foreign Patents

BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD.
21 BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.I

Foremost in Valveholder design

UNIVERSAL IMPEDANCE BRIDGE
MODEL UB 202

This is a self-contained universal bridge which measures
resistance at DC, Capacity and Inductance at 1000 Cycles. The
necessary bridge voltage and null detectors are incorporated
in the instrument. Measurements in condensers can be
carried out with applied polarising voltage and inductances
can be measured with superimposed DC.

Resistance Range .01 ohm to I megohm
Capacity Range 10 pf to 1000 mFds.
Inductance Range 10 µH. to 1000 Henries.

For particulars of this and our full range
of measuring instruments write to :-

BRITISH PHYSICAL LABORATORIES
HOUSEBOAT WORKS, RADLETT, HERTS.

Telephone : Radlett 5674-5-6

Telephone : MAYfair 5543

MEN ONLY interest
Seamless, one-piece, metal bellows . . . formed in one
continuous operation by a process unique in this
country, with a uniformity of wall -thickness unobtainable
by any other method ... No annealing, no spinning, no
localised strain or thinning none of the limitations of
metallic diaphragms.

These bellows, though no thicker than paper-the
walls range from 4/1000" to 7/1000'-are tough,
resilient, and combine the characteristics of a coiled
compression spring, a packless gland, and a non-ferrous
hermetically sealed container. Every bellows is .pre-
tested during forming and has a high degree of uni-
formity of life, performance and reliability in operation.
Available in root diameters of -" to 3", outside diameters
Pg" to 4i".

Write for the Hydroflex Brochure X

Refrigeration
Temperature

Control
Air compressors
Water pumps
Paper machines
Gland seals
Thermostatic &

pressure
operated
appliances

Drayton Hydroflex METAL BELLOWS
Drayton Regulator & Instrument Co., Ltd., West Drayton, Mdx.
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The Correspondence and College Courses provided
by E.M.I. Institutes which cover recognised
diplomas such as the City and Guilds, etc. are
written and supervised by E.M.I.*scientists who are
specialists in Electronic Science.
Courses are already available in such subjects as
Basic Radio, Basic Television, etc. and the prospectus
is being constantly extended.
With E.M.I. basic training you can eventually become a
specialist in Television, Radio Communication, Radar,
Navigational Aids, Audio Frequency, Medical and various
Electronic applications.

* The E,M.1.
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For fall details apply to: The
Principal: Professor H.F.Tretuman
M.A. (Cantab), M.I.E.E.,

M.I.Mech.E., M.Brit.I.R.E.

EAU INIIIIIUTIES LID
Dept. 11, 43, Grove Park Road, Chiswick, London, W. 4

Group includes " H.M. V." Marconiphone and other important electronic interests.
E.I 9

TRANSFORMERS
W.A.B. Hermetically Sealed Transformers were developed

during the war to meet the requirements of the Services for a
unit which would operate continuously under conditions of
high relative humidity and high ambient temperature.

A patented method of internal construction ensures that
the weight of the Transformer is taken directly on the fixing
bushes and not on the case, thus preventing a risk of damage
to the sealing of the case when the unit is subjected to
mechanical shock.

All Transformers in this range are so constructed that they
can be used for either chassis or baseboard mounting.

W. ANDREW BRYCE & CO. LTD.
SHENLEY ROAD, BOREHAM WOOD, HERTS

Telephone: ELStree 1870, 1875 and 1117
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71/ze toe tWheall 'urn

RWER-META1
PRONIMS 

6-7A.6 STYLUS UNIT
NEW DEC O\ firr pick-up

"DECOLAk"de luxe
ELECTRIC RECORD REPRODUCER

I. .0."

ENGINEERS IN- RUi'RER B 0.1VD ED "rd'. E 'FAL:

LEXI,LANT

RE3. 66
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WIREK ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

MAGNETIC RECORDING &
REPRODUCING APPARATUS

* * *

RECORDING MEDIUM STAINLESS
STEEL WIRE .004" IN DIAMETER

* * *

DURATION RECORDING UP TO
4 HOURS. STUDIO TYPE
RECORDERS WITH HIGH

FIDELITY CHARACTERISTICS

* * *

TRANSPORTABLE RECORDER &
REPRODUCER FOR OUTSIDE
RECORDINGS. HIGH FIDELITY

CHARACTERISTICS

STANDARD MODEL 'A' PORTABLE
RECORDER FOR SPEECH

APPLICATIONS ONLY

* * *

LIGHT WEIGHT GENERAL
PURPOSE RECORDERS

(NOT AVAILABLE TILL 1948)

* * *

SPECIFICATIONS WSI
WILL BE SENT ON REQUEST

DALSTON GARDENS
STANMORE, MIDDLESEX

Telephone : Telegrams :
!WORDSWORTH 4476 ELECTRONIC, STANMORE

DATA SHEET 1111
TIME BASE UNIT TYPE 84

Designed for the greatest convenience in operation, it
covers practically every requirement for normal
investigation. Main features include :
(i) Sweep frequency, 5-250,000 cps.

(ii) Automatic synchronizing.
(iii) Sweep expansion independent of frequency.
(iv) Push-pull deflection.
(v) Single -stroke operation.

(vi) X Axis Amplifier usable independently.
(vii) Plate connexions available on front panel.
Sweep is substantially linear over the frequency range
which may be extended downwards to 0.5 cps. by the
addition of external capacitors. The time base may be
locked to an external impulse, or the signal developed
on one of the Y plates, or to the 50 cps. mains supply.
Sweep amplitude is controlled without affecting ampli-
tudeor synchronizing and the amplifier delivers balanced
P.P. voltages to the X plate, eliminating trapezium
distortion, etc.
Single stroke operation is available, maximum voltage
gain is about 25 and the full screen diameter is covered
without distortion. A switch arranges the internal
connexion of X plates to terminals on the front panel
with A.C. or D.C. coupling and for single -ended or P.P.
input, other positions interconnect amplifier and sweep
generator. Self-contained power pack unit may be
used independently as a portable time base or with
other makes of oscilloscope.

Full details on request.

LYDIATE ASH LABORATORIES
LYDIATE ASH, Nr. BROMSGROVE, Worcs.

e.h.
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TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD. TELE-RADIO DEVELOPMENT LTD.
Components for Prototypes Manufacturers of Communication Equipment.

Telephone : PAD. 6116 & 5606 (Temporary Works : Queens Park) AMB. 5393
Head Office : 177, Edgware Road, LONDON, W.2. to which all correspondence should be addressed

AV® TEST EQUIPMENT
V.H.F. EQUIPMENTIMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

(A.M. or F.M.)
£ s. d.

Avo Minor .. ... ... ... ... 4 4 0
Avo Universal Minor ... ... ... 8 10 0
Avo Model 40 ... ... ... ... 17 10 0
Avo Model 7 ... ... ... ... ... 19 10 0

MOBILE EQUIPMENT
Avo Test Oscillator ... ... ... ... 13 0 0
Avo Valve Tester ... ... ... ... 16 10 0
Avo Capacity and Resistance Bridge ... 1 1 0 0
Avo Electronic Test Meter ... ... 35 0 0 PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

AMERICAN VALVES
The following are just a few of the more difficult MINIATURE V.H.F. TRANSMITTER -
types from our comprehensive range of valves : RECEIVERS

IA5GT, I I /- I D8GT, 15/- I G4GT, 12/6 I G6GT 12/7
I LH4, 9/2 I LN5 , 10/9 2A3, 11/5 3A8GT, I5,'-
3Q5GT, 11/- ; 6AB7, 18/3 6AC7, 18/3 6G6GT, 8/I TRAWLER EQUIPMENT
6J6, 30/5 ; 6SA7, 14/- ; 6SJ7, 12/10 6SL7, 18/3
6SN7, 18/3 6SQ7, 11/7 6Z7G, 15/. 12SA7, 14/-
12SL7, 18/3 14A7, 12/10 884, 18/- 885, I 8/-
VR90/30, 12/6 VRI05/30, 12/6 VRI50/30, 12/6. Enquiries invited from Government Departments

PACKING AND POSTAGE EXTRA and Industrial Organisations

1053A. 15.4" w. x 8" d. x 9" h.
£4 15 0

1053B. I 71" w. x 9"d. x 101 " h.
£6 15 0

1053C. 24" w. x 12" d. x 15" h.
£8 16 6

2 1022A. 215 " w. x I 0j," d. x 101 " h.
£2 9 0

1022B. 21r w. x d. x 15"h.
£3 5 0

1022C. 21:4"w. x lot" d. x 22" h.
£4 15 0

1022D. 21F w. x 10,1,"d. x 30" h
£6 10 0

3 1007. 215,"w. x 91"d. x 103"h.
£6 0 0

4 1056A. 18" w. x 7" d. x 81-" h.
£4 IS 0

5 1023. 14" w. x 7"d. x 9}" h.
£2 15 0

All these standard cases are made in
highest quality sheet steel, strongly
welded and beautifully finished in light
grey, brown, yellow, red or black.
Adequate ventilation, pressed feet and
bushes are some of the special features.
Handles from our standard range can
be fitted to type 1022.

RR
PRODUCTS

Crransforvners lifers

6iecir;cai Coniroi cear
evelo en/ &D ie c Iron ic

T171a nufac/urzng for gniusiry

TELEPHONE BRADFORD 24902

R,R. DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES LTD
BARNARD RD . BRADFORD , YORKSHIRE

1844 112/116 NEW OXFORD ST., W.C.I. MUSEUM 5944

p.
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MAWThree Instruments -in -One

PORTABLE RECEIVER TESTER (JF.888)

Here is one of the new "Measurtest" Instruments, versatile, compact and
portable. Designed to obviate the laborious use of groups or pairs of
bench -type instruments, the Portable Receiver Tester successfully combines
a signal generator, output power meter and crystal calibrator. In the
servicing or manufacture of radio receivers, therefore, it is a pocket
laboratory in itself -allall for the price of one orthodox instrument.

For complete operational convenience, the Portable Receiver Tester is
fitted alternatively with either mains unit or dry battery. It is fully
guaranteed and at your disposal for demonstration at any convenient time.
Further particulars freely available.

MARCONI

to.,44"

410

41-0410

INSTRUMENTS LTD.
ST. ALBANS, HERTS. Telephone: St. Albans 6161 5
Western Office: 10 PORTVIEW ROAD, AVONMOUTH. Avonmouth 438  Southern Office: 109 EATON SQUARE, S.W.I. Sloane 8615

Northern Office: 30 ALBION STREET, HULL. Hull 1614-1

Knowing more and more about less and less

may describe a specialist but
to 112 it means the daily activities of

a team of 250 engaged in Research,
Development and manufacture of High

Vacuum Equipment. The ever increasing
applications of low pressure have necessitated

the production of many new items to which
we shall refer in succeeding advertisements. Our

accumulated knowledge and experience is gladly at
your disposal and, by the way, while the 250 are very

busy they are never too busy to give old and new friends
personal attention on problems and requirements for .

High Vacuum Technique

W. EDWARDS & COMPANY (LONDON) LTD.
KANGLEY BRIDGE ROAD, LOWER SYDENHAM, LONDON, S.E.26, ENGLAND

Telephone : SYDenham 7026 (5 lines). Telegrams : EDCOHIVAC, Phone, London.
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Why I support the

Savings Campaign
by J. Arthur Rank

" Many of you will remember the film made for
Two Cities by Sir Laurence Olivier-Henry V.
It was the story of a small and very tired British
army, led by a courageous and determined king, in
battle with a much larger enemy.

Today it is not an army that is in action : it is the
whole nation. Like the soldiers in Henry V, and
for the same honourable reasons, we are tired.
And, like those soldiers, we need all our courage
and determination to win this new battle.

We cannot all play as spectacular a part as our
archers at Agincourt. But
we all can make a tremen-
dous contribution by
supporting the Silver Lining
Savings Campaign with all
our resources and all
our strength.

In this present crisis
increased Savings will tell
the world that we are
determined to win."

National Savings
for National Prosperity

Issued by the National Savings Commit:,_

 CONSTANT VOLTAGE 
POWER SUPPLY UNITS

THE UNIT ILLUSTRATED PROVIDES AN OUTPUT OF
200-275 VOLTS AT UP TO 2SOmA., WITH THE FOLLOWING

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION

STABILIZATION RATIO 100

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE I OHM.
OUTPUT RIPPLE < 2mV. R.M.S.

MAY WE QUOTE FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS ?

ALL -POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.
8a, GLADSTONE ROAD, WIMBLEDON, S.W.I9

Telephone : LIBerty 3303

ns to the range of

t ot.3alated

COO -La R.F.CABLES
r.

2.

HIGH POWER FLEXIBLE RS. CABLE:
7o ohms. 4.8 KW at 10 Mc's. Diameter
0.8% Bending radius 5

VERY LOW CAPACITANCE CABLES:
Capacitances per foot from 6.3 mmf for
0.36' diam. to 4.2 mot, for E.

PHOTOCELL CABLE:
nownsierophonie, low loss.

TRANSRADIO LTD. 138A CROMWELL ROADLONDONS.W.7
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Lc

Type No. 19 Type No. 22

SYDNEY S. BIRD ,e)/07 -a,

CAMBRIDGE
ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD. MIDDXld..

'Phone: Enfield 2071-2 Vrams:Capacity,
Enfi e

EARL
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS RESEARCH LABORATORY

I F you require information regarding electronic
I or allied products, the quickest way of getting
it is to ask EARL. The EARL services are five in
number and cover technical advice, designs,
supply arrangements, general information, and
technical publicity material. If you have no
electronic department, EARL will act as one.
If you have, your staff will find that EARL can
solve many of their awkward problems. Especial
attention is paid to the design of test gear and
industrial apparatus.

Enquiries should be addressed to :

DONALD W. THOMASSON, Ayton
Cottage, Matford Avenue, Exeter, Devon.

CODEWORD: DELAFLEX

Interpretation : Insulating Sleevings

which protect electrically, mechanically
and "identificationally." Wide range
of colours and colour -combinations for
the most elaborate coding. Produced in
diameters from 0,5 mm upwards to
British Admiralty and Air Ministry

specifications in Varnished Cotton,
Varnished Art. Silk (Rayon) and Rolled
Silk; with optional Metal Screening.

Full details on request

DELAFLEX
insulating sleevings

De La Rue Insulation Limited
IMPERIAL HOUSE,

8 4/8 6 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.I
Telephone: Regent 2901 Telegrams: Delinsul, Piccy, London

DAI9/47
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PEEP AT THE BUSY END OF YOUR RADIO .

Many people are still not convinced
that a Radio owes much of its
performance to the Transformer insideit. Slowly we are proving to our
friends, the Radio Manufacturers, that
a Parraeko Transformer makes a very
real and lasting contribution and like
most people - who rely on our extensive
Research and Design Departments - they
are wisely beginning to forget that
silly old word (Transformer' and think
IParraekol instead and to use properly
the many services it is our specialist
job to give.
Do think over the fact that we make
only Transformers - not Radios,
Refrigerators, etc., plus Transformers.
Surely it follows that with
specialization we produce a better
Transformer cheaper.

PARMEKO OF LEICESTER.

MAKERS OF TRANSFORMERS.

"UNO"

UNO
Water-
proof

Drawing
Ink

AND

PEN STENCILS

STENCILS FOR ELECTRICAL
SYMBOLS 6/- EACH

Everything for the Drawing Office

A. WEST & PARTNERS LTD.
36 BROADWAY, WESTMINSTER, S.W.!

INTRODUCING A
NEW

OSCILLOSCOPE
For PRECISION OBSERVATION of Radio, Television,

Audio, Biological and other phenomena.
This 2i" Oscilloscope is a
precision instrument at an
attractive price, engineered
for practical application in
laboratory or test bench.
BRIEF SPECIFICATION
D.C. Amplifiers for X & Y
Axis. Deflection sensitivity
100 mv,'cm from zero freq. to
50 kc. Time Base 2 cps to 20
kc with expander up to 8
screen Dia. Positive Synch.
Access to plates. Instant-
aneous response to controls.
All controls independent in
operations from each other.
Dimensions 7" wide 8" high
by 9" long. Weight 17 lbs.

Obtainable from :
Webb's Radio, Soho Street,
W.1 or your local dealer, ordirect from :

Model 1200

PRICE £32
Delivery from Stock, Trade Enquiries Invited

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
229, Hale Lane, Edgware, Middx. Tel : EDG. 7312

Makers of Industrial Controls and Precision Instruments
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i EVERYTHING
THAT OPENS
AND SHUTS..
the ideal comunications receiver-
the receiver which fits into any given
set of conditions-is a rare bird.
Some have this facility, some that,
but it has remained for Rediffusion
to provide them all in the latest
addition to their range of radio
equipment, the Redifon " R-50."
Consider these features and weigh
them up for yourself . .

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Frequency Range - 13.; 'Eels - ks1 s; 3f kcls - 32 Mc/t; in eight bands.
Selectivity - - - - Five positions -3 LF. and 2 Crystal stages.
Sensitivity - - - - Constant between r -2 micro -volts over the entire range.

Image Protection - Ranges from go db. at highest frequency to over zoo db.

Tuning to: r slow motion drive, coarse and fine tuning together
with logging scale for accurate resetting.

Maintenance is greatly simplified by virtue of the fact that R.F., LF
and A.F. sections are in separate, demountable units.

flettifon"R-50"
RECEIVER

edden Radio
Radio Communications Division

/ REDIFFUSION LIMITED, BROOMHILL ROAD, S.W.I8
Designers and Manufacturers of Radio Communication and Industrial

Electronic Equipment

UNITED INSULATOR CO. LTD.

OAKCROFT RD., TOLWORTH, SURBITON, SURREY

Telephone : Elmbridge 5241 Telegrams : Colonel, Surbiton

Scien. RC 103
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"You're CERTAIN to
get it at ARTHURS

-X VALVES : We have probably the largest
stock of valves in the Country.

Let us know your requirements.

AVOMETERS. NOW IN STOCK.
AVOMETER, Model 7 £19 10 0
AVOMETER, Model 40 L17 10 0
VALVE TESTER (Complete) E16 10 0
TEST BRIDGE ill 0 0
AVOMINOR, Universal Model £13 10 0
AVOMINOR, D.C. Model E4 4 0SIGNAL GENERATORS, A.C.M 0 0

TAYLORS' METERS.

,9

COMPLETE RANGE
NOW IN STOCK.

All orders sent STAGE EQUIPMENT Terms C.O.D.by return of Post PROJECTOR LAMPS or cash with order.

London's Oldest Leading Radio Dealers.

EST.
1919

Props. ARTHUR GRAY LTD.

Gray House, 152, Charing Cross Rd.,Our Only Address:
London, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 5833/4.

ELECTRICAL, TELEVISION & RADIO ENGINEERS.

THE "FLUXITE
QUINS " AT WORK
" Look who's there !

Televising tonight !
Why it's 01 demonstrating

FLUXITE "
From within came a cry

" Televising ? My eye !
I've soldered myself I n

here tight!"

For al SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the pasteflux-with which even dirty metals are soldered and" tinned."For the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the " running "of white metal bearings-without "tinning " the bearing.It is suitable for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used with safety on ELECTRICAL and othersensitive
With Fluxite joints can be "wiped" success-fully, that are impossible by any other method
Used for over 40 years in Government
Works, and by leading Engineers and Manu-
facturers, OF ALL IRONMONGERS-
IN TINS -10d., 1/6 and 3/-.

The "Flux -it  Gun"
puts Fluxite
where you
want it by

simple
pressure.

Price 1/6 or
filled 2/6.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Leaflets on CASE HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERINGTOOLS with FLUXITE also on " WIPED JOINTS." Price Id. each.
FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. T.V.) Bermondsey St., London, S.E.1

An Important
TRADE EXHIBITION

OF

NEW ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS
Developed by CINEMA -TELEVISION LTD.

will be held at
BRETTENHAM HOUSE,

LANCASTER PLACE, LONDON, W.C.2.
From JAN. 20th to JAN. 31st incl.
Further particulars and Tickets of Admission (to
bona -fide Trade only) obtainable on application to:

CINEMA -TELEVISION LIMITED,
Worsley Bridge Road, Lower Sydenham,

London, S.E.26.

9/a. ilia If 13
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New t se(verihenii
gooks on every suki

We BUY Books,too!

119-125 CliNIIING
CROSS RD-.

1,01..DON
-NV C2

5660(161ix..5.,.4.0.9i
9-6 nr sat.

Gtrryrd

f B(914)/WP/fated'.
1.0NDEX

PROCESS., TIMERS
Synchronously driven
and condenser charge/
dischargeTimers.Auto-
rnatically self -resetting
and hand -resetting -

types for controlling all
kinds of industrial pro-
cesses, plastic presses,
chemical actions,
velding, etc.

Ask for leaflet PT/E0. Automatically
Self -resetting Timer,

A.S.R.

LOPIDE :101111
MANUFACTURERS' OF RELAYS

207 - ANERLEY.ROAD  LONDON  5.E.20 6258.9
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CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE mold 25
Here is an unusually well developed and up-to-date example of 'hat most usefu. .te.n of I ibaratory equipment. the. Cac.tode Riy C.xiioscopc.
With controls logically grouped and labelled with particular cl_rity and boldness, operation of the instruments tarious functions a achiev ad N th

directness ,and certainty. The use of an oscilloscope now becomes. instead of an uncertain search through a maze of controls, a s:mp.e and
straight -forward operation which is a pleasure to experience.

it The trace on the 3' tube is fine and sharp and there .s no vi:ible th-back.

tcThe built-in time -base is continuously variable and caliorated up to
30,000 c.p.s. It locks solidly into synchronism when required  giving an

unusually steady display.

There are two independent built-in amplifiers and the deflection sensitivity
of .25 r.m.s. volts per inch on the vertical plates is unusually high for a

,general purpose instrument.

Chassis and components, panel and case are finished throughout to semi-
tropical specification.

You are invited to write for the data sheet on Model 25 which gives the
instrument's full specification, and also for technical information on other
instruments in the ranges of C L 0 J G H= B R E N G L E, B O O N T O N
BALLANTINE, FERRIS, MERVYN and MIDGLEY- HARMER.

MIERI IUD
mie azeas 6, 476

TELEPHONE: CHANCERY 87654-n18766

JO'` ICJ MIME? 1312DEFORD ROW LONDON] W.CO
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to be beard in our new

Demonstration
Room

I. Connoisseur Pickup. A lightweight miniature moving
iron Pickup, of high fidelity characteristics. Average output
from secondary of Transformer .5 volts. Uses H.M.V.
silent Stylus or the equivalent " Connoisseur " needles.
Also suitable for use with special thin thorn needles. Sold
complete with input Transformer £4 4 7
2. Rothermel " Senior " Crystal Pickup. A recognised
standard of comparison for Crystal Pickups. Frequency
range 50-7,500 c/s. Average output 1.5 volts. For standard
needles £3 I to
3. Lexington Senior " Moving Coil Pickup Advanced
modern design, incorporating ingenious semi -automatic
insertion and rejection of sapphire needles. Given a good
Amplifier and Loudspeaker, reproduction is superb £7 6 9
4. Wilkins & Wright Type " N " Moving Coil Pickup.
First-class design and engineering. Combines high fidelity
with robust construction and reliability. Needle pressure
adjustable to I oz. Uses miniature needles such as " H.M.V.
Silent Stylus," " Connoisseur," " W. & W. Ministyle,"
complete with " Equalizing Transformer " . . . . 13 4
S. Lexington Input Transformer. In mu -metal box for
efficient screening. Made especially for Lexington " Senior "
and " Junior " Pickups, and also recommended for use with
home-made or experimental Moving Coil Pickups kr 13 2
6. Wearite Type 207 Midget Transformer, Ratio 60/1.
A very useful step-up Transformer, for moving coil Pickup
work. Its small size facilities short wiring in Amplifier 15s. od.
7. Wilkins & Wright "Equalizing" Input Transformer,
for use with Wilkins & Wright type " N " Moving Coil
Pickup. Incorporates compensating network (sold complete
with Wilkins & Wright type " N " Pickup)
Wilkins & Wright " Scratch Filter." A useful low-pass
Filter, the top limit being adjustable between 3.5 to 8.5
kc/s (similar in appearance to Equalizer) £2 0 0

WE 13'S.Artdio

8. Lexington " Junior " Moving Coil Pickup. Of sim-
ilar and general design to the " Senior " model, but without
auto -insertion mechanism. Made especially to take miniature
needles, " H.M.V. Silent Stylus," etc. £4 12 4
9. B.T.H. Magnetic Pickup. An excellent general purpose
moving -iron Pickup, with built-in Volume Control, output
approximately .7 volts. Takes all standard size needles

Li 16 0
Miniature Needles for Connoisseur, W. & W. ",:N."
Lexington Junior, etc.: " Sapphox " Sapphire 14s. od.

Starr " Sapphire 12s. 6d.
Wilkins & Wright Steel Needles, per 25 6s. od.
Connoisseur Steel Needles, per to 2s. 9d.
Lexington Sapphires (Only for use with Lexington Senior
Pick-ups). Two types .0025 in. or .0015 in. tip radius 16s. 8d.

All the foregoing material is available from STOCK and
immediate despatch can be made against post orders. The
following items are available in smaller quantities and enquiry
before ordering is advised.
10. Sound Sale Non -Magnetic Turntables. Cast in
alluminium alloy with stroboscopic markings for 78 R.P.M.
Size I2in. diameter, weight 3 lb. 6 oz. Replaces the normal
steel turn -table on your motor, and eliminates magnetic
pull from modern type Pickups 15 0
Rubber Mats, nin. diam., for use with non-magnetic, or
original turn -tables 7s. 6d.
" Audix " A.C. operated Gramophone Motor complete with
Turntable £8 0 0

In our demonstration room you may hear modern gramophone
reproduction at its best via Sound Sales, Acoustical, and
Webb's etc., high fidelity amplifiers and Wharfedale corner
cabinet, Acoustical labyrinth, Sound Sales phase inverter, etc.
loudspeakers.

I 4 , SOHO STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W. I
Telephone-:- GERrard 2089. Shop Hours : 9 a.m.-5.15 p.m. Sots. 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
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